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PREFACE.

Scholars will regret that this Second Part of Volume VI has not been prepared

by the editor of Part I. But for his energy in issuing that first instalment, notwith

standing the many obstacles of the years 191 5-1 91 6, the delay in the publication of

these documents would be even longer than it has been. When Professor Littmann

found that owing to other work he could not edit the rest of the Sardian texts, he

handed over to me in September 1920 all his notes and copies. He had examined

and discussed with me at Sardis most of the originals, and I had made copies, for

comparison with his own, of all the inscriptions there discovered.

Here I have endeavoured only to establish the Lydian text as accurately as is

now possible, and to describe doubtful readings in such a way as to indicate the

limits of emendation. Except in a few instances I have avoided all questions of inter

pretation, but proper names, so far as recognizable, are noted and indexed. Dr Cowley

has kindly annotated the Aramaic text of no. 1.

In order that complete material for the study of Lydian may be available in one

volume, the fourteen inscriptions of Part I and all those discovered elsewhere than

at Sardis are here republished. Mr A. H. Smith edits the British Museum fragment

from Ephesus, Professor Sayce the rock-inscription from Silsilis, and the others have

been revised either from the originals or from squeezes lent by Dr M. Schede and

Professor Josef Keil. M. B. Haussoullier contributes two new texts, one of which he

presented to the Louvre, and also the unpublished cast serving as tailpiece on p. 72.

This small corpus thus comprises 5 1 inscriptions
J

: (a) 24 inscriptions previously

published, namely the 14 from Sardis edited by Thumb and Littmann, and the 10

from various other places edited by Frankel, Keil and von Premerstein, Newton

and Sayce ; (b) 27 unpublished inscriptions, namely 25 found at Sardis and the 2 edited

by Haussoullier.

I have added indices (1) of the Lydian words occurring in these texts, (2) of the

word-endings, (3) of Lydian glosses, (4) of words possibly Lydian — this list sug

gested by Professor Sayce — and (5) of non-Greek proper names found in Lydia.

In the transcriptions I have changed the values of the Lydian letters I , + , T ,

1 The inscriptions on the coin (P. M. Cat. Lydia^ p. 3, PI. I, 7) referred to in Part I, p. ix (C) and on other

coins discussed in Num. Chron. 3d Ser., X 1890 pp. 202—204, are omitted here because of their uncertainty.



Viii

PREFACE.

*
, T , <l , from », ht *, c, q, 9 (as given in I,, i), to t, A )., v, t, z (see pp. xn, xm), and

have written all words, even those known to be proper names, without capitals.
The following pages will show how much I owe to Professor Littmann's difficult

pioneer work, and to the advice as well as to the contributions of Dr Cowley,

M. B. Haussoullier, Professor Sayce and Mr A. H. Smith. A vast debt of gratitude
is due to Mr W. G. Arkwright, whose kindness in giving counsel and in revising every one

of these texts has been inexhaustible. Without the squeezes furnished by Dr M. Schede

and by Professor Keil I could not have edited nos. 40, 41, 45 and 47. The authorities

of the Museum at Constantinople facilitated in every way the revision of nos. 42, 43,

44, 46, allowing me to photograph 42 and to take plaster-casts of the three others.

For all the help thus generously given I am indeed grateful.

I wish also to thank Professor Fraser, M. Haussoullier, and Professor Littmann

for much valuable assistance and criticism, and M. Haussoullier for having included

in this volume so important a document as no. 50.

As I was finishing these pages for the press, I heard of the sudden death in

Paris on August 13 of my colleague Howard Crosby Butler, Director of the excavations

at Sardis, and I cannot refrain from recording here the loss which this represents, not

only to archaeology in general, but particularly to Lydian studies. He took the keenest

interest in the discovery and publication of these inscriptions, and in the recent campaign

at Sardis (March-June 1922) hoped, though in vain, that more might be found. It

is a deep regret to me that he did not see this book in print.

Baltimore, June 30, 1923. W. H. Buckler



LIST OF THE INSCRIPTIONS AND PLATES.

The Inscriptions are arranged in the following groups, according to the places

where they were found. The bilingual and dated texts come first and the fragments

last in any group. The Sardis Inventory Numbers are also given. (P) denotes previous

publication.

I. Inscriptions found at Sardis

(a) on stones from the Nekropolis :

1 = L. 17 (P) p. 1, PI. I. 11 = L. 12 (P) p. 23, PI. V.

2 = L. 11 (P)
"

4,
" "

12 = L. 27
"

25,
« tt

3 = L. 26 (P)
«

7,
«

II. 13 = L. 19
"

27,
"

VI.

4 = L. 1 (P)
"

8,
" "

14 = L. 29
"

29,
u

5 = L. 13 (P)
"

11,
"

HI. 15 = L. 34
«

33,
"
VII.

6 = L. 15 (P)
«

12,
« «

16 = L. 3 (?)
"

35,
" "

7 = L. 6 (P)
tt

13,
" "

17 = L. 20
"

36,
" "

8 = L. 9 (P)
u

15,
"

IV. 18 = L. 14 (P)
"

36, "VIII.

9 = L. 8 (P)
«

16,
" «

19 = L. 10
"

37,
u "

10 = L. 16
"

17,
"

(3) on stones from the Temple and district :

20 = L. 25 (P) p. 38, PL VIII. 25 = L. 28 p. 48, PL XI.

21 = L. 18
"

39,
"

IX. 26 = L. 5
"

49,
"

22 = L. 4
"

40,
"

27 = L. 23
"

51,
"

23 = L. 7
"

42,
tt

X. 28 = L. 22
"

52,
"

XII.

24 = L. 30
f

«

45,
«

XL 29 = L. 35
«

52

(c) on earthenware :

30 = L. 24 (P) p. 52, PL XII. 32 = L. 33 p. 54, PL XII.

31 = L. 32
"

54,
« "

33 = L. 31
«

-55

(«f) on building-stones in or near the Temple :

34 =L. 2 .... p. 55 37 = L. 37 . . . p. 56

35 = L. 21 • ..." 55 38 = L. 38 . ..." 56

36 = L. 36 . ..." 55 39 = L. 39 . . . "56



X list of inscriptions and concordance.

II. Inscriptions found elsewhere than at Sardis

40.Pergamon (P) p. 57, PL XIII. 44 Tschoban-Isa (P) p. 61, PL XVI.

41 Falaka (P)
"

58,
*

XIV. 45 Arably Hadjili (P)
"

63,
" «

42 Emre (P)
«

59,
ft

XV. 46 Hamidie (P)
«

64,
"

XVII.

43 Egri-kioi (P)
"

60,
" "

47 Tire (P)
"

64

48 (A. H. Smith) Ephesus (P) p. 65, PL XVII.

49 (A. H. Sayce) Silsilis (P)
"

66.

50 (B. Haussoullier) Megalais Katefches
"

68, PL XVIII.

51 (
" "

) Lydia
"

72,
"

CONCORDANCE

between Old and New Numbers designating the Sardis Inscriptions.

Since several of the inscriptions from Sardis are referred to in Part I and elsewhere

by their Inventory Numbers, the -following concordance gives these in the first column,

and the New Numbers in the second column.

Inv. New Inv. New In'Z' New Inv. New

L. 1=4 L. 1 1 = 2 L. 21 = 35 L. 31
=

33

"2 =

34
u

I 2 = I I
u

22 = 28
u

32
=

3i

"

3
= i6

a

13
=

5
u

23
= 27

u

33
=

32

"

4
= 22

u

H = 18
u

24
=

30
tt

34
=

*5

"5 = 26
tt

15
= 6

tt

25 = 20
«

35
=

29

tt

6 = 7
tt

16 = 10
tt

26 = 3
u

36 = 36
"

7 = 23
tt

17 = 1
tt

27 = 12
u

37
= 37

*

8 = 9
tt

18 = 2 1
tt

28 = 25
u,

38 = 38
*

9
= 8

u

19
=

13
tt

29 = H
tt

39
=

39
a

10 = 19
tt

20 = 17
tt

30 = 24



REFERENCES TO SARDIS VI, Part L

Part I of this volume (VI), by Professor Littmann, is referred to below as *IW:

e.g. "1,25" means page 25 of Littmann' s Volume VI, Part I.

That work is discussed in the following publications :

F. Bilabel, Zeitschrift fur Assyriologie xxxiii 192 1 148-156.

S. A. Cook, Journal of Hellenic Stttdies xxxvii 191 7 77-87, 219-231.

A. E. Cowley, Comptes rendus de VAcademie des Inscriptions et Belles-Leitres

1921 7-14.

A. Cuny, Revue desEtudes Anciennes xxii 1920 259-297, xxiii 192 1 1-27, xxv 1923 97-1 12.

O. A. Danielsson, Zu den lydischen Inschriften 191 7 (Skrifter utgifna af K Humanistiska

Vetenskaps-Samfundet i Uppsala 20 2).

J. Fraser, Anatolian Studies presented to Sir W. M. Ramsay, 1923 139-150.

P. Giles, Cambridge University Reporter 27 February 19 17.

G. Herbig, Orientalistische Literaturzeitung xxiv 1921 Sp. 317-320.

F. Hrozny, Die Sprache der Hethiter 1 9 1 7 191-193.

Th. Kluge, Literarisches Zentralblatt 191 8 Nr. 6 Sp. 124-126.

M. Lidzbarski, Zeitschrift fur Assyriologie xxxi 191 7-1918 122-130.

C. J. S. Marstrander, Caractere indo-europeen de la langue hittite 19 19 4-6 (Christi-

ania : Videnskapsselskapets Skrifter. II Hist.-filos. Klasse 19 18 No. 2).

A. Mentz, Orientalistische Literaturzeitung xxv 1922 Sp. 489-492.

H. Pedersen, Philologica i 1921 48-54.

A. H. Sayce, Journal of Hellenic Studies xxxix 19 19 204-205.

E. Schwytzer, Neue Zurcher Zeitung 19 17 2 Mai Nr. 7 So.

C. C. Torrey, America?i Journal of Semitic Languages and Literature xxxiv 19 18

185-198.

R. Thurneysen, Zeitschrift fur vergleichende SpraLiforschung 1 1922 38-40.

Brief references also in A. E. Cowley, The Hittites 1920 39.

M. Hammarstrom, Acta Soc. Sc. Fenn. xlix 1920 2 4—5.

Ch. Picard, Ephese et Claros 1922 xviii, etc.



LYDIAN ALPHABET.

The alphabet here used diners from that in I, i, 17, both in the order of the

Lydian letters and in the values assigned to some of them. It is as follows:

A = a 1 = m + = p (h in I, 1
,

1 3)

a = b (see p. xm) *i = n n = a

\ = d 0 = 0 I = x (n in I, 1
, 8)

i = e <\ = r t ■= e

\ = v (see p. xm) T = s T = a (U in I, 1, 15)

1 = 2 "S = s * = v (<f (?) in I, 1, 16)

C = 2 (* in I, 1
,

1 9) T = t T = T [g (?) in I, 1
,

1 7)

i- k 1 = u 4 = < (£-(?) in I, 1, 41)

1 = / 8 = / (see p. xm)

Where no change is noted, the value is that proposed by Littmann. The values

of I and * were recognized and communicated to me by Arkwright.

No transcription of the last two letters, T and 1, which Littmann only tentatively

identified, is here attempted, because definite evidence 2 is lacking ; the five other

instances in which his values have been altered may be thus explained :

0 =;.

That 0 and i must be very closely related is pointed out in I, 19, and therefore

t seems a transcription preferable to d.

\=p.

Danielsson {pp. cit. pp. 19 f.) was the first to transliterate T 1 T *1 T A + as ^sLf/zL&L

and to connect it with ncy.lu.vg "king", but he assumed a phonetic change from p- to

h- and did not actually identify + with p. This was done by Sayce (op. cit. p. 205).

Since -c/ly.-jg is the best attested of the Lydian glosses 3, and the equation + = h was

a tentative assumption (I, 13), the value + = p would seem reasonably certain.

Neither as to + nor as to I can we obtain guidance from the Lycian alphabet, which,

so far as we can judge, had values entirely different from those of the Lydian letters •,

e. g. in Lycian t = k and T = t, while T was a vowel.

1 This value is accepted by Sayce: see notes to 49.

2
f is however not a vowel, as it is in Lycian (cf. I, 18). Fraser, op. cit. p. 144, suggests that T = j; c^ esv

taT *
(43) and esv tasei (40), a parallel of which he was not aware.

3 See Index III, 41.



lydian alphabet. xiii

I = T.

That I represents a sound like that of d or / may be inferred from } A I 1 M 1 (4a.8),,

doubtless the equivalent of Sandas (as recognized by Littmann, I, 43), and from the

fact that the name Sandanis and the ethnic Sandaineites point to the non-assimilation

of the d. We find the analogies fakil^ akit\ faklin, aktin\ lesas, tesastid\ kotis, kollis,

kotlin\ and in aXiksantrus the Greek -nd- is represented by -nt-\ hence it seems

"better to transcribe I by t, rather than by $.

The value I = n may be rejected for these reasons: (1) Since the nasals are

often immediately preceded by a nasalized vowel, we should expect to find, among

the 38 words in which 1 occurs, the
' combination -in- or -It--, but in no case does

either n or t ever precede I. The apparent exception, TIAini (cited in I, 8), is

erroneous : the word is t i A I *1 n 1 . (2) Nothing in the context shows that van- and

vanl- are variants of equivalent meaning,1 nor that -kalal- has any connection with

kana\ (5.2,6) or ninin with nilin.

T = >-.

The recognition of T as representing an /-sound, different from that of 1 and

perhaps sonant or vocalic, was made in 19 j 7 by Arkwright (cf. Cook, pp. 82

and 22 18) and independently by Danielsson (pp. 14 f). It is based on the equation

of a^iksdntru(s) with 'AXelavtfpog, and seems to be now generally accepted •, cf. Cuny,

192 1 p. 9, and Fraser, p. 142.

•e = v.

In 19 1 7 Arkwright had identified * as the symbol of an ^-sound different from

that of T and possibly more sonant3 (cf. Cook, op. cit. pp. 82 and 22 18). The

presumption suggested by comparison of as*il with 'A9y]vo.iy}i (40. l) is now strengthened

by the occurrence of es* tain (41.5) and esn taaln (50. 3) as equivalent to es* tal * (43.3).

In 10 (11. 11, 15) the triangular sign ^ may be a numeral or a punctuation

mark. In 42. 4) 5< 7 and 50.
8 the H is doubtless a variant form of 1. In earlier script

it seems that g (30, 37) = 8; | (30, 31) and * (49) = t; 1 (48, 49) = *.

The equivalent (/) given for 8 is a mere approximation to the Lydian value;

8 may interchange with a (p. 3, note on 1. 6) or with \ (p. 8, note on 1. 4), and a

may be rendered in Greek by n (40.2) though - M A a appears to represent Bax^o- (20).

The precise differences between the sounds denoted by a, 1 , 8 , are at present

difficult to determine.

1
Ic- is probably a formative suffix, and zan-^a- a derivative from the same stem as that of van-as\ cf. tarb-^ad,

tarb-Kas and arm-'$ak, arm-avlis.

2 Arkwright noticed that while *1 |- is common, we never find -i |-, and that before •£ or *1 the nasalized vowel f

seems always to be used instead of ^ . On the other hand -i A- and •£ ft- are both extremely common.



EXPLANATION OF THE CONVENTIONAL SIGNS.

In Lydian texts the underscoring of a letter shows that the original has some

imperfection, which the type in certain cases (e. g. 2.9) fails to reproduce.

In transcription plain type within square brackets represents a letter partly or

wholly missing, italic type within round brackets a letter corrected because of the

imperfect engraving of the original.

The minus-plus symbol (+) marks uncertainty in the division of words ; it

indicates that the words directly below this sign are joined when perhaps they should

be separate (e. g. 2.3), or are separate when perhaps they should be joined (e. g. 10.7).

The point below a letter means that this letter is doubtful.



Section I. — INSCRIPTIONS FOUND AT SARDIS.

1.

(PLATE I).

Marble stele in two pieces found on May 20 and 24, 191 2. The upper

piece, broken only at the bottom, is 0.80 h., 0.53 w., 0.165 th. ; the sculptured anthemion

being 0.63 h. while the shaft below is 0.17 h. The lower piece, broken across the

top, in left upper corner and at bottom, is 0.83 h., 0.46 w. at top, 0.15 th. It now

consists of a chipped portion 0.028 h., below this a smooth surface 0.375 h. bearing

the Lydian and Aramaic texts, and at bottom an uninscribed surface 0.42 h. The

Lydian letters are 1.8 to 0.6 cm. h., the Aramaic 2.1 to 0.8 cm. h. ; the letters

added between the lines are about half size.

Both pieces were discovered in a thick low wall on the northern slope of the

Nekropolis hill west of the Paktolos, about 40 m. above the ravine on which faced

the "Stele tomb" (see I, 25 and Vol. I, 1 p. 116) and about 15 m. above that tomb.

In the same wall were also embedded our 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 17, 18 and 19

(in all twelve inscriptions), the flat slabs having been used to strengthen the sides and

corners. This structure, built without cement

^pe of hill steeply
and mainly of rounded boulders such are

found in the Paktolos — its ground-plan

roughly as in this sketch — stood on a

terrace cut in the hill-side. The removal of

its stones lasted from May 17 to 28, 1912.

See Vol. I, 1 pp. 1 1 7-1 18, ills. 123, 179.

Date : 455 B. C, or 394 or 349 B. C. ;

Torrey (p. 192) believes in 455, Cook

(p. 81) in one of the later years.

Inventory number L. 17; published

I, 23-38, with photograph, transcription and translation; also in the following articles:

S. A. Cook, J. of Hellenic Studies xxxvii 191 7 77-87, 219-231.

M. Lidzbarski, Z. fur Assyriologie xxxi 1917-1918 122-130.

C. C. Torrey, Am. J. of Semitic L. and Lit. xxxiv 19 18 185-198.

A. Cuny, R. des EtudesAnciennesxxii 1920 259-297, xxiii 1921 1-27, xxv 1923 97-1 12.

A. E. Cowley, C. r. de VAcad, des Inscr. et B.-L. 192 1 7-14.

Sardis Expedition VI, 2. 1

N.

(Wall about 2.50 m.h)

5.30



Texts from the Nekropolis.

(1)

No. I : general view.

//

>////jm* 411*1 \Ji T11UAa T1TI TAC// i

///iM1 TTI TTI TM4H 3IAH + * A T I <1 + A 1 2

411 AJI11IT

11III \ TIU 411111)1 JI1HA1 4 A* A 4° 11 ATT 3 3

*A*T:I *ia TA1M1 TTI a| 1 a T 1 1 1 T T * 4

11ATT8 TA1H4 T T * TTI 4H THIS * AT IT I + A1

111IT1A THA8 4l8ITTlt8 XT1U T I + tt 1 1 1 T J A

^TA^ia TA1AA TITIHH * 1 1 1 T 1 A T I T 1 M 3

T1t + A8T1 T1 1 8 H1H TASI+ » T 1 8 ° * T A 4 1 T *

I

2

O

4

5

6

rate £wnmN -^ n:t^ jwniDi? mm

Mnrrn wnyDi NJino n:? nitto mora

tin rnno ru? rrbo ty ^t -moi «mnx

vcavD

in* rut wire ^ ^r pi ^m *a ^d ^t

nnN d$tud -p^ in tern n jd ina ru?

nrra nsonn ■wdni ito ^t i^niN

5

6

I 7

or]^X zV/X bakilll es[t] mrud essk [vanas

laprisak pelak kudkit ist es\ z>«[naX
b\tarvod akad manelid kumlilid | silukalid | akit [napis
esl mruk buk es\ vana\ buk esvav

lapirisav bukit kud ist esk vandk b\tarv\o[d
aktin napis pelXk fens\ifid fakmk artimus

ibsimsis arti7nuk kulumsis aardk birdkk

klidak kofukk pirdX pel\k bill vlbapent

Lydian Text.

One line only appears to be lost (I, 38), and this missing part of the date-formula

may have been : [borll x artahsassal palmlul dav] ; cf. 41.1_3.

L. 1: The restoration TA[l° seems certain, the loop of the 1 being clear, since

that word appears elsewere (2.1, 41.3, 42.1, 50.1) in the date-formula.

The view that bakilPk is the equivalent of the month Marheswan (cf. I, 38) is

accepted by Cook, p. 222, and by Cowley, p. 14. Cf. below p. 8, note j, and p. 58, note 1.

The T in [tJt^, of which the vertical bar only is clear, can be restored from 22.L

[lAini] is supplied, as in I, 30, from the sequence of the three nouns repeated

in 11. 4-5. The addition [j| t i] suggested by Littmann (I, 31) could owing to lack



No. i. 3

of space only have been engraved above the line — as were the final letters of 1. 5 ; (1)

but such an extra word seems superfluous. The demonstrative f\W suffices for both

[vanas] and laprisak, since we find (2.3) ess vanas mruk and (9-1-5) ess vanas . . . laprisak.

L. 2: For [TAl]tt1, as restored in I, 30, 32, cf. 1. 5.

L. 3: Evidently silukalid, "the Seleucid" l (?), was intended to follow immediately

after kumlilid (cf. I, 30, 32), but whether it contains the name of a place, gens,

office or person is uncertain. Cowley reads 411 A* 1ST, but to Arkwright and to me

4 11 A* 11 IT (as in I, 30, 84) is clear. In kumli- Torrey, p. 187, recognizes Kap.(5Xv?5.

For names thus grouped cf. 5.1, 9.3"4, 16.1~2 and possibly 2.*. [Tl + ttl], as in I, 30,

33
— where the brackets are omitted —

,
is supplied from 7.3, 8.6 and 9.5.

L. 5 : The spelling * A T 1 1 1 + A 1 is the only instance (see Index I, 369-374) in which

I appears after - + A1.3 This was doubtless a "short vowel" (cf. I, 59); we may

compare T13 23.11 with T3 24.13, and Tcj3«Xjxsvp« with T[i<ylrj.ovpoiq [A. J. A. xvi

1912 pp. 12-13).

The last letter of b\tarvo\d should in I, 30 be bracketed. Part of the ° is

preserved above the \ 1 ,
but the 4 ,

which was also engraved above the line, is lost.

L. 6: In 4l8ITTlt8 the ending 4 18- is not, as regarded in 1, 35, 63, an error,

but, like T 1 1 ° 8 , 50.1, by the side of T 1 1 ° 3 , 41.1, is evidence that 8 could inter

change with a; cf. Cook, p. 229.

L. 7: Littmann's view (I, 36) that the words aaraX and bira\ were often used

together is borne out by the similar phrase nak aarav nak birak, 24.19-, cf. Cook, p. 224.

L. 8: With the last four words compare 5.5 (I, 51): piral pelXk vlbapent.

Aramaic Text.

(Notes by A. E. Cowley)

L. 2: [N]nmi- The N is not visible on the facsimile, but since it is printed

as certain by Littmann, there must be a trace of it on the original. As in 1. 5.

L. 3 : "DID! • Littmann reads a final 1 in this word throughout. There is

no clear distinction between 1 and 1 in this alphabet. The 1 is retained here because

it is the traditional reading in the O. T., and because the proposed *J rests on an

etymology which is not convincing.

DTJID • Littmann 31DD which he corrected into 1"lDD . The engraver would hardly

make a mistake in the name of his own town, and the correction gives no satisfactory

sense. The 2nd letter might be a D, but it may equally well be a J, which does

not occur again in this inscription. It has the same form as the J| in the Moabite

alphabet, which this closely resembles. The 3rd letter, however, has a projection at

1
CUNY, 1921 pp. 2, 14; cf. Sn-ul-lu-qu, A. T. Clay, Personal Names from Cun. Texts (1912) p. 133. Pedersen,

p. 48, regards the word as an official title.

2 This | should be inserted in I, 30, 31 (twice) and 34 (transliteration).
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(1) the top which distinguishes 1 (or 1) from 1 . This would make an impossible word,
and if it is really on the stone it must be a mistake. The correction is small and

313D 'an upright monument' gives a good sense.

TIN gives a better sense than TIX, if it can represent the Lydian akad.

L. 4: NJD1DD. Littmann N^DDD- The foot of the 2 coincides almost

entirely with the head of the 1 below, but seems to project slightly beyond it, so

that 3 is more probable than *). The 3 is badly made and doubtful. The tail ot

it is unfinished, perhaps from fear of complication with the adjacent letters. It cannot

however be a 1 which is a large letter in this hand. On the whole J is the most

likely, and the formative m£y is known as gentilic, 'the man of Sbw (or Srw)'.

L. 6: TiN is no doubt to be read, not TN- The first "HIN is used as in

the Elephantine papyri often. The second is probably 'other'.

L. 8: nriD^V The Q is almost certain (not 1, as Littmann), but the explanation

is difficult.

The Lydian text has been translated by Cowley, p. 14, Cuny, 192 i pp. 9-27,

and Lidzbarski, p. 126.

The Aramaic text has been translated by Cook, pp. 82-83, Cowley, p. 13,

Cuny, 1920 p. 261, Lidzbarski, p. 130, and Torrey, p. 190.

2.

(PLATE I).

Marble stele found near 1 in the wall above described ; broken at the

bottom and right side; 0.72 h., 0.545 w., 0.12 th. On the left side the smooth

original surface is preserved ; that of the right side is broken away at top and bottom,

but survives to a height of 0.16 on a level with 11. 5—1 1 . Above the text is a space

0.12 h., the upper 3/8 of which is chipped, while the lower 1/g shows the remains

of sculptured volutes and centre-piece. The space filled by the text is 0.30 h. ; the

blank surface below it is 0.40 h. Height of letters 2.4 to .08 cm.

Date: 450 B.C., or 389 B.C. or 344 B.C.; see the introductory note to 1.

It is uncertain whether the Artaxerxes whose fifteenth year is here mentioned was

the first, the second or the third.

Inventory number L. 1 1 ; published I, 48-51, with photograph, transcription and

partial translation.
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TTATTA^ATSA T11141T TA1° II III ~ T 1 S ° // I (2)

IN°TAT3 3m*1 lAlttl n * *tt4 T1T1TA// 2

4 A* A ^n«Tt JI+ TMATII + AI 1 T* A T A * 4H 3

HUIA 4I1A1T131T1I 4I1AT3AT 4 1 1 ° 1 A i 4

1°5| + l •«A4v1t4TA1 =A*T4 4l3ITTlt8 T I + tt 1 5

JI13 Till :Ha TT* TATfH 113 * 1 A T A4I+ 6

*tTA 1U18 *ATM + A1 1 1 3 T T * T°TAT3 7

TloiAl TAIttl TT4 TTI 4I4TT4 1 T I + *ttT4A 8

T ^1 31 A 1°nA •JA4vlt81 1A1°<1A1 T1AT3AT 9

TITASIIT U*1111!| *A*inai ^IIITTA io

4A3^ * ATA* A 8 4 1 a I T T 1 1 8 Tl + ttl 1 IT1 A 11MV/ n

T I
'

1_* 1 1 A 4 1 1 8 1 1 *J ° 1 n I T * A T A + A T * A T T I 3 A S A // 12

4 1 + 1 3 Tllll 13

1 bo]r/X X III II ora(k) Tuvellk artakfassaks

2 p\akmkuk dav ess vanas mruk bkasokix

3 pid katavil laprisakin pi(d) etosrs akad

4 karolid sabkalid istubekmlid aktin

5 napis fenskibid esvafvj mkvendfajv ifsjkon

6 pida tamv buk vanak esk b(u)k mruk buk

7 b\aso\ es\ buk laprisav bukin akev

8 avkav pisk dTtdid ist es\ (v)ana(k) karolk

9 sab\al(\) karolas sfendav arvol ak(m\)

10 artimuv ibsimvfajv kulumvak sivrafkjmn

11 . . anu aktin napis fenskibid fakatav ebad

12 . . ra bistav tapakav sisirors sfendavm(k)in

13 . . Tbupid

L. 1: In [bo]r/X the 8 is restored, as in 41.1 and 42.1, but 50.1 has 8. The left

side of the ° is clear.

The numeral next to borl\ recurring in 41, 42, 50, is presumably "io", since it

resembles the Aramaic notation, and up to "6" (41.1) the Lydians counted by strokes.

The T of orak is drawn incorrectly, as in 10.15, 42.4, 50.7 ; for list of such imperfect

letters see below. That orak means "month" is probable; cf. p. 58, note 1, and p. 71.

The meaning "king" suggested for Tuvellk (I, 18, 50) is uncertain.

For the ending of artaksassaks (I, 50) cf. mitridastaks, 24.17.

L. 2: The + of pjakmkuk is supplied from 41.3, 42.3, where dav also follows, as

here and in 16.2, 50.s.

In bkasokix the final I is clear.
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L. 3: Of the initial + more than half is preserved.

The spacing between katav and il — taken as separate words in I, 48 is

narrower than, e. g., between the s| ° of bkasokix above or the 1 «i of mruk, 1. 6, so

that it seems safer to unite them as one word ; cf. katvvel, 22.4.

pifdj, not pifs), is corrected, as in I, 49, owing to the likelihood of a repetition

of the previous pid.

L. 4: karolid, karolk, 1. 8, and karolas, 1. 9, have been derived from a name

*karos (I, 33, 49, 83), but in 4a.3, IO.1'
3
karo- may be a thing, not a person.

sabkalid and sabkalk, 1. 9, may, as Danielsson suggests, be connected with the

name ZjapyjXos (L. B.-W. 667),1 and istubek-mlid with Aaxvnal-ona (Fraser).

L. 5: The last three words have each one imperfect letter, from which one

stroke is missing in each case ; the true readings seem obvious, as in I, 49. The

second letter of ifsjkon has its cross-bar placed like that of a T having no upper

bar, and does not look like +, since elsewhere in our text that letter always has its

cross-bar in the middle of its vertical shaft, mkvendav : cf. mkvesis, 12.8.

L. 6: The correction bfujk seems certain.

L. 8: In dTtdid the second letter is not changed from T to t, as in I, 18, 50, 75,

because that emendation is conjectural. But we find pisk del, 24.33.

In (v)dna(k) the \ and T are each incomplete ; the correction is obvious (I, 49, 50).

On karolk cf. note, 1. 4.

L. 9: The last T of sabkalk (cf. 1. 4) is imperfectly drawn, like that in orak, 1. 1 ;

there the left "wing" of T has, instead of the correct v-shape, only a single bar,

whereas here, as in akmk, 42.4, the right wing shows that defect.

The last two letters of akmk are inaccurately engraved.

L. 10: The A can be restored in ibsimvfajv as confidently as in mkvendfajv, 1. 5.

sivrafkjmn, like sivrakmis, 22.9, n> 12, has been considered an epithet of Artemis

derived from a place-name (I, 15, 49, 84), but this is uncertain; see note on 22.9.

The T is imperfect.

L. 11 : Two letters are missing ; the fragment of the second has at the top on

its left side a small stroke suggesting the top curve of 1, as restored in I, 49, but

the letter may have been *.

Notwithstanding the scratch across the word ebad the lower bar of its ^ and the

cross-bar of its A are clearly visible.

L. 12: The second of the two missing letters must have been 1 or 1 or t

In view of the inaccuracy with which T is often engraved in this text, the ninth

letter of sfendavmfkjin seems to be a T not much more carelessly engraved than it is

in orak (1. 1), fvjdnal (1. 8), akmk (1. 9) and sivrakmn (1. 10); see below.

1 Cf. Danielsson, p. 19, note 1. Sa/3w? (I, 15) seems less probable.
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L. 13. Two letters only seem to be missing, not four letters as indicated in I, 49. (2)

The restoration . v]tbupid (I, 49, 51) is doubtful.

The engraving of this text is so negligent that the following summary of its

imperfect letters may be useful :

1. 1, TA1° for TA1°

„ 3, N+ for 4 1 +

* 5> 105l + l *A4v1t1TA1 fA*T1 for *1 o j| t I * A 4 I'M T 1 * A * T *

„ 6, ^ J_a for 5|13

„ 8, T A 1 tt 1_ for T A n tt 4

„ 9, TIATaAT for T1AT3AT; Til A for T 11 A

„ 10, *A*inai for * A* ina I; 11TA«MITfor 1 1 T A <M I T

„ 12, 1l"1>A14A41t81 for 1 1 T 1 1 A 4 1 1 8 1

It may also be noted that the letter * in most instances here has a loop,

and that in 11. 7, 8 the loop is open, whereas in 1. 12 the form -e, more usual in

our inscriptions, has been used.

3.

(PLATE II).

Marble stele found on May 26, 191 3, in the roughly built wall closing the

doorway of a single-chamber tomb, on the northern slope of the main Nekropolis

hill west of the Paktolos, about 20 m. above the ravine on which faced the "Stele

tomb" (see I, 25). That tomb lies about 8 m. west of ours in the row directly above.

In the entrance wall of the chamber-tomb adjoining ours on the west was 12, also

mutilated and re-used ; when their respective tombs were refilled, our stele and 12

were each probably built into the walls of the burial-places for which they had been

originally designed. H. 0.61, w. at top 0.56, at bottom 0.57, th. — not including

the relief or the moulding
—

0.13. Along the top runs a moulding 0.10 h., now

projecting 0.04, and more prior to its mutilation. Its upper surface, as highly finished

as the lower, apparently bore no cap-stone and formed the original top of the stele.

Letters 2.1 to 0.6 cm. h.

Only at bottom is the stele broken. From the break, up to the lower edge of

the inscription (a space of 0.34), extend remains of a much damaged relief representing

a man reclining on a couch, at the left end of which sits a woman turned towards

him. His left elbow is propped on a cushion, while his right hand resting upon his

right knee holds some small object, perhaps a flower.

Date : 330/329 B. C.

Inventory number L. 26; published I, 54-55, with photograph and transcription-
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4HI IT* 1Aitt4 ni *tt4 TUTIttTllTA Hill * tt 1 <1 a I

TAm 1°4A8 ^1SA1A T 1 4 1 A 4I1111IT 4 1 1 A T 1 A <1 T A 2

11A 4l8ITTvlt 411 TA8 4A4A1IT 1A1A8 4 * STI + TI+ 1A 3

TAIttl TT* 4I3ITT1T8 TITI+ ^ A T T 1 A T T4 4 1 4

TTt + A3T4 Mil T11A8 T111 Willi 113 5

1 brvdv ||| || akiksdntruk dav ess vanas esk mrud

2 atraUalid timlelid ardeT alarms fadol v§ta§

3 ak pis pisred fakas silavad fat nid enskibid ahn\k

4 levs saretas pisit fenskibid esk vdnak

5 buk e[sk] mruk fakmk levs vTbapent

L. l: With brvdv1 compare 23.4-5 : brvds III II dav, and 43.1. While the identity

of Artaxerxes in 1 (Aramaic text), 2 and 41 is uncertain, there seems to be no doubt

that akiksantru{s) represents Alexander the Great. This inscription and 50 are thus

the only Lydian texts securely dated. Cf. Haussoullier's note, p. 71.

From T 1 ST *1 tt T 1 1 T A (cf. the variant T1STTAT1ITA, 50.3) we infer the approximate

phonetic values of T and tt; cf. pp. xn, xm.

L. 2: atrasta(s) — the name of the recumbent man in the relief— is probably

the Lydian equivalent of "A^paorog (cf. I, 55), but that his father's name timleS (50.4)

represents the Greek Ti(x6kc/.og (I, 55, 65) seems doubtful. The Tf/uisX/jg was a tributary

of the Maeander on the Lydian border (B. M. Cat. Caria, p. 29), so that timles,

as noted by Bilabel (p. 153), may well be an Asianic name.

alarms appears in two other texts (12.6, 16.4) as well as in the variant forms

alarmas 13.1, ararms 14.11, and in alarmn 10.17, ararmk 12.3. vstas — vstaas, 13. 3.

L. 3: enskibid perhaps occurs in 4a.5, as here, along with fenskibid.

The last letter of akmk is added above the line owing to lack of space; cf. I.5.

L. 4: levs (cf. I, 55), probably a divine name or epithet, is spelt lefs in 50.5,
6

where our phrase akmk I. saretas recurs.

T I T I + is found here only, whereas T I + with fenskibid is as common as T I + ttl ;

cf. 4s.1' b.8, 6.3, IO.33, 17. \ 23.3. On the particle Tl- see I, 34, 43.

L. 5: In ^[s/] the tops of the missing letters are preserved.

4.

(PLATE II).

Limestone slab carved in imitation of a panelled wooden door, complete at

top and sides, broken at bottom, 0.59 h., 0.715 w., 0.19 th. The flat outer "plank"

has in its middle a convex moulding. The four panels, sunk 1 cm., are separated

1 The forms bor-l\ ("anno"): bfojr-vas seem to match baki-llK ("Bacchico"): baki-va(s) = "honour of Balds'' (cf. 20).

Thus brvas may mean "honour-year", i. e. "official year", and, if so, patonXux may here (unlike 50-1—3, which begins with

borlx) be omitted after Alexander's name because his royal "office" is implied in brvdv. But cf. Cuny, 1923 p. 100.
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by vertical and horizontal braces sunk 1/2 cm. below the surface of the outer "plank . (4)

Inscription a runs over the bevelled borders surrounding the panels, whereas b does

not. The stone has many small natural cavities occasionally confusing to the reader,

and the piece chipped out of the upper right-hand panel has destroyed several letters

of inscription a. The surface accretions of lime, which had obliterated several letters

and spoilt the original copy published by Thumb, have been removed. H. of letters

(a) 1.7 to 1 cm. (b) 3 to 1.7 cm. See Vol. I, 1, pp. 56, 57, ill. 49.

The slab was found on April, 1910, in the loosely built wall closing the dromos of

a single-chamber tomb in the north-east face of the Nekropolis hill, fronting on the deep

ravine which opens into the west side of the Paktolos almost opposite to the temple.

This and other tombs in that accessible situation had evidently been re-used. That

our door had served in this tomb prior to its re-use seems likely; cf. 3 and 12.

Inventory number L. i; published by Thumb, A. J. A. xv 1911, pp. 151-153^
n. 1 ; by Littmann in I, 41-44, with photograph, drawing, transcription and translation.

(a)

4I3ITT11-8 TI+ TT11A TI111A TI111A1 lAlIJA "H I

113 * A1°n A * A*T1 113 2

lAinrn tiiA8 ti°iai t t 4 3

1A41I1A1 ////!4Au1l 4

////SITTTt 5

(b)

TimAI lAlttl H 1

TT11A TI111A 2

4l3ITT1t8 TI+ 3

ntt4T+ TT11A8 4

T1t+A3T1 1110T1A 5

(a)

1 es afajnas manelis alulis akmkt pis fenskibid

2 buk esvav anlolav buk

3 esk karolk fakmfk) sanxas

4 ku[(\adk [. . -1] marivdak

5 enskib\. .

(b)

1 es vanas manelis

2 alulis akmkt

3 pis fenskibid

4 fakmkt pkdans

5 arttmuk v^bapent

1 Two or three letters may be missing, or the engraver may purposely have avoided the dented surface.

Sardis Expedition VI, 2.
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This inscription is in several particulars similar to 23: (i) Both are engraved on

hard limestone, the natural roughness of which makes some letters difficult to read.1

(2) They are the only texts except one (13.3) in which appears the letter a. (3) In both

the shape of a and of 1 is unusual. (4) They are the only inscriptions mentioning
plddns. Since limestone as a building material is found at Sardis only in structures

of early date (cf. Vol. I, 1, p. 170), these two would seem to be our oldest inscriptions
on stone.

Of these texts a appears the more recent. It is much less conspicuous and

less deeply engraved than b, to which it may have been added in order to invoke

further divine protection and to include appurtenances of the tomb. When the door

had, as seems probable, its full height of about 1.75 m.3, both parts of the inscription
were level with the spectator's eye.

a.

The letters of this part were coloured bluish-black, many traces of which colour

remain in the top line.

L. 1: The plain reading U1MA (cf. Littmann's drawing, I, 42) is an engraver's
error for 1 A 1 tt A . But the initial A is perhaps not a badly drawn l , for if "J A 1 tt 4

was pronounced oo-ah-nash [po- English, or ou- French), the form a-ah-nash may be

an alternative spelling. Cf. asfdv, 22.1-18 (possibly spelt asvdS) and asaav, 50.6.

The name manes occurs in 43.4; cf. also l.3 and 25. 3. The other Lydian name

alus, found in 49.3, is known also in its Greek form "AX-jg, gen. "Akvog ; /. v. Perg. 274,
B. M. Cat. Lydia, p. 350.

L. 2: anlolav is perhaps not an error, but an alternative form of antolav (6.3, 17.3) ;

cf. I, 43, and below, p. 58, note 1.

L. 3: karolk is practically certain. Its difficulties mentioned by Littmann are

that the upper side-stroke of its k does not join the vertical stroke, and that a curved

line — due perhaps to a scratch or flaw — connects the left side of the 1 with the

right side of the T. The fifth letter does not look like 4; that it should be s is

improbable because the engraver drew that letter quite differently four times in 11. 1-3,

and in no other instance do any of his adjacent letters run together. In 2.8 karolk

occurs with fvjdnak. Cf. 2.4 and IO.3

From the context we can .infer (cf. I, 43) that the T is a mistake for T, and

that we should read fakmfkj.
While admitting that UHHl stands for Sandas, Littmann does not draw the

inference that the letter j represents $ or t; cf. p. xm above. For the classical

references to that god cf. Roscher, Lex. IV, 319.

1 The only other limestone bearing a Lydian inscription (7) is of soft and even texture.

2 This is the average height of the tomb doorways, just as their average width is that of this limestone "door".
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L. 4: The first word is restored as ku[(\adk because the conjunction of three (4)

vowels {kuoadk ; I, 43) appears uncertain, and because the third letter, which is not

a complete 0 but has its top unfinished, looks like the lower loop of 8. The upper

loop of such a 8 may have been painted in dark blue but not engraved (note on

IO.23-24) and, notwithstanding the largeness of the 8 in 11. 1 and 3, the smallness of this

third 8 would not be surprising in a text where the size of letters varies so much.

This word, whether kuoadk or ku[f\adk, if engraved before the dent in the stone was made,

may have been followed by a word of two or three letters. Cf. the Kassite Kubati,

Kubuti1 and Koaxa, Kvyxog, Koua<^g (I, 43-44); A. J. A. xvii 191 3 p. 366.

marivda- may be, not the Assyrian god Marduk (cf. I, 85, and Bilabel, p. 152),

but the Kassite god Maruttas. 3

L. 5: The restoration enskib[id] is not certain (cf. I, 43) and the word is therefore

left as it stands ; in 3.3 enskibid is in the protasis, but here in the apodosis the ending

may have been different. The mark which in the photograph seems to be 1 or 1,

following the 3 in the hollow dented patch, is perhaps not part of the original inscription.

b.

The letters here are deeply cut, and were filled with red, of which many traces

remain. The ^ is of normal shape, not "cursively" drawn as in a. In 1. 1 the T has

the earlier form I, as in 48, 49; in 11. 2, 3 its shape is X, as in 6; in 1. 3 it is normal.

L. 4: As noted in I, 43, we here have fakmkt, not, as in a, fakmfk). We also

find fakmkit 24.13, fakmkitin 23.3'10.

pkdans, identified by Danielsson (p. 25) with 'AtoXXwv, recurs thrice in 23, where

the name is coupled with that of tavsas (Za/<7tg, Index III, 17; cf. Z-rivonoad^v at Mylasa).

L. 5: This is the only instance of 0 in the goddess' name. In 23, where it

appears four times, artimus is spelt as usual, though 0 occurs there six times in other

words where I might have been expected.

5.

(PLATE III).

Marble stele found near 1 in the wall above described, on May 24, 191 2;

broken only at bottom, top and sides smoothly tooled and well preserved; 1.01 h.,

0.365 w., 0.095 th. The space filled by the inscription is 0.135 high, above it is a

blank surface of 0.12, and below it one of 0.755 m height. Letters, well cut and

perfectly preserved, 2 to 0.4 cm. high. Next to 11 and 20 this is our most finished

specimen of Lydian script.

Inventory number L. 13; published I, 51-53, with photograph and transcription.

1 A. T. Clay, op. cit., pp. 38, 100.

2 ibid. pp. 38, in, 112; Hall in Anatolian Stud. pr. to Ramsay (1923) p. 175. Fraser compares the Pisidian

MxpoSSyi; (SuNDWALL, Alio, Beiheft XI (1913), p. 143)9 but <roviJ.(/.xnovivic. = Latin summarudis.
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TI11AIHAT TI1A44IT TI1ATA 1 A 1 tt 4 n* I

4M1tt4IT 4inAm 1A T * S T A I A 1 4 1 1 1I1A 2

TI + ttT 1A A1°T1 4MATt1 4 1 T 1 A 8 <\ } A1°T1

4A1ATIT *AM *A1l1t 118 T * 1 1 1 TAlttl Tit 4

TTt + Aan 1TH+ TA1I + TIHT^A T11A8 T1I4A8 5

1 ess vanas a talis tivdalis tarvxallis

2 akin kudkaxakres ak tesastid sivamlid

3 mkola srfastid invalid mkola ak napis

4 emk kanak kilek buk eminav esav Titalad

5 fadint fakmk artimus pirak pelkk vTbapent

L. l: On the names *atas and *tivdas see I, 52 ; the former seems to be found in

26.3 and 30.3, and the latter occurs in 16.1, 25.3. That tarvxallis is derived from a name

appears certain, but whether local, tribal or personal we do not know (cf. silukalid, l.3).
The stem possibly recurs in 13.

9
as tarbxad.1

L. 2: As stated in I, 52, sivamlid must represent a person;'3 cf. 6.1 and 12.1.

But whether tesastid and srfastid do so, as printed in I, 51, is not certain.

L. 3: mekalid probably contains a name, because like sivamlid it is followed

by mkola. Its Greek equivalent may be MsXag, the name of Gyges' kinsman.

L. 5: With the last three words cf. I.8

6.

(PLATE III).

Marble stele found on May 25, 191 2, built into the wall near 1; sides and

two-thirds of top well preserved, bottom broken. 0.725 h., 0.36 w., 0.095 tn- The

blank space above the text is 0.12 h., and the space filled by the text 0.17 h.

The front surface is not smoothly finished and the letters, although quite clear, are

roughly cut; their height is 1.8 to 0.7 cm.

Inventory number L. 15; published I, 53-54, with photograph, transcription and

translation.

ttlSA TMIttllT 1A1tt4 n* 1

TAIttl TT* TI+ TI1A T 1 1 1 2

*T:I 113 *k\°-\M\ *A*T:i 113 3

4l3ITTv1t8 *ATM + A1 * A 4

*mi4n Tmn *aias 5

4ll°T3£lA4 6

1 Cf. TpefievSzt] Sundwall, op. cit., p. 213. Cf. Zcr^-ii/?, Soi/e<^o?; ibid., p. 253.
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e$s vafnjas sivamlis arma-

vlis akit pis esk vanak

buk esvav antolav buk esv-

av laprisav fenskibid

fakav vissis nivisstv

varbtokid.

(6)

L. l: In vafnjas the T is corrected from 1, an obvious error. For the name

swam- cf. 5.3, 12.1, and with armav-x compare Ap/j.avavoSjg, A. J. A. xvi 191 2 p. 30,

and names there cited, as well as 'Apo/Ao, the Lydian place-name, Strabo 650.
L. 3: Here, as in 17.3, the spelling is plainly antolav, not anlolav, as in 4a.3.

The dividing of words between two lines, as in 11. 1-2, 3-4, is found only in

two other funerary inscriptions, 8.5-6,8-9, 9.3-3,4-5. Cf. however 24.1S.

7.

(PLATE III).

Limestone pillar, almost square in section, found on March 18, 191 2, standing
erect 4.30 m. from the door-way of a single-chamber tomb (no. 411) on the southwestern

slope of the Nekropolis hill. From the fact that the inscribed surface (see plan) faced

outward parallel with the front of

the tomb, while the side of the

pillar was aligned with that of the

dromos and its base was on the

same level as the tomb floor, we

inferred that the pillar was in

situ. The flat top, chipped in a (T2ub)
few places, is smoothly finished,

as are also the front and sides;

the bottom of each side is cut

away, to a depth of 0.06-0.08,

so as form a square tongue o. ioh.

H. (including tongue) 0.965, w. 0.335, th. 0.27. Above the text is a blank space

0.07 h., the space filled by the text is 0.23 h., and 0.03 below that is a large letter,

apparently *, 0.04 h. The letters of the text, well drawn between guiding-lines and

0.023 to 0.013 h., are not deeply cut, and owing to the softness of the stone have

become in several instances difficult to read or illegible.

Inventory number L. 6 ; published I, 44-46, with photograph, transcription and

translation ; mentioned in Vol. I, 1
, p. 1 60.

^MMlMllMMA

tMk dromos — 4.50 m. long

'(hard earth)

(inscr.)

i) Fraser compares Ap/^oao-/?, Ep^toa?; Sundwall, op. cit., p. 75.
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.

ATI1 + A1 \Ji 1 A Ttt 4 n* I

*4I118A4A3 4AH + IT* 2

///J 8 TAltt4 TTI Tl + ttl TI1A 3

TA11+ 113 *ATM + A1 4

TUN *A1A8 4l3TT1t8 5

4I1°T8{1A4 ^TIMM 6

[tailpiece}
1

1 esi vanas es[k] laprisa
3

2 esk pelad bavafunidv

3 akit napis esk vandk <$[uk

4 laprisav buk pelak

5 fenskbid fakav visis

6 nivis^v varbtokid

L. 1 : The * in "n 1 is clear, the i following it is faintly seen on the squeeze,

but of the second ^ a mere shadow is visible. The existence of this second 1 ,
not

shown in I, 44, is rendered probable by the width (0.025 m.) of the interval between

the shafts of the first \ and of 4 in vanas, a width unprecedented between any two

words in this inscription. If, as is here done, we admit the second l, the interval

between ess and vanas is normal: 0.015.

In the last letter of es[k] the upright shaft is clear, but the cross-bar of what

seems to be T may be due to the upper guiding line, and [k] has been restored on

the analogy of esk in 1. 2 (cf. I, 44).

An outline faintly visible after laprisa may have been *; but it is doubtful whether

any letter was ever there. To restore laprisa[k], as in I, 44, does not appear justified

by the squeeze nor by the passages (l.3, 9.4) where that word occurs.

L. 2: The first and second letters of esk are plain in the squeeze.

In bavafunidv the 1 has a horizontal cross-bar suggesting 1 ,
but as l in this text is

well drawn, that bar may safely be regarded as accidental. The next two letters, 1 1 ,
while

almost touching and thus resembling tt (cf. I, 44) are seen in the squeeze to be separate,

and the final * 4 are distinct in the squeeze though not noticeable on the stone.

L. 3: The 8 and the shaft of the 1 are plain, but the rest has vanished. The

restoration b[uk\, as in I, 44, is certain.

L. 4: Although stone and squeeze show traces resembling a small * immediately

following T A 1 4 + (cf. I, 44), that letter is omitted because the marks seem accidental ;

none have sharpness of outline, and the letter which they seem to compose is much

smaller than the other examples in this text.

L. 5: The first two letters are faint but distinct. The spellings visis, fenskbid,

instead of the usual vissis, fenskibid, are unique.

1 Found only here and in 8. 2 The former existence of an additional letter is uncertain.
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8.

(PLATE IV).

Marble stele in two pieces fitting perfectly together, found on May 24-25, 191 2,

in the wall described under 1. H. 1.79; w. of decorated upper part 0.39, of straight

shaft 0.32; th. of upper part 0.185, of shaft 0.175. The anthemion carved on the

upper part is 0.51 high and projects 1 cm. in front of the shaft. The inscription

begins 5 cm. below the lower edge of the anthemion and covers a space 0.50 high.

At a distance of 3 cm. below it is an ornament engraved in outline 0.08 h., and

below that a blank surface 0.62 h. Here, as in 7, the full original length of the

stele seems to be preserved. H. of letters 2.8 to 0.8 cm. The break has destroyed the

fourth line of lettering, and at the end of the first line a letter may have been partly chipped

away. The lateral projection of the anthemion was probably next to the dromos,

whereas the straight side and the back of the stele lay against the hard earth into

which the dromos had been cut. The stele would thus have stood, like the pillar

in 7, adjacent to the dromos, on the left hand of anyone approaching the tomb.

Inventory number L. 9 ; published I, 47-48 with photograph, transcription and

translation.

//T* 4 1*11 IT* ^ A Ttt 4 H*

TT* TI1411 ITIS + Ai

' A 1 A 4 ° 4 1 A T T 3
~

a h -///

1A4°TA1 4l1A1tt3ATSA

l + ttl TI1A 4I1AUC1TA II

TATtt4 TTI 4l3ITTvIt8

*T* 113 Till TT* 118

TI1411 *AT1<1 + A1 *A

4°4<1ATT3 TA1tt4 TT*

*ni4n Tmn *aias

4I1°T3<1 A4

[tailpiece]

1 e£s vanas esk mrttd e[s
l

2 \]aprisk kudkit esk

3 [vanaX] bktarvod aka[d

4

5

6

7

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1 1

12

artabanalid katoval-

ik atrasalid akit 71dpis

fenskibid esk vanak No. 8: general view.

1 The former existence of an additional letter is uncertain.
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8 buk esk mruk buk esv-

9 av laprisav kudkit

io esk vanak bXtarvod

1 1 fakav vissis nivistv

1 2 varbtokid

L. i: The last word is puzzling, because next to the cross-bar of the second

letter — which can safely be restored as T — there is a small vertical mark which

may be the top of a l, as restored in I, 47, or may have been accidentally made

when the surface was chipped. The only certain reading is *[s, or it may turn out

to be e[s-, if eslaprisk, like esvdnav in 18.\ should prove to have been a single word.

L. 3: The restoration [vanaX] is guaranteed by the surviving remains of four

letters, and aka[d] by those of its last letter, as well as by the use of the word in

l.3 and 2.3. As to the probable contents of 1. 4, cf. Bilabel, p. 150.

L. 5: artabanalid is from 'ApxajSavog (Herod, iv 83). The last letter in katoval-

is complete on the squeeze. *katovas must have been a common name at Sardis,

since we find it again in 10. *•
2-

9, ll.7, and twice as Kadoag in the mortgage engraved

on the temple wall: A. J. A. xvi 191 2, p. 13, lines 17 and 18; pp. 33-35.

L. 6 : The fifth letter of napis is carved above the line for lack of room ; cf. I.5.

9.

(PLATE IV).

Marble stele, in two fragments, found on May 24 and 27 in the wall described

under 1. The smaller fragment is a thin flake sliced off from the larger one, to

which it fits perfectly. H. 0.415, w. at top 0.325, at bottom 0.285, th. 0.04. Top
and bottom broken, but sides well preserved. Height of letters 4.8 to 2 cm.

Inventory number L. 8 ; published I, 46-47, with photograph, transcription and

translation.

Ill 1

111111 ^Aitt4 n* 2

1A) TI14TA Tl 3

TI1 + A1 TI11//// 4

Tl + ttl //IXA 1A 5

//// //////TTTT8 6

////// 1 a TAitti 7

//////ATI1 + A1 8

/////I T I //////// 9
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I III 6 /^i-X[ibid esX

2 ess vanas kttmlil- 7 vanaX <5[uk esvav

3 is atelis sam- 8 laprisa^) fakav

4 [. .] //w lapris 9 viss]zy /z[ivisTv

5 ak aki[t] napis [varbtokid]

L. l: The numeral, of which the upper part is broken away, perhaps indicates

the number of the tomb in a given row; cf. Keil—von Premerstein 2te Reise, 83.

L. 2: The name kumli- occurs in l.3.

Lt. 3: Since timlelid, 3.3, is derived from timles, 50.4, atelis would seem to be

derived from a name *ates. sam . . His may be a personal, a tribal or a place name ;

cf. samlis, 51. For such a grouping of three proper names cf. l.s and 5.1.

L. 4: The straight shaft of the first letter, of which the lower extremity is

preserved on the edge of the smaller fragment, lay directly below the | of T 1 , 1. 3,

and above the apex of the A in 1A, 1. 5. What letter this was we cannot tell. No

certain trace of the second letter is to be seen on the smaller fragment, but on the

larger fragment, just above the broken edge, and below a point midway between Tl

and TI1*TA, 1. 3, is a v-shaped mark resembling the left "wing" of a T. That letter

cannot safely be restored, because in this uneven script that "wing" of T is not always

distinguishable from the top of 1 (for instance cf. these letters in T A 1 tt 4 ,
1. 7), but

it seems highly probable that the second letter was either T or t That two letters

are here missing
— not one letter only, as shown in I, 46

l
— is in any case certain.

L. 5: The restoration of aki[t] and of the four fragmentary lines below, as made

in I, 46 and here, is based on 6, 7 and 8, the phrasing of which exactly fits the spaces

here left by missing words.

10.

(PLATE IV).

Marble stele in two fragments fitting perfectly together, found on May 20 and

25, 191 2, in the wall described under 1. H. 0.865, w. of pediment 0.38, of shaft

at top 0.36 and at bottom 0.40, th. of pediment 0.08, of shaft at top 0.065 and at

bottom 0.09.

The pediment is 0.155, the shaft 0.71 high. The preservation is perfect, except

in 11. 1-3, where the break has destroyed a few letters and two others have been

bruised.

1 Littmann says (I, 46) "the two letters in 1. 3 cannot be restored", but his transcription shows only one letter

restored in Sam\u\llis.

Sardis Expedition VI, z. 3
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The style and size of the letters differs in the various lines, their height is as

: 2 to 0.5 cm.

do.

1.5 to 0.7 cm.

2.5 to 0.5 cm.

1.5 to 0.7 cm.

2.1 to 1 cm.

1.2 to 0.5 cm.

d and / is different from that of the other lines not only
in size but also in depth of groove. The lines in c, e and g have letters smaller and

less evenly cut than the rest. In c the upward slant of the lines and their closeness

to one another is noticeable.

Inventory number L. 16; unpublished.

T 1 1 8 TI1A4°TA1 lotiAl 4 1 " ** II f i 1

T1°SA1 TA1°TA1 1°<|T </////// ■ A S ° 4 2

TI11*T TIT1114 T°T31lTI///////iH°3 T A <i ° 4 3

follows : [a) in lines 1-3

(*) . V 4

(<-) , n 5-7

(«0 . n
8-20

w . »
21

(/) . V
22

Cr) , » 23-24

The lettering of a, b,

1ATA4 IAS0 4 1A81*4

*ttT1Al *4I1°TTI+ 4A4TtT * 4 ° <1 T 41+ TITT*

•2/18^ *1AT 1MA11t8 *4oc!T T I T 1 <1 1

TATSSATIt 1T111 TI1A8*11TA1 1A8

Itl T

4A3EIA1 TI1A*4IT 1 1 * T T+ 1^/11 1 A 1 1 T 1A

Tt14AT T1A4°TA1 TTI 4 1 1 t TI11A8

T°l 4<1A4IT 4°1 11AT4A:J11A8

4I8°4A8 *4IT ^ 1 1 1 T A 1 4ATYTT

TI11A8 1°1 4l + m 111A *m4AT

1AATA+ TI1vl1*nA4 T4* 1*

4AT11A 4A1°TTA:FT01 41+ Ittl

TT°4CIA+ 111 + 11 ^ 4Atil+4ATtTT

TA4°1TI Itt 111A8 -24ITATA8

1A1 411 *TTAnAl 11SA1A

*4 =F

A11 *1ATt TI3 14*+ IttIA 1A1f

Y o

4A41A81 *4nmi 4A3* 1A

TTAT TIIT*4IT 1A4AAT 1 A 1 1 1 1 1 T 1A

T

Ttt 111 1A1 *tt1A1 ATI1A8

113 41*11 T1A4I1A3 T T A T t

Tmi1 *A1A 4l8ITTvlt8 TI+ <\ 1 TITT* 23

1°T31 A4 niMM 24

5

6

7

8

9

10

1 1

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

2 1

22

on right

margin
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on right

margin

9

10

1 1

12

13

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

*[s •] ntrud karok katovalis bilX

vora[. . . . t]rol kalovaX karokk

vorak bp[. . . .] iskublok dummkis sellis

vesfak voras datal

estit pid trodv sesvad pistoridv kastdv

mrukit trodv fellakin tamv trfav

fas katul fakit mrukk ensarbtat

ak Venal nars pk sers Tivvalis kaxxad\mes
fakmit enud ist katovalk sadmek

fakmsad amu kov Tivard kot

skeTad lakens b^ Tivv fadqfd\v
tavsev akum napid kol fakmit

el eds vastvunlis pasaas
■r-

nam pid kot aktokad akmkad

sfkJeTad pirad bw ispkum pardokt\v

ffajTasidv fakum an islodak

alarmn kaUakTv kud nak

enas amas pedm bis etamv una\dv
ak ebad inanidv sfarvad
ak Tenu enak taadak sivetxis sant\ok
t

fasisa
l 7nalav nak kim as

enakt bakivalk mrud bsl

23 eskit mr pis fenskibid akav vissis

24 nivistv varbtok

This text is as it were a connecting link between nos. 1-9, which are entirely

in prose, and nos. 11-15, which are in verse. An unique feature is that it contains

both prose and poetry. The three first and the four last lines appear to announce

in prose the ownership of the tomb and the penalty for violating it. L. 4 seems to

be a short heading or title. LI. 5-7 are discussed below. LI. 8-20 are apparently a

poem
3 of thirteen lines, the assonant rhymes of which are thus arranged :

two lines (8-9) with final syllable in -e-

one

two

two

one

four

one

(10)

(n-12)

(13-14)

(15)

(16-19)

(20)

•a -

— -0

-a-

— -0

1
fasisav is possible, but the trace of -4 seems too faint. 2 This was first noticed by Arkwright.
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L. 21, the lettering of which is unlike that of 11. 8-20 but resembles that of 11. 23-24,

may have been engraved later than 11. 8-20, from which it is separated by the letter

T carved between the first letters of 11. 20 and 21. The smoothly tooled surface, just
sufficient to accommodate 11. 8-20, ends above 1. 21, and the difficulty of reading this

line is due to the roughness of the stele at its lower end. LI. 21-24 seem to be

in prose.

LI. 5-7 are in smaller and shallower script than that of 11. 1-4 and 8-20 ; they
slant upward and are not parallel with 11. 4 and 6 ; they are engraved on a surface

less smoothly finished than that which bears II. 8-20. That their contents may be

poetry seems probable from the shortness of 11. 6-7, which do not run to the left

edge of the stele, but leave blank spaces like those to the left of the verses in 11. 10,

13, 14 and 19. If 11. 4-7 be taken together, their endings rhyme thus:

first and fourth lines (4 and 7) having final -a-

second and third
„ (5 and 6) „ „

-d-

It seems possible that 11. 5-7 were engraved subsequently to 1. 4 in order to make

four more rhyming verses.

L. 1 : In . T * the lower bar of T is preserved, but the next letter is completely

destroyed. To restore es[t], as in l.1, would not be safe, for there and in 22.
x it refers

to 77trud only, whereas here "mrud and karo* seem to be in question, so that this

demonstrative (cf. I, 67) may have had a different ending.

7iirud is certain. On karo- cf. note, 2.4.

The last letter of karok is obscure on the stone, where Littmann read 1, and

I formerly read 1 owing to a mark (which I now believe to be a mere scratch) visible

in the photograph. But the lower diagonal bar of this 1 and half its upper diagonal
bar show plainly in the squeeze, so that the letter is scarcely doubtful.

As to the name *katovas, which recurs in 11. 2, 9, see the note on 8.5.

L. 2: The letter following vora- has preserved only the bottom of its upright
shaft. If the word ended with that letter, then the next word would seem to have

had 7 letters, five of which survive whole or in fragments. The first of these five

was t or 1 or 1 ,
the second T or T , probably T because the ending -trot is known.

In karokX the fifth letter has been bruised, so that 1 is not certain, although

highly probable. The squeeze shows faintly the two diagonal bars of l in proper

position,1 yet the letter may have been 4, or 1, giving karolk as in 2.8, 4a.3.

L. 3 : The second word seems to begin with ° 3
,
not T 3 The loop next to a

is unlike the right "wing" of a T, because its base is not angular and its right

side is convex. The third letter was probably \ , 1 or 4 ,
of which the diagonal bar

shows faintly parallel to the line of the break. The fourth letter preserves only the

lower end of its shaft. After that two letters seem to have been destroyed.

1 Arkwright confirms this, but from the stone Littmann and I copied only an upright stroke.
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iskubtok begins with | , for the blank surface to the right of the I is broad enough
to show that no other letter preceded.

L. 4: The lower bar of * in vesfak, though well below the vertical shaft, is

firmly carved. In vorai the A is clear ; so also is the first A in datal.

L. 5 : The T and 4 in sesvad and * ft in kastav are distinct. With pistoridv cf.

fistrodv, 15.7

L. 6: The lower diagonal bar of 1 in fellakin is plainly seen in the squeeze.

The third letter of trfav has its right side straight like that of a ,
but its dissi

milarity from the a just below it and the shape of its upper loop point to its being 8.

L. 7: The 1 of katul stands midway between katu and fakit, so that possibly

there should be no division, and katulfakit may be the correct reading. Since how

ever fak is a Lydian word and is also the first syllable of twenty other words (see

Index I), it seems safer to regard fakit as separate from katul.

A clearly cut >1 is the second letter of ensarbtat, but its left side is connected

by a short downward stroke with the upper cross-bar of the T, thus producing the

appearance of 1 instead of 1. This is probably deceptive, because in our text (e.g.

in 11. 8, 9, 10) the fourth stroke of 1 slopes downward more steeply than in the

present case,, and the ligature of T1 may well be due to slovenly engraving, as in

sesvad (1. 5} and skeTad (1. 15) where two adjacent letters (tT and TT) touch one

another. Therefore here it seems preferable to read 1 .

L. 8: In lenal the t is distinct.

The spacing of letters and words in this text being irregular, .
we probably should

read, not pksei"s, but two words : pk serf.

The first letter in Tivvalis has its right-hand sloping bar much elongated, but

such a slip . of the engraver's tool is not unusual; cf. the length of the third stroke

in the 1 carved above the end of this line.

The. added syllable mes may be a separate word, but seems better treated as

part of the word below, since similar additions to 11. 11, 15, 18, 20, are not separable

from the words beneath them.

,
. L. 9: With sadniek cf. 26.1-3.

L. 10: The last letter of fakmsad (cf. akmsad, 22. 8) looks at first sight somewhat

like l, but its supposed upper diagonal stroke, though visible in the squeeze as in

the photograph, is fainter than the lower stroke of the l in fellakin, 1. 6, and has

far too steep a slope. Possibly fakmsada7nu is a single word, though amu occurs

alone, 23.8, ,24.3'
4- 5.

L. 11: The triangular sign used here and in 1. 15. may be a numeral or a

punctuation mark. In both lines it stands in the middle of a verse, with four syllables

preceding and four following it. Each of these lines
. begins with sketad.

In sketad, the last letter was copied from the stone by Littmann and myself as 4 ;
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(10) the upper diagonal stroke (producing the appearance of 4), though plain on the squeeze,
does not look as if engraved, and the top of the letter is sharply pointed, whereas
the other examples of 4 in this text have a rounded top.

L. 13: In vastmnlis (cf. 22.7) the shaft of the T projects above the cross-bar as

in kot just below, the 1 has the form H (cf. 42), and the upper bar of the T is very short.

L. 14: Two words: kot aktokad, but though kot appears in 1. 10, the spacing here

makes separation doubtful.

L. 15: The T of skeTad is drawn even more incorrectly than that of orak, 2.1,

since its right "wing" does not touch its upright shaft, but the clearness of the cor

responding letter in skeTad, 1. 11, justifies this reading.

The + in pirad and pardoktv has a horizontal bar projecting only 2 mm. on the

left of the vertical bar.

The fifth letter of ifpkum has a straight upright shaft, midway between which

and the shaft of 1 is a bar 3 mm. long sloping upward. The blank space on each

side of this bar is 3 mm. wide, but the fact that the bar is neatly incised and does not

look accidental makes our reading 1 more probable than | . The last letter in the

line, t, and the one above it, *
, are clear.

L. 16: The first A in fatasidv lacks a cross-bar, precisely as do the same letters

in 2.5, 10, but as the left-hand stroke is too long for a 1 ,
the identity of this A seems

fairly certain.

L. 17: The T of kastaklv has its horizontal bar only barely projecting to the left ot

the vertical bar; cf. kastav, 1. 5. The final * is unique in having two projecting bars.

In kud an upward sloping line gives the misleading appearance of 1*1; but this

line, running from the shaft of 1 through that of 4 without a break, must be accidental.

L. 18: etamv unadv are perhaps a single word, but have not been so printed,

because two separate words would in any case have been crowded together here, and

eta7nv is known ; ll.B, 23.19. The upward curve of the * in unadv is plain in the squeeze,

its side stroke is faint.

L. 19: sfarvad, which recurs in ll.1, has elsewhere been written with capital

initial on account of its alleged connexion with the name of Sardis (cf. I, 11, 60, 62, 71),

but such connexion is not yet proved; cf. sfark (22.5'10) and note on 22.
1

L. 20 : Owing to unevenness of surface or to a bruise, the third letter of siyetxis

remains uncertain as between 4 and 4, the former being the more probable. The

squeeze shows an upper diagonal bar, less clearly cut than the lower, curving towards

the apex of the shaft with which it does not completely connect. Such a bar can

scarcely be due to accident. But sixenit, 13. 10, points to the reading sidetxis.

The fourth letter of santok is certainly T.

The letter below the beginning of this line is a T of which the horizontal bar is

faintly marked on its left side; should we read, in 1. 21, tfasisa? Cf. tfil, 15.3
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L. 21 is not straight, but slopes slightly upward at the beginning; its lettering (10)

is clear notwithstanding the roughness of the surface. The shadowy outline of a *

visible at the end of fasisa seems a mere chance effect of the tooling.

L. 22: In bakivalk — for this name cf. 20, 21, 51 — both bars of the l touch

the |, and the right "wing" of the T extends under the top of the 1 without touching

that letter (cf. I, 66).

The word or abbreviation 1 1 8 is given as 1 n a in I, 65 ; its second letter is a ^

of the shape peculiar to the taller script in this text, i. e. with short horizontal bar at

right angles to its vertical shaft, as in the examples in 11. 8, 13. The fact that in

this 1 the horizontal bar is longer than usual seems due to the large scale of the letter.

L. 23-24: The text printed in I, 65 is inaccurate in two points: it fails to indicate

that the space to the left of mr is very wide, and it gives the last syllable of varbtok

as -tod. All the letters in these lines are clear, the only one as to which doubt is

possible being the 1 of ntry resembling as it does the tt of as, 1. 21. That tt how

ever has both its upright strokes of equal length, whereas in our 1 the left-hand stroke

is the shorter of the two ; it thus seems fairly certain that this was intended to be ?/z.

The inscription originally drawn on the stone for the guidance of the engraver

may have contained the words 7nr\uk\ and varbtok[id\, the final letters of which may

by mistake never have been engraved. Such omissions on the engraver's part were

not uncommon, and this theory would well account for the width of the blank space

following 7?ir.

The l in varbtok is certain ; both diagonal bars are clear on the squeeze.

11.

(PLATE V).

Marble stele found On May 27, 191 2, built into the wall described under 1;

perfectly preserved except for the top moulding, which is broken away on the right

and chipped on the left side. H. 1.095, w- at toP °-355i at bottom 0.385; th. at

top 0.13, at bottom 0.14. The moulding at the top is 0.07 h., 0.155 th., and projects

2.5 in front and to the right of the stele; its upper surface is flat and smoothly

finished; below it is a blank space 0.035 h., tnen tne inscription 0.325 h., and under

that a blank space 0.665 h. The letters, from 1.6 to 0.4 cm. high, have two peculi

arities unique in Lydian epigraphy so far as known : their slender shafts have a cross-

section not v-shaped but semi-circular, and broaden at the tips into apices about twice

as wide as the body of the shaft. To these features as much as to its evenness is

due the elegance of the lettering. The marble is whiter and of finer grain and has

a more highly finished surface than that of any other stele in our collection.

Inventory number L. 12; published I, 58-62, with photograph and transcription.
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T°l<mA 4A4^A8^ T^IHMAT 4 A A 4 1 1 1 *T T * I

i°!TI 1114*£1AIA1 T*SA ^TM 1 A 1 1 tt 4 2

4°1TA1 linrlinA T1TAS4 *4AT 4A4I+ 1 1 * A 3

1°1TA8A8 TAA8AT T 1 ° 4 H T A 11TATT311 4

^0TA8^ TAT4*SA4 1 A 1 4 * 4 1 % 1 A T t *A14A 5

4°*11 1ATAATI 4ATI8T 4 A 1 1 4 * + TAT 1AT°1 6

}°T11 TI1A4°TA1 IITTAIST T^ITtMAT 7

1loc1TA 1A1/1T3A1 TI+ JAT1TA+ T n ° 1 T A 4 8

TQISTIA TA11 + AT *H4 T 1 1I T 1 A 1 A 4 1 A 8 1 9

4°1TI T11AAT1A T1A4A 1 A 1 1 TT* II1A8 IO

18°TA1 4I8<101A8 TI+ 1 ° 1 8 I * A * T * T1AI1/14 II

4oclT1Al 4 11 ^AA4 Tmi4 *ATAT11A8 T A A 4 1 <1 1 113 12

1 est 7nruvaad saristrosk sfarvad aftrkok

2 vanxas viTv arek kaxaredk?ns iskos

3 avis pidad saw vratuk ars'xdnsrs kasnod

4 ksbktakks atrXolk tafaak fabakkol

5 avkav etamv uved7nas varedtak sfatol

6 kotas Tat pedkxad Tfisad isaakal untvod

7 saristrosk srkastus katovalis sukof

8 datrosis pakmkad pis labtanal atrokl

9 sfardak artimiik dav Taprlak astrkok

10 fakix est inal adalk aksaakmk iskod

1 1 vanxakt esvav ifrol pis fakorfid katof7i

1 2 bzik 7nruvaak fakmkatav vissis vaars nid kantrod

That this is a poem in assonant rhyme has been shown by Littmann, but his

statement that "five inscriptions written in poetry have been found at Sardis" (I, 58)

should be corrected to "six inscriptions, etc...."; for to the five (nos. 11-15) counted

by him must now be added 10, in which 11. 8-20 have been recognized by Arkwright

to be poetry. See also 44.

L. 1: Here as in 11. 5, 6, 10, the words are so crowded together that it is at

first sight doubtful how they should be divided. One might take estmruvaad as a

single word, but for the fact that mruvaak appears in 1. 12, and saristrosk might be

written saris trosk but for its repetition in 1. 7. This latter has been regarded as

a proper name (cf. I, 58, 60, 61, 84), because its position resembles that of sivdmlk,

12. \ and it recurs with other names in 1. 7. But cf. Supwrraupst, Index III, 40.

sfarvad, as in 10. 19, has been printed with capital initial (I, 11, -58—62, 71); for

its supposed connexion with Sardis, cf. Z-jccoig (Index III, 39) and Danielsson, pp. 31, 32.
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L. 2: vdnxas is regarded in I, 8, as an "orthographic variant" of vanas and, (11)

like it, as meaning "tomb" (I, 62), but of that we have no proof; cf. p. xm, note 1.

L. 4: The fourth letter of atrXolk is taken by Littmann (I, 4, 58) and by Sayce,

in his note on 49, as probably equivalent to g; the only other inscriptions containing

* are 34 and 49.

L. 5: etafnvuvedmas is perhaps a single word, as in I, 58, but is here taken as

two : etamv uvedmas. The former of these is known as a separate word (10. 18, 23.
19

;

cf. also eta77is, 23. 31), and the position of the * here midway between 1 and 1 , just

like that of the 1 in mrtivaad (1. 1) midway between T and q ,
does not necessarily

show that etamv and uved7nas were joined together.

L. 6 : umvod is another doubtful case ; perhaps it should be written wn vod, but

as the 3 mm. separating the 1 and * are a space no wider that, e. g., between the

1 and * of eta7nv, 1. 5, while the space preceding umvod is 6 mm. wide, the spelling

as one word seems safer.

L. 7: The T of saristrosk is slightly bruised, but quite clear.

srkastus is probably a personal name, because of its being followed by a name

ending in -lis, and because among the words in -us known from our texts are the

names alus, artimus, aliksdntru\s\, lametrus.

L. 9: sfardak seems to be a derivative of the Lydian name for Sardis; see I, 11,

58, 62, 69, 84, and Danielsson, p. 31 (cf. 22. \ 27.3).1

L. 10 : With fakix compare fakxin, 13.7.

aksaakmk is here, as in I, 58, taken to be a single word, but possibly ak should

be separate. The space after ak, 2>l/% mm., is wider than that between any letters

of the word other than the 1 and T , yet exactly equal to that between the T and 1

of iskod.

L. 11: vanxakt is in I, 8, misprinted T 1 A I. tt 4 without the 1.

12.

(PLATE V).

Marble stele found on May 27, 191 3, in the rough wall closing the doorway

of a single-chamber tomb, on the northern slope of the main Nekropolis hill west of

the Paktolos, about 5 m. due west of the tomb in which 3 was discovered. This

stele was broken, probably when its tomb was re-used, and may originally have been

erected in front of that tomb. H. 0.42, including the top moulding, which is 0.16 h. ;

w. 0.56; th. at top 0.14, at bottom 0.12. The moulding now has a projection of

2 cm., which before the breaking may have been much greater ; its top is flat and

smooth, while its lower surface has a slight upward curve. H. of letters 1.6 to 0.6 cm.

1 There is a resemblance, so distinct that it can scarcely be accidental, between the titles Sfardak Artimux and ZctpSixvij

"Aprefiii, C I. G. 3459.

Sardis Expedition VI, 2. 4
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(12) The right side is well preserved, the left side and bottom are broken. About

0.03 from the left side and extending 0.045 above the broken bottom edge, a battered

surface curved like the top of a human head projects in relief to a width of 0.15.

The end of 1. 9 in the text bends upward to avoid this projection, and next to it is

carved below 1. 10 the (now scarcely legible) last word of the poem. The head of a

man or woman, as on the stele of Lemnos (B. C. H. x 1886 1) and in 14, seems to have

stood out in relief on the left side of our stele. The lettering is clear and legible,

except for the five letters below and at the end of 1. 10.

Inventory number L. 27; unpublished.

4°T81AT1t ToclAT T11M4IT 1*11 TT* 1

T°T4AT TIIASA 5A81*4 T1TAA+ 411 TIT114 2

T°ia<lA14AT *t1 TTI*4 TITT4T1 *A1A 3

T<M1T1T TAT1l4Tt8 T A 11+ TI+ TA1IT 4

T°8114A8 TAI1A TA1tt4 TI1TAA+ 411 11111 5

1°111TI ltt41l UMI 11SA1A 11 mm 6

^°TA81 TMItlTI Itt It TA1SIT *tt1 T A 1 1 1 7
4°11T *T8AA1 TT°<14 1AISTA81 n* 11118 8

T°STAT T11TA + I1 4 1 4 T ° 1 T I T 1 1 1 4 1AA3111 T°^ g

*A1tTAT1t8 *t1 TTI*4 4t1M 111 10

4 ° 8 A 1

1 est mru sivdmlX saroX entarfXod
2 dumkis nid paaslX vesfas ararmX TavXos

3 akav nikvesis vvisX lev savkarblos

4 Tinak pis pirak fetvintat tutrlok

5 ninin nid paaslis vdnak akxak favkufot
6 isas il alar7ns xesas kuddk islukol

7 nirat ndv sirmak en an ismmlis sfatos
8 bilik ess sfatrxas vroXt laafTv tulod

9 kot lumbaas dwmnXitkoTvid nipasllX tatrot

10 nin lined vvisX lev fentasenav

lafod

This poem has the same rhyme in -0- and approximately the same metre as

has 11.

L. l: For sivdmlX as a name, presumably masculine, cf. -5.2, 6..

saroX is not known to be a name, but may prove
to be so; cf. armdv- (6.1-2)

Apy.xvrj.vfyg, and saro-, lapiavfyg (Index V); or, if it be a place name, cf. ZaXoy], Ida.

The third letter of entarfXod has a diagonal stroke
somewhat like the loop of
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S combined with the distinct cross-bar of T. Since the ligature of two letters is without (12)

precedent in Lydian, so far as we know, and in this text the lower part of the loop
in 1 looks quite unlike that stroke, our letter may safely be regarded as T.

L. 2: With ararmk, where the first 1 is clear, though its top is pointed like that

of 1 ,
cf. alarms, 1. 6, and ararnts, 14.

n

; the former is the commoner spelling, as in

3.3 and 16.4.

L. 4 : The second letter of tutrlok is certainly 1 .

L. 5: In paaslis the cross-bar of the first A is partly preserved, and that of the

second A is distinct. The I in akxdk is certain.

L. 7: sirmak; cf. 23.1, 3. ismhilis ; Fraser compares \nu,r;jr„ lavj.^dy.g (Sundwall,

op. cit. 91). With sfatos cf. II.5.

L. 8: The space between bilik and ess is about twice as wide as that between

any other two words in the text.

L. 9: dum7nkitkoTvid is plainly engraved as a single word; but cf. dtumnkis, IO.3

and koTvid, 13. 10, 15.3. With nipaslk cf. nipaaslad, 14. 6.

L. 10 : nin is clear, though the letters have lost about a quarter of their shafts.

The second word is certainly 4 1 1 1 1 ,
not 41111.

Owing to lack of space the rhyming word of this line is engraved below the five

last letters of fentasenav, but the traces of its letters, apparently five in number, are

almost illegible; the ending 4°- is fairly certain, whereas the beginning -8A1, or -3A^,

is extremely doubtful.

The width of the blank margin still remaining below 1. 10 indicates that this is

the last line of the poem.

13.

(PLATE VI).

Marble slab found on May 25, 191 2, in the wall mentioned under 1; top and

sides smoothly finished, bottom broken in such a way as to destroy the beginnings

of the last four lines. H. 0.31, w. 0.51, th. 0.06. The letters, which are well cut,

are from 2 cm. to 0.9 cm. h. At each upper corner is a small boss projecting about

1 cm.; this feature and the fact that the slab is very thin, considering its size, seem

to indicate that it was not a stele standing in front of a tomb, but may have been

a panel in some monument. Since the stone and its inscription were found in the

Nekropolis and in a wall containing many tomb-stelae, their connexion with some

funerary structure may provisionally be assumed. This must however remain a mere

assumption until the meaning of the text is known.

Inventory number L. 19; unpublished.
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1A1SA1A *4IT1tT 1/11411 1 A 1 1 TAItt 1111 I

VAT14 TI11I1ATTI Tilt UTttl 111A 2

4AACH+ *41ttTA+TI * tt 1 1 0 S A T 1 T n ° S T A 4 3

4AT.A4I1 ToilTIA *4T*T 1 tt 8 1 A 1 I T. T ° 1 4

1TATA8A *4ITA8 1A1 * tt * T A 111.411 5

^AISSAT 1III°1 111.11 TATI3 } A T 1 1 1 6

TAA1I+ *A11I1ATTI 1ITI4A4 1II1A8 7

*TA*A *A1ATAI I1t1 * 4 1 1 8 1 A 8 TAIt 8

4AI8t1AT T1T°4 TltU 1 ° T A S 4 4A1A 9

TAT1A1 4I4T°1 1IIT°1 TlltTIT *t ////// IO

*AT1I1IT 1°TA«M II III *41tl Itt /////// 1 1

4 A 13 II *1°4 1A14*+ *1°t
A

//////////// I?

VMM ^t^ ?Ht^///»///// 13

1 Him anas ifas kudmdk Tensidv alar77tas

2 amuk 7idsik emis istaminlis vstaas

3 datrosisk sarzs 7idv ispasdnvv piraad

4 kotxi7i asfdk Tesvv astrkot 7/iidaxad

5 kudxin atvdv nak fasivv afakakk

6 7iikxas bitat ulxin koxxis tarblas

7 fakxin daviT il ista7ninlav piraak

8 enat fasfenvv lemk xakalav avatv

9 akad vratos ase?7tk votlk tarbxad

10 [. .]ev sixenit kotxin koTvid kanTat

11 [ ] an xenvv nixin vratos sikimkav

12 [ st]olv pednak volv kibxad

13 [ a . a]semis ekos islaa[v

This poem, with rhyme in -a-, has a metre apparently somewhat different from

that found in 11 and 12.

L. 3: sarzs is the only instance of the use of the letter 0 except in 4 and 23.

L. 6 : The last letter of ulxin has its left side bruised, but is certainly 1 .

L. 9: That tarbxad is derived from a personal or place name seems probable,

owing to the position of tarvxallis in 5.1. Cf. Tpifcvdai, Tapfiaaaog; Sundwall, op. cit. 213.

L. 10: The first word ending in -ev appears to have lost three letters at the

beginning.

L. 11: Before a7i the space is wide enough to show that it is a separate word.

At the beginning five or six letters are missing.

In siki7nkav the final letter is clearly *
.
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L. 12: About seven letters are completely destroyed; then comes a small hook (14)

which seems to be the top of }, then the upper part of T or T — probably T —

,

and then a loop resembling °, cf. the ° in votlk, 1. 9. This loop may however be

the top of a 1 or of a 8 . At the end of the word the two letters * 1 - are certain.

pednak looks more like a single word than like two words, but may be intended

for two ; ped and nak are found elsewhere, and each seems here to have the spacing

between its letters narrower than the space between 4 and 1 .

L. 13: Below the + in 1. 12 is seen a hook which may be the top of A or of 1,

after which one letter is probably missing, and after that is a space.

Next comes the first letter of asemis, certainly recognizable as A even with its

cross-bar missing; cf. asemk, 1. 9. The last letter is probably T but might be I.

In ekos the first and third letters are plain, despite the break; the lower bar of

the * is visible above the broken edge and the ° has no lower attachment.

The five letters islaa- are certain, the two As showing part of their cross-bars.

Next comes a hook which might be the top of either * or 1 ; in view of its distance

from the A it is almost certainly part of *
.

14.

(PLATE VI).

Marble stele, six fragments of which were found on March 10, 19 14, in the

rough wall closings the entrance to a single-chamber tomb on the north-eastern face

of the Nekropolis hill about 300 m. west of the Paktolos. The large piece missing

in the middle of the stele probably bore a bas-relief of a human figure, of which a

narrow slice, 4.5 cm. long, projects about 0.5 cm. along the inner edge of the lowest

right-hand fragment.

H. of the portion on the right 0.25, of that on the left 0.43. Th. of the stele

0.12. Its exact original width, 0.52, is known from the fact that part of the upper

left portion slanting to the right fits exactly on to the broken rear surface of the

right portion, but this connexion is now hidden by the cement, 8 cm. th., which has

been poured into the wooden frame surrounding the fragments. The five fragments

thus joined together are coherent, each being in close contact with the piece or pieces

adjacent to it. The sixth fragment, which would exactly have filled the triangular

gap on the left-hand border of the stele, was overlooked when the five others were

put into their frame, and is now reproduced separately; its h. is 0.105, w. 0.04 on

the inscribed surface, and th. 0.12. The letters are from 1.7 to 0.5 cm. h.

Inventory number L. 29; unpublished.
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T°TTA8 V//////////////I + TI114 1AA8 T 1 1 1 1 1

1<M AT 1AV//////////////+18T* HA ATI AT 1 A T ° 1 <m A

T°T11A 1TTAA-///////////////T8<1014AT TTI UITA8 Ittl

1°1A^ ///////////' *ATfm *A4 1T*I TA11A8

T1°Tt -Mil A 1 /////////////////// ^ *1t4A 111A * tt 1 <H A T

4°1TI 4ATA1IT

^TSIATIT TAITTI

4°T1AT T1A<1AT

!T°TA*41t TA1I +

T ° 1 T A 1 T+ T4AT8IA1 IM

|°TATA8 H1A1A

10<UV///// -nil A

1 ° ^ T ////// TASI + 1A8

1°TTA8

1°* TI11A8

T1A.A *A<1T0

1ATTAT

1ot1T1t 1A4AAT 4AT1A8

1°111 1ITATA8

T°T4AI1t 4A3A8 41"

^TSIAl TAT A 14 IT T////

space origi

nally occupied

by bas-relief

11A 4A1TAA + I1 * + 1 A 8

111 11/1T1AT+ *ATTI

///
" « + I T T T * 1 1 1 tt 4

///*4ITA«11A8 m°l

///A 4AATTimt1
///ni T+ 11 tt

/// A 1 A I 3 1 1

///T 11TA +

llh 1*114

///
' 1 ///

IO

1 1

12

13

15

16

17

18

19

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1 1

12

13

H

15

16

18

19

mrumit baal dumis p[k .

astrkotak savtaars ekfk [
nd7n bakxas ist savkorfk[

fakmat xekzndav svdkav [e

Taprldv akum adenv [a . .

faspv nipaaslad akm

istav pkastdnu nik

dakum est sip\ |

kotis famrasidv[ ]
lemsimt taalda. ]

dns pk ns[a. ]
kibxama [ I

pak77ik T[ ]
duz7ivit [ ]

\*\ ]

\s faTtot

X]ak tasok

. . t]aarXk arktoX

.] sakos

. \larmlv etolt

Tirakad iskod

77trslas sitarfkos

saralk taktod

pirak envvatokk

est kaxfkads pk satrot

arar7ns faTato[.
ankdv [. . . sltrol1

fampirak [. . . .]trol
otrav a\(5\alk far toI

tartas fakmis Tol

fa77tkad taadas entrol

faTatil kukok

s]id fabad enxavkok

. . s sivrakak karftos

One letter may be missing.
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The spacing between the words is wide, except at the beginning of 11. 9-12, (14)

where it becomes so narrow that there is no certainty as to how the words should

be divided. The crowding together of the letters in the right-hand portions of these

lines suggests that a projection of the bas-relief, similar to the hand of the woman

in 17, forced the engraver to compress the script in the space, 6 cm. high, extending

from the top of 1. 9 to the bottom of 1. 12. The rhyme-endings in -0- are found in

all the nineteen lines, and if these were complete it seems that we should have the

entire original poem, since the smooth horizontal surface preserved to right and left,

1.5 cm. above 1. 1, appears to be the original top of the monument. This stele was

probably, like 17, a marble parallelogram, but its inscription, instead of being at the

bottom, as in 17, was engraved on both sides of the relief — an arrangement unique

in our collection.

L. l: The fourth word begins with + and the next letter is probably T, for its

upright shaft is so far to the left that no other letter would fill the gap. Between

that fragmentary shaft and the } (not *) ,
of which the top is clearly preserved on the

edge of the left-hand stone, there is room for six letters if we assume that pk /

was a single word ; but cf. IO.8.

L. 2: ekfk is probably a complete word, but the space to the left of the 1 is

not wide enough to make this certain, savtaars; cf. savtarid, 23. 7.

The v-shaped mark preceding ak is rather narrow and looks more like the left

side of T than like the top of 1. To the right of this T there seem to have been

four letters, now lost.

L. 3: It is doubtful whether the fourth word ended with T, and the similarity

of savkarblos, 12. 3, suggests that two final letters may here be lost, and that savkorfk[o .]
is a graphic variant of that word.

To the right of -aa7'kk the cross-bar of T is clear, so that the restoration

[savt]##rX/& (cf. savtaars, 1. 2) is tempting. If we allow for a space between words,

five letters are missing, and a conjectural restoration such as savkorfk\os sa.vt]aa7'kk
would make the line complete.

L. 4: The fifth and sixth letters of s'vakav are certain, the cross-bar of A and

the lower curve of * being plain on the squeeze ; the space following this word is

well defined by the diagonal stroke preserved on the edge of the stone.

This stroke belonged to a missing t ,
for the only other letter of which it could

have been part, namely T, never appears as an initial. After the t came five letters,

all now destroyed, and then the space separating the lost word from sakos.

L. 5: The fourth word, now missing, certainly began with A, the outline of which

in great part remains. After this, if one division between words is allowed for, there

is room for seven letters, and should aj/^m/v be correct, then the fourth word had

seven letters. With Taprlav cf. faprlak, ll.9, TepraX, 22,13.
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L. 6: The preceding lines must have been continuous when the stele was unbroken,

whereas this and the thirteen other lines were engraved on both sides of the bas-

relief now destroyed. The width of the blank spaces to right and left of the gap

shows that this line and the next have no letters missing.

L. 7: The last letter of nik is certain. 7nrslas; compare MvpziXog (I, 85).

L. 8 : In the third word traces of two letters following sip- are visible ; they were

perhaps ra, but cannot be positively identified. After them, judging from the lines

above, we should not expect more than three or four letters to be missing.

L. 9: As pointed out above, the crowding of the letters on the right side here

becomes so marked, owing probably to some feature of the bas-relief, that the spaces

between words disappear. Instead of the division here adopted, it ought perhaps to

be : kot iffa77irasidv. Whether there was a third word on this side of the stele may

be known when the prosody of this poem is thoroughly understood.

L 10 : Again the dividing of the words is uncertain, but the space seems to be

after lemsimi. The second word is almost certainly taa[da.- ; cf. taadas, 1. 16. That

there was ever a third word on this part of the stone is doubtful.

L. 11: The crowding diminishes; there seem to be divisions between ans and pX,

and between pX and ns- ; the third letter of this latter word is indicated by a loop

suggestive of A .

arar7ns is clear ; cf. alan?zs, 3 3, 12. 6, 16. 4, but ararmX, 12.3.

The seventh letter of faTato- is represented by a mere upright stroke and may

have been 4, 1, T, ^ or T.

L. 12: How many letters came after kibxama- is not ascertainable, nor is it known

whether the correct reading is not kibxa7n a- .

The last two letters of a7zkdv are recognizable from their extant strokes, so sloped

and so spaced that they can belong only to * tt . If, as seems likely, this word had only

five letters, then the next word has lost three or four letters before its ending -s]trol.

Perhaps there was another letter, now lost, after the final 1 ,
which is clear though broken.

L. 13: The second word certainly began with T, after which about ten letters

are missing.

We cannot be sure that fa77ipiraX should not be taken as two words : fam piraX.

After this came a word of eight letters, the first half of which is almost entirely lost,

while the second half, -trol, is seen at the top of the detached fragment. Of that

first half only two upright strokes survive ; the one following the T is close to the

fractured edge, the other appears just in front of -trol.

L. 14: dumvit seems to be separate, but the break leaves this uncertain.

otrav is preceded by a sloping mark resembling at first sight a badly drawn 1, but

the shallowness of its incision and its wavering outline prove it to be a mere scratch.

The second letter of #[d]tf/X may be 4 or 1, for only the tips of an upright and
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a diagonal stroke are preserved, but as that word occurs in ll.10, whereas akalX is

unknown, our restoration seems justified.

fartol is plainly legible despite the break ; the s has retained its upright shaft

on the larger stone and its loop on the small fragment.

L. 15: Traces of two letters — the top of 1 and a vertical bar which may have

belonged to |,
— remain on the lower edge of the right-hand stone. On the left

side only the T is imperfect ; but both sloping bars of its top show plainly in the

squeeze of the small fragment. Owing however to the break, we cannot be sure that

fakmisTol is not a single word, though the space after -is seems to indicate a division.

L. 16: entrol is certain, the shaft of the T being clear on the larger stone and

its cross-bar on the smaller. Cf. fentrol, 45. ".

L. 18 : The letter missing before -id was T or T ; a lower cross-bar indicating T

is too faint in the squeeze to be regarded as certain. The final T of enxavkok has

its left side preserved on the small fragment.

L. 19: The T close to the edge is clear. With sivrakak cf. sivrakmn, 2.10, and

sivrakmis, 22. 8* n« 13.

15.

(PLATE VII).

Marble stele, of which the left-hand upper corner was found on. June 6, 19 14,

in the wall closing the doorway of a single-chamber tomb in a foothill of the Akropolis

east of the Paktolos. The right side and bottom are broken off, and along the top

and left side a strip, 6 to 8 cm. wide, of the front surface has been chiselled away.

Several dents make parts of the text difficult to read. H. 0.38, w. 0.42, th. 0.08-

H. of letters 1.6 to 0.7 cm. The first line of the inscription is 0.15 below the upper

edge of the stele, which, like the left-hand edge, still retains much of its original

smooth surface.

Inventory number L. 34 ; unpublished.

These lines may

be incomplete.

1I4A8 *TT°8A4 411 5~IT~//// I

1l1A1t8 ^ A 1 3 1 A T T I T 1 ° a //// 2

1 1 8 T T I + 4 1 4 T ° 1 1 1 tt 1 m ,/// 3

(vacant) * 4 1 T 4 1 T A 8 1 tt 4 1 > //// 4

//// 1 H A 1 1 1 T A 1 3 T A T 4 A V/// 5

(vacant) 1 1 1 A T * 1 1 <n T !
"

//// 6

////A v4ociTTIJ/ <P//// 7

1 1 4 1 T 1 M 1 *
J //// 8

//// A q T A 1 tt * //// 9

////a + AT//// IO

Sardis Expedition VI, 2.
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be incomplete.
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i . . m\XiXs nid (k)afoXTv fadil

2 . . kolTis tarbias fe7ia7iil

3 . . s]til a7is koTvid pis tfil

4 . . k\uddk fasivXidv (vacant)

5 . . s]ad tarblatil man[. .

6 . . \]s irenv sanil (vacant)

7 . .]mtv Jistrodv [a . .

8 p]elpil sivis

9 . .] va7iaX [ba . .

io . .]T«/[r . .

This is almost certainly a poem with rhymes in -i- ; 11. 4 and 6, both ending

thus, are evidently verses, since they are shorter than the other lines. At the end

of 11. 1, 2, 3, the last word in each is perhaps complete and. as it ends in -i-, may

be taken to be the rhyming word of its verse. Such also is probably sivis in 1. 8

and 7nari. in 1. 5, though 1. 8 may have had after sivis one additional word now

cut away.

L. l: The first letter, of which two strokes remain, was probably 1, and the

four letters following it are certain, notwithstanding the indentation.

The third word probably began with 1 ; this now looks like 4 ,
but its sloping

diagonal bar is curved, whereas the 4 's in our text have that bar quite straight.

The injury to the surface doubtless destroyed the upper bar of this l and the lower

loop of the 8 . Between these letters the A is certain.

L. 2: The 1 in the first word and the s in the second are plain.

L. 3 : On the edge is the upper curve of \ ; at the opposite end the 1 is clear,

but may possibly not be the final letter of its word.

L. 4: In kjziddk the first 1 has both diagonal bars well preserved; cf. 12. 6.

L. 5: The top of } is seen in front of -ad.

In tarblatil the T has received a scratch producing the false impression of a T •

The H A are plainly legible; not so the I in 77zari-. Cf. tarbias, 1. 2, and tarbxad 13.9.

L. 6: The vertical stroke on the broken edge seems to be the top of I, and to

the right of it is a sloping bar which may have been part of a T.

L. 7: Notwithstanding the injured surface there is little doubt as to the reading

fistrodv; cf. pistoridv, 10. 5. The first letter is too short for 3, which in this text is

particularly tall ; the seventh letter may have been 4 or 1 ,
but its traces on the squeeze

distinctly suggest 4 ; and the final x is assured by the remains of its bottom curve.

The letter beginning the third, now missing, word was almost surely A.

L. 8: The first and fourth letters are certainly + and the third seems to be a

1 with large loop like that in 1. 6.
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L. 9: Both diagonal bars of the 4 are plain. The two fragmentary letters were

probably - A3 .

L. 10 : The blank space to the right of T shows that this begins a word ; the

fourth letter was 1 or a.

Two small strokes below the A in this line mark the end of a word in the 1 ith line.

16.

(PLATE VII).

Marble stele, of which a piece of the upper portion was found in May, 19 10,

lying at the bottom of a gully on the west side of the Akropolis, north of the temple

excavations. H. 0.27, w. 0.29, th. at top (including the moulding) 0.85, at bottom 0.87.

Letters 2.7 to 1 cm. h. The surface is worn in front by the action of water, and

in the rear by scratching apparently from stones or sand. This has produced on the

reverse side the misleading appearance of inscribed letters, as shown in A. J. A. xv

191 1 p. 153, text (b).

This and 15 are the only funerary Lydian inscriptions found on the east side of

the Paktolos.

Inventory number L. 3; published by Thumb in A. J. A. xv 191 1 p. 153, n. 2.

Ill\ TI1A4 4IT 1Air//// 1

Jin T11°3 TI11T/////// 2

*tt4 T1T1T//////// 3

///MIT 1 1 <1 A 1 / //////// 4

///1t //////////// 5

1 ess v]anaf tivdalis [. .

2 ]Xznlis borlk s[. .

3 .... pa]k7?ikuk dav

4 ] alarz7is sidk[. .

5 ]«[..

L. 1: As this must have been the first line of the inscription, its restoration

follows obviously the beginning of 5, 6 and 9. On the name *tivdas cf. 5.1 and 25. 3.

L. 2: The fifth letter is T, though its two cross-bars are barely visible. Like

7nanelid, l.3, tivdalis seems to have been followed by two proper name derivatives in -lis,

of which the first appeared in 1. 1 and the second partly survives as -kmlis.

On borlk see 2.1, 41. \ 42.\ 50.1; there it is followed by numerals, but here by a

name (?)/. . Perhaps s is the initial of the name Xerxes1; cf. Danielsson, p. 32, note 1.

L. 3: For pak7zzkuk cf. 2.3, 41.3, 42. 3, 50.8, where as here it precedes dav.

L. 4: The first letter, A, and the last one, T, are clear,

1 Professor Littmann regards /[kaarsaz] or /[kaiarsA] as a possible form.
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17.

(PLATE VII).

Marble stele, found on May 27, 191 2, in the wall described under 1, where it

was used as a flat slab to strengthen one of the outer faces. Broken only at the

base, where half the inscribed surface is missing, and in the upper part of the bas-

relief, where the head, shoulder and arm have been chiselled away. H. 0.91 ; w. at

top 0.38, at bottom 0.40 ; th. of upper part: at edges 0.09, at centre, including

thickness of relief, 0.12. The base on which the text is engraved is now in its broken

condition 0.08 h., 0.19 w. and 0.12 th. H. of letters 1.4 to 0.7 cm.

The relief seems to represent a woman, the outline of the head being apparently

that of a person with long hair, but it may be the effigy of a man.

Inventory L. 20 ; unpublished.

TI+ TI1A TMir// 1

////aITT1t8 *A1°T1A *//// 2

////'llAlt 4ll°1o ///////// 3

1 [ess vanas \dmlis akit pis

2 [esX vanaX buk esva]v antolav fenski[b\d

3 katsa.]rlokid enakm\X . .

L. l: As this line and the next must have resembled the beginning of 6, it is

evident that the first word was a personal name, e. g. siv]amlis; whether it was

preceded by another personal name is uncertain.

L. 2: On antolav cf. 4a.2, 6.3.

L. 3 : We should here expect some phrase such as fakmkit artimus katsarlokid :

23.4, 24.13

After the 1 ,
which is plain, the small stroke sloping downward from right to left

is the right side of either t or T, presumably the latter.

18.

(PLATE VIII).

Marble stele, the lower part of which was found on May 26, 191 2, in the wall

described under 1; broken at top and bottom and chipped to right and left, so that

the end of 1. 1 and the beginning of 1. 2 are injured. H. 0.75, w. 0.345 at top to

°-355 at bottom, th. 0.15. The inscription occupies a space 0.065 h. just below

the upper broken edge. H. of letters 2 to 0.7 cm.

Inventory number L. 14; published I, 53, with drawing and transcription.
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//nT1t8 TI1I1 *4nTI + * A 1tt41* I

8<M mil'/ 2

1 esvanav pisredv nii7tit fens[kib . .

2 a.jkms'm sof

L. l: Above this there may have been several lines of text, but the topmost

strip of the original surface is so narrow that no traces of the base of any letter can

be found on its fractured edge.

The beginning of esvanav seems intact and no letter is lost. The word is plainly

thus written, and does not make two words, as in I, 53. Cf. pisred, 3.3.

fens[kib . .] is a probable restoration, as the two strokes representing ki are in

just the proper position ; but the ending is not certain ; cf. 4a.5 and the note.

L. 2: A small sloping mark, visible below the * of 1. 1 on a level with the top

of the l in this line, justifies the restoring of A in ai\kmfin. fof is the final word of

the inscription.

The letter * has here the same form as in 2.3j10.

19.

(PLATE VIII).

Marble fragment, presumably of a stele, found on May 26, 191 2, in the wall

described under 1; 0.085 h., 0.16 w., 0.055 th. ; broken on all sides except the right,

where the vertical edge has its original surface on front and side. H. of letters 1.5 to 1 cm.

Inventory number L. 10 ; unpublished.

//// la Hian + iio 1

////
a 1 q -i n r 1 1 8 2

////
A " A 8 3

1 fensk]ibtd bi[. . .

2 fenidv bi[] .

3 fa[k3.v . . .

L,. l: The remains of letters show fensk]ibid to be certain. At the end of the

line one may read I or 1 .

L. 3 : After the probable 1 there is plainly seen the top of A ,
so that /"<z[kav is

a likely restoration.
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20.

(PLATE VIII).

Marble pedestal, apparently in situ, found on May 22, 191 3, about 50 m. north

of the centre of the temple and about 3 m. above the level of its platform. The

inscribed front faces toward, and parallel to, the north side of the temple. H. 0.44,

w. 0.79, th. 0.68. The pedestal rests on a plain plinth 0.44 h., 0.98 w. and 0.87 th.

On the top of the pedestal are two shallow incisions (see below) shaped to receive

the feet of a statue. The upper moulding, 0.05 h., projects 0.04 beyond the surface

of the panel, 0.30 h. by 0.71 w., on which the text is engraved. The base moulding,

Top of

pedestal

inscription

0.09 h., projects 0.07 and is well preserved.

The lettering of both lines is admirably

cut; the Lydian letters are 1.8 cm., the

Greek 1.6 to 0.8 cm. in height. See

Vol. I, 1, pp. 126-127, ill. 138.

About a metre to the westward and

aligned with this pedestal stands an exact

duplicate, on which a 2 -line inscription

has been carefully erased. Both pedestals

must have been deliberately set in this

position, with their inscriptions and statues

M?

No. 20: front view.

facing the temple, but it is uncertain whether they were originally erected there. J

Inventory number L. 25 ; published in I, 38—39, with photograph, transcription and

translation.

T11ITSA T 1 1 A 4 1 1 A 3 1 A 1 1 A 1 na7inas bakivalis arti7nuk

NANNAZAIONYZIKAEOZAPTEMIAI Nxvvxg Aiowvr/Kog 'Apre/«<fc

The perfect condition of these lines makes comment unnecessary. The genitive

-y.Xzog and the shape of the Greek letters indicate that they were engraved in the

latter half of the fourth century B. C.

> In Vol. I, 1, p. 130, Butler states the reasons for believing that "the sculptures (i. e. the lions) were assembled and

set up with the pedestals at a date very much later than that of their execution."
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21.

(PLATE IX).

Ionic column on rectangular pedestal in the east portico of the temple, with a

fragmentary text inscribed on the concave surface of the apophyge below the fluting.
This is the southern column of the pair, standing on pedestals 2.16 m. h., in front of

the east doorway between it and the outer columns of the east facade. x The plinth
and torus are 0.58 in height, so that the inscription is over 2.74 above the temple

platform. The first word of the text as we now see it seems to have been effaced

by the dripping of water from the top of the column, whereas the damage to the

latter portion of the text is mainly due to the fall of the architrave which formerly

rested on this pair of columns. A large fragment of that architrave was found propped

against the north side of this pedestal ; the end of the fragment, as it fell, evidently

caused the gaps in the text, since these lie on the north side of the shaft exactly

under the spot, over 5 m. above them, where the architrave block originally rested.

The letters are 2.3 cm. h. ; the blank space above them (i. e. between the fluting and

the text) and below them (i. e. between the text and the upper edge of the fillet) is

in each case 0.8 cm. h.

Inventory number L. 18; unpublished.

.j^fne]/ bakivalis man[. . . .] x[a . a .

The first discernible letter is A, of which the top alone has completely vanished.

Between this and the "s there is room for two letters, the first one probably 1 ,
the

second probably 1 ,
or * . Of the first letter there remain an upright stroke and the

topmost tip of a stroke situated exactly where that of the third bar of 1 might have

been. Of the second letter there are but two traces ; the one on the right looks like

the top of the vertical shaft of 1, while to the left and slightly lower is a mark

resembling the tip of the diagonal bar common to 1 , * and 1 . It is thus probable

that the original reading was -anzis or -anes, but the extreme faintness of the traces

renders any restoration — e. g. : m]#[ne]/ bakivalis ma7i\eXv~\ r[a . a .

— doubtful.

1 For a fuller description, see Vol. I, i, pp. 106-107, ill. 114. The possibility, suggested on p. 126, that the nannas

of 20 was mentioned here also, cannot be accepted.
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After znan- there is a gap with space for four letters, the [first of which is

represented by the upper part of an apparently vertical stroke. On the left of the

gap is the base of a I, and next to it the traces of what were^probably four other

letters : (i) and (3), the lower

ends of two strokes in each

case resembling the bottom

of A ; (2) and (4), the base

of an upright shaft, e. g. of

T or T. Next to the trace

of that fourth missing letter

there was apparently a divi

sion between words, beyond

which is the bottom of a

single vertical stroke ; after

that the stone is entirely

broken away.

The measurement along
the curve of the column

from the A on the right to

the last trace visible on the

left is 0.46 m.

22.

(PLATE IX).

Marble stele found on

April 22, 191 1, at the west

end of the temple near the

north end of the Lydian

Building, lying face down

ward in front of the marble

base, still in situ, which

originally supported it. For

further particulars see Vol.

1, 1, p. 66. It is well finished
No. 22 in 191 1, just after its ocavation.

on all sides, with tongue at bottom, and its preservation is practically perfect. H. (including

tongue) 1.68; w. at top 0.575, at bottom 0.615; th. at top 0.13, at bottom 0.165. The

tongue, 0.09 h. by 0.30 w., exactly fitted the broken socket of the base near which

the lower end of the stele lay. The first line of the inscription is 0.068 below the top

of the slab, and the space occupied by the text is 0.40 h. Letters 1.7 to 0.9 cm. h.

Inventory number L. 4; unpublished, but depicted in Vol. I, 1, ill. 60.
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*TI4 TAHITI Tni*TA8 1 1 1 4 <\ A 8 } 4 1 H 1 TT* I

T°1ST1A TTt4SA81 4t1A T I S 1 1 4 A 8 4A3* 11114 2

milAl 414114 4A4ITA H1IT1 4A1ATAT1 3

*A1tTAT1t8 4A1/1 1 1 -2 4 T A 1 Itt 1 A T 1 4 H A 8 1 1A8 4

4A4ITA 111A TTII TTA81 TTI 111IT1 A4I + M1 5

TATA41t -2A41TA4IT TIT°1 * 4 1 1 1 A 1 414114 6

TM*+ 1in°<iTA4 Tt4 1M* + I1 11>l11*nA1 7

4A111A ■2ATt4<1A81 * 4 A T * A 1 1 1 T 1 TTItT 8

TI11I1A3 1*4A1 THIIAl 111IT1A T 1 1 T A 1 4 1 T 9

111A T1A81 TTI 111IT1 TTII A4I+ 1 A 1 1 1 A 10

4A1A IIIIIAl HIITTA TI1TA14IT * 1 4 II 11

TA1I + TAI+tT -^ttSIA 111IT1A T 1 1 T A 1 4 1 T 12

HTt4t1A8:i *41I8T4 * tt 8 1 A 1A111A T/111T + AT 13

44+ 1A 4I1M4TA1A8 4°l1ltt1 T11IT1 1 ° 1 <m A 14

Tlttll 4AT11A 4<MAT 4A4ITA 15

1 est mrzid sfardenx fatviris znXimnas vitv

2 dzmzms ebad favneris amed sfardetX astrkdk

3 znkatalad mkimns akidad visvid kaxxirs

4 fak sfardetak d7i katvvel dziad fentasenav

5 ndpida mkim7is ist sfark iitk akms akidad

6 visvid kaxxivv kotit Tidakmdav envakak

7 vastvunkms nipesik det datroskms pesis

8 Tentk -mkimnav saw sfardetav akzzzsad

9 sivraXmis ariii7zzil kaxxirs kavek bakillis

10 armxak pida iitk mkii7ins ist sfark akms

1 1 irduv sivraXmis artimzd kaxxirs akad

1 2 sivrakmis artimzd asfdv Teprak pirak

13 taptulat akmsas asfdv vTbinw sfardetik

14 astrkos ztikimlk ndkzikod fakatvdmid ak ped

15 akidad tasod akz7zkad indnt

The excellence of the preservation makes textual explanation unnecessary, and

the engraving was done with such care that the division of words is in no case doubtful.

L. l: mkimnas, (11. 3, 5, 8, 10, 14) may be Msp//.v«s (Index V), and dumms may

be dovfiog (Index IV).

ffarde- with various endings recurs in 11. 2, 4, 8, 13, and as sfarda- in ll.9, 27. s.

These probably mean "Sardian", as shown in I, 11-12, 69, and the connexion with

Sardis of sfark, 11. 5, 10, sfarvad, IO.19, II.1 (cf. note, p. 24), seems no less clear.

L. 3: On 7nkatalad cf. Sayce, p. 68 below; Fraser suggests MiXrtxo-lad. On

kaxxirs cf. p. 86, note 2.

Sardis Expedition VI, 2. 6
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L. 9: sivraXmis has been regarded as a local epithet of Artemis (I, 15, 49, 84)

because, like sivraXmn in 2.10, it is here and in 11. 11, 12, connected with the goddess'

name {ImuXw/i} cf. J. H. S. xxxvn 191 7 p. 113). Cf. sivrakak, 14.19.

On bakillis cf. I, 38, 83, and bakillk, l.1. The expression kavek bakillis, for

which the meaning "and priest of Bakis" (I, 39) seems probable, reminds one of Syll.s

273, in which is mentioned "Axxig IlayrjM 6 iipzbg xoO kiovjrjo, an important personage

at Sardis in the 4th century B. C.

23.

(PLATE X).

Limestone block, found on April 18, 191 2, about 15 m. south of the western

end of the temple at a level slightly lower than that of the temple platform. For

further particulars see Volume I, 1, p. 94. The top, right side and upper left side are

roughly finished and more or less in their original state; from the lower left side a

large triangular piece is broken away. H. 0.79, w. 0.56, th. 0.29.

Inventory number L. 7; unpublished, but depicted in Vol. I, 1, ill. 95.

ncl*41TA4 1T11ITSA 11/14T+ 1 A IT (I T n* 1

4 1 8 I T T 1 1 8 T0+ TA1SIT TT* TI1A 4AT1I4 2

1A14AT 11tt4T+ 1ITIT11A8 * T 1 1 4 I 1 3

1tt4S3 4I1°1C1ATTA1 TIT1M3I 1 1 1 1 T S A 4

TI1ATAST11 1ATTA4ISTI1 Ttlltt *tt4 Mill 5

*tt411A T T 4 T+ 1MA8A 113 1T°TIT 1 * 4 A 1 6

411A8 4ISAT4AT T 1 1 8 A H 3 T I T 1 8 A S 8 * A 1 1 A 7

4°ST1A1A8 T+ TA1A 11t81A8 4*+ TI1A -M^IIA 8

4ATI3 4A11°TIT TI+ TIT11A 9

4I1°1C1ATTA1 HIIT^A 11/14T+ 1ITIT11A8 10

1inc1*4Tt TASC+ T11<mA 1T1I3 T13 II

Itlllll *A4IT *A*T* 1A101AT 12

TI1101SA TI1I3 111 TI3 111 T1t4AT 13

TA1A 11t81A8 40+ TI111A 1T0+ 14

411 TATA 1S°T1A1 1T1*T T18A4A3 15

UTA 1AA8AT Tt4 1AT1T3 1T+ 16

11A 4 A T ° 1 4ATAC1 + Tt 1°14* TI1A 17

TI+ MA *4l*1ATt8 1 A T T A 4 1 H T 1 1 18

II 113 4 <n A * T 4 A 8 * 1 * 1 A T t * 1 1 19

T11A Til 11+ *t4ia 113 4ISTt1 20

111IT1A 4A1A *1 IIATt 41 It 4*+ 21

T1ci*8ia 22
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1 ess szrmas pkddnl artimukk daTziverst

2 vin tad akit esk sirznak pis fenskibid

3 nivisTv fakmkitin pkda7is tavsas

4 artimzik ibsiznsis katsarlokid brvas

5 HI II dav anxet 7tiitridastas 7nitratalis

6 kaves Titoks bzik afaris pk det amudav

7 akmav brafrsis brafrlk savtarid fakud

8 amu ow akit ped fasfenu akat pk fakantrov

9 akitzkis pis Titollad bitad

10 fakmkiti7i pkdank artimzik katsa7dokid

1 t bzik bilkk arhllk pirak etverskin

1 2 sarokak esvav Tivav nikuniek

1 3 save 71 1 nik bis 7iik bills arlzllis

14 pzsk amukit pzd fasfmu akat

1 5 bayafzik selkk kantorzi akak 7zid

16 pkk bkesak det tafaas akas

1 7 akit edkok etpratad kotad ai7za

1 8 zzzitridastas\ fetamvidv aks pis
=F =F

1 9 emv etaz7iv ziv bavTvasod bzik izi

20 77ietrid bzik bidev pik int aknzk

2 1 ped enud etaztzs uv akad artiznus

2 2 biferst.

A shallow rectangular panel, 0.41 h. by 0.35 w., contains the text which, as

engraved originally, seems to have fitted well within the left-hand border, but owing

presumably to later corrections the ends of 11. 1, 2, 8, 10 and 11 now overlap that

border. The letters, 1.1 to 0.9 cm. h., are well preserved, but holes in the stone

and erasures make a few of them doubtful.

Above the inscribed panel is roughly cut a slightly sunken pediment, 0.35 w.

and 0.16 h., within which are carved in outline a crescent and an object like a

carpenter's square.1 Over the upper right corner of the panel is a hole, 8 cm. square

by 4 cm. deep, probably made on some occasion when the block was re-used.

The text should be compared with that of 24, which was found near by.

As to the points of likeness between this and 4, see the top of p. 10.

L. 1: The reading daTuverst is certain, though in I, 13 two letters are omitted;

1 The R. P. Scheil and Haussoullier suggest that this is an axe. On the crescent as a symbol, cf. Ramsay,

/. R. S. viii 1918, pp. I43-J45.
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the ending -erst, which overlaps the edge of the panel, was doubtless added when

the same four letters were erased at the beginning of 1. 2.

L. 2: The tops of T1S* are still visible despite the erasure.

The last letter of vintad may be either 4 or 4 ,
as a hole makes the top stroke doubtful,

but 4 seems the more probable ; the ending -tad is common, whereas -tav would be unique.

L. 3 : The blank space at the beginning was originally filled by the letters 4131,

two of wrhich are still partly legible.

On pkda7is cf. 4b.4, and on tavsas cf. p. 11 above and I, 13. The phrase

fakmXitin katsarlokid recurs in 1. 10, but without the epithets tavsas and

ibsiznsis, and again in 24.12-13 without pXdans tavsas.

L. 4: With brvas . . .dav cf. 3.1 and 43.1.

L. 5: clnxet 77zitridastas zzzitratalis kaves is repeated in 24.1-2.

L. 6: On kaves cf. I, 66, 76, and A. J. A. xvii 1913 pp. 362-363. The

upper bar of the 4 is faint but certain. See also 22.
9 and 24.2, 21.

In afaz'is the cross-bar of each A is dim, but the reading does not seem

doubtful; cf. 2.5'10.

The * in amudav is clear.

L. 7: The last two letters of fakzid are plain on the squeeze.

L. 8: amu ow are here taken as two words, but the division is not certain.

In ped the * seems to be a correction of 0

L. 9: The erasure probably wiped out the letters antrov which have been added

to the end of 1. 8. As it stands the wording is the same as in 24.7, except for the

spelling bitad instead of bitaad.

The T of akmkis is plain on the squeeze.

L. 10 : From the beginning of this line to the end of 1. 13 the phrasing resembles

that of 24. 13-16. This line is quoted in I, 13.

L. 11: In the blank space there originally stood the syllable kid —

part of its

1 having escaped erasure —

,
which was afterwards added at the end of 1. 10. Similarly

ki7i has been added to this line, and, as in 11. 1, 2, 8 and 10, the addition oversteps

the margin of the inscribed panel.

The spelling of bzi) arlzllk pzrak should be compared with that in 24.13_u.

L. 12: The l of the effaced kin is still to be seen.

The final 1 of sarokak is certain. With Tivav cf. Tiw 10.n.

In esvav the T ,
which is clear on the squeeze, seems to have been engraved over

a 8 imperfectly erased.

L. 13: Tit 4 AT, which recurs in 24. 15, is erroneously cited in I, 15 as T1T4AT-

L. 15: In bayafuX the upper cross-bar of the 4 is almost horizontal and touches

the vertical shaft 2 mm. below its summit, but it is as firmly cut as the lower bar

and does not resemble an accidental mark. Cf. bavafzinidv, 7.2.
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The lower cross-bar of the T in selXk is plain. But this may be an error for

1T1* + ; cf. I.6'8, 24.10.

L. 16: Just above the + of pXk is a vertical stroke which appears to be the

accidental prolongation of the shaft of 8 in 1. 15.

L. 17: The 4 in kotad is uncertain, for the hole may hide the upper cross-bar of 4,

but 4 seems the more probable because of the erectness and straightness of the shaft.,

The 1 in amu looks like 1, but its fourth stroke, although faintly marked, shows

clearly on the squeeze.

L. 18: But for its recurrence in 24.
6
we could not know that fetaznvidv as here

engraved is a single word. In I, 17, *l*lAT1t8 should be corrected to *4I*1ATT8.

L. 19: emv etamv ought possibly to be a single word, but as etaznv occurs in 10

and 11, it is here taken to be separate from ezzzv. The division between tiv and

bavTvasod is also far from plain.

The first and last letters of bavTvasod are not certain ; the 3 may perhaps be 8 ,

and the 4 may be 1, but 3 and 4 seem the more probable. This 4 resembles those

of 11. 3 and 18 in being very like 1. In 2.7 buk in are written as one word.

The passage from buk to int in 1. 20 is almost exactly repeated in 24.10-11.

L. 20 : In metrid the loop of the q is not closed, so that the engraver may have

intended it for 1 ,
as in metlid, 24.11.

To the left of akmX are two vertical lines which do not seem to be letters, but

they may represent the T I of akzzzkis as in 1. 9 above.

L. 21: Notwithstanding surface holes the 4 of ped is clear.

In mud the 1 is not certain, but highly probable since that word appears in 10.9.

The t of etazns is clear, and the upper strokes of the T and 1 though faint are

reasonably certain.

In uv the first letter, which seems to be cut over an erased 8 , may be 4 , 4 or 1 ;

1 is here preferred because found in 1. 19.

The shaft of the s in artimus is faint but plain on the squeeze. The three

last letters are carelessly engraved, but the top of the ^ shows no curve and cannot

be taken for 1 .

24.

(PLATE XI).

Marble stele found on April 11, 19 14, about 50 m. south of the western end of

the temple, where it had been built into the side of a Byzantine grave ; smoothly finished

at the top and on both sides ; broken at the bottom and in several places along the edges.

H. 0.44, w. 0.23, th. 0.07. The letters, which below 1. 12 become smaller and less

deeply cut, are in 11. 1-12 from 1.3 to 0.5 cm., in 11. 13-23 from 1 to 0.4 cm. h.

Inventory number L. 30 ; unpublished; mentioned in Vol. I, 1, p. 146
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///7ASTI1 ^ATTA4l<mi Ttlltt I

4°A8 *T°TA1 11A 1A1 1*4A1 2

TI111T TI1S*T 41 + ttl TI1A 3

*tt411A 4AT.113 1I8I4A8 11A 4

*T°Tia 11A 4AT1113 1A1//HA8 5

*4l*1ATt8 4ATA T114*+ * 4 1 8 6

4AATI3 4 A 1 1 ° T I T TI+ TIT11A 7

//AT1113 1I+ 41TSA1A8 TIT1118 8

lAt*TAa TIT1118 TAT8£I*413A8 9

113 1T14+ TniHI 4lltt^ IO

Til 11+ *t4l3 113 4MTt1 11

TIT1H3I nilTqA TIT11A8 12

T1I1SA 1T1I3 T3 4I1°1SATTA1 13

1T<U4Tt IIITIIITSA TASI + 14

111 T1t4AT ItHlll 1A1oc1AT 15

= I11ST 1IH*T TI1t81 118 111 TI8 t6

TTATTA4ISTI1 11A 1A1 Ttlltt 17

41 + ttl 11A TI1A 4°A8 * T ° T A 1 18

1ASI3 1A1 *ASAA 1A1 11t81A8 19

//// TA4MTI1 11A TA1A * 1 1 1Tt4 1A1/ 20

~

1 1 A 1AI1A44AT 1 S ° T 1 A 1 T*4///// 21

//// A T T A 4 1 1 T II ~T 1 1 8 I T 1 4 1TI+ 4M /////// 2 2

T A T T A 4 1 ST1 1 "vti ////// 2 3

1 anxet mitridastas 77zitra[td\\s
2 kaves nak anzu katosv faov

3 akit ndpid serlis srmlis

4 az7iu fadijil biikxad amudav

5 fa . . nal bukmkad a7nu bitoTv

6 bidv pedkz7zk akad fetamvidv

7 akmkis pis TitoHad bitaad

8 bukmkis fakarsed pik buk7nka\d

9 fabuverftak bukmkit bawsak

10 vakid nivislk pelkk buk

1 1 77ietlid buk bidev pik int

12 faknz)it artimzis ibsimsis

13 katsarlokid bk bilkk arlilk

14 pirak artii7iziXki7i etversn

15 sarokak 7iikumek save7it 7iik
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16 bis nik bil sfenis serlik sr7nli[s

17 anxet 7iak a77zu znitridastaXs

18 katow faov akit amu napid

19 fasfenzi nak aarav nak birak

20 n]ak detn eznv akat amzi znitridas[ta. .

21 kajz^X kantoru savvafxal akm[X
=F

22 .... ]nid pisk det if\r\lis mitridasta[ .

23 jtad] znitridastas

L. l: The first four words recur in 23. B_6, so that 7nitra[ta\is seems an obvious

reading on the assumption that the -lis was engraved above the line (cf. IO.8,18). The

H of anxet is clear on the squeeze. With anxet .... faov cf. 11. 17-18 below.

L. 3: The q of serlis has a small and tightly curled loop like that in 77titra above.

L. 4: The final * is almost entirely preserved.

L,. 5 : After fa- the squeeze shows what appears to be the upper half of l ,
next

to which there is room for one broad letter, or for a blank space and one narrow

letter ; after this comes the 1 ,
which because of its erect third stroke is probably not

part of a T. A possible restoration would be fa[k e]nal, but this is too conjectural

to be inserted in the text.

The final * is no less certain than the one just above ; its upper and lower

curves are both preserved in part.

L. 6 : The third, fourth and fifth letters of fetamvidv are plain despite the

indentation ; cf. 23. 18.

L. 8: bukmka[d is restored from the same word in 1. 5.

L. 9: Owing to the uniqueness of a word beginning with *, such as vdkid, one

would feel bound to take basvsakvdkid as a unit (cf. fasaknakil, 44. 16) if other instances

of word-division were found in this text, as e. g. in 6 and 8 ; here the separation

into two words remains for the present uncertain.

L. 12: The last letter of fakznkit might be T or T, the top bar only being clear,

but in view of fakznkt, 4b.4, and fak77tkitin, 23. 10, the T seems a safe reading.

The top curve of the S in artiznus is visible.

L. 16: The T in bis is plain.

In srmli[s the T is certain, the tips of both the cross-bars being preserved.

L. 17: The 1 of nak is clear.

L. 19: Cf. aarak birakk, l.7.

L. 20: The traces on the edge of the stone make n]ak almost sure.

Assuming that the lost letters were crowded together, we may restore 77zitridas[ta.s
or -[taX, the latter being probable on account of ka.]vek.
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L. 21: That the restoration kaJz'^X is plausible may be seen from 11. 1-2.

The last two words ought perhaps to be one, or possibly even three, e. g. savva's

xal ak?7i[k ; the top of the final T is more than half preserved.

L. 22: After a space sufficient for four letters comes nid, of which the upper

two thirds are clear.

pisk det were perhaps a single word.

The S added above iflis was doubtless meant as a correction reading ifrlis;

cf. ifrol, ll.11.

When the stele was new there was room for a final letter such as 1 or T after

77iitridasta- .

L. 23: Following a gap large enough to have held 14 letters, there are visible

the tops of what was probably -Had.

The "} at the end of mitridastas is plain on the squeeze.

25.

(PLATE XI).

Marble slab found on February 28, 19 14, about 0.50 m. below the present

surface of the hillside, on the slope of the Akropolis about 1 70 m. to the east of the

excavation house. H. 0.15, w. 0.18, th. 0.09; h. of letters 1.5 to 0.6 cm. The slab

is broken on all sides and the inscription is much weathered. Whether it was built

into a wall or was originally part of a stele is not clear.

Inventory number L. 28; unpublished.

////mi tl/// 1

////1A1 TI1A4°/// 2

////44IT TI101A/// 3

////A1 TI1oclA/// 4

//// T 1 1 1 1 1 T /// 5

////I T/// 6

I .\is [ta . .

2 kd.t]ovalis 77ian[es (?)
1

0 .\arolis tivd\&i (?)

4 .]arolis 77ta\. .

5 2x\timulis [. .

6 . . \\s m\. .

This appears to be a list of personal names, but few of them can be restored

with any approach to certainty.

L. 2: ka.t]ovalis is highly probable, because two marks which may well have
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belonged to the bases of T A are seen to the right of the °
; cf. 8.5-6, IO.1, II.7. 77ian[es

seems a likely restoration because the name was common at Sardis; cf. I.3, 4a.1, 43A

L. 3: The first name, which is apparently repeated in 1. 4, cannot be restored,

but tivd[3is was probably the second name.

L. 4: The letter of which a small fragment remains on the edge of the stone

may have been 1, but cannot be positively identified.

L. 5: 2x\ti77iulis is a possible restoration, if artimus was a woman's name in

Lydian as Arte7nis was in Greek; cf. Index V.

L. 6 : The letter beginning the second name is probably 1 .

26.

(PLATE XI).

Marble stele found by a peasant in a field near Mersindere, a village on the

south side of the Hermos valley 3 kil. west of Sardis ; brought to the excavation

house in April, 191 2.

H. 0.54, w. 0.55, th. 0.16. The upper portion is decorated in relief, and below

the decoration a plain panel 0.08 h. bears the inscription of four lines. Since the

fourth line of the text fitted perfectly into the space above the lower edge of the

stone, and since the base of the stone is horizontal and smoothly finished, there seems

little doubt that this bottom surface is original. It is possible that the text was not

continued on any lower block and that it is complete in these four lines. In its

present chipped condition the greatest length of the inscribed surface is 0.50. H. of

letters 1.7 to 0.7 cm.

Inventory number L. 5 ; unpublished.

////"T'ASTA 1I1A41A 1//U0<jAl 4M*C11I1A 4111 IT* ^t14AT 1* 1

////IA 4I1ATA TI1A441' TI1I3 4onA4]1* TI+ T 1 1 1 1 T 1 1 A 1 1 * 4 A " 2

///
'

1 1 8 TI+ * rm A 1 * A * T * 113 Till TT* 113 Tt14AT ///////// 3

///MU ^^11U jM^II-rqA
w

////// A? lA 1 liqTf 1 >
"

////////////// 4

1 es sadmes esk 7nrud alikrelid karol . I andalik atra[stas

2 k]aves lametrulis pis alikamsok bills [t\\vdalis atalid a[k\t

3 esX s]admek bzik esk mruk buk esvav mastav pis /^[sXibid

4 fakav \]a[m]elrus e. a. sa . . . X \p\rtimzik asblzivas vis[

The many scratches and indentations on the surface have made several readings

doubtful, and only the excellent engraving enables so much to be read.

L. l: The T in esk is certain.

In alikrelid the seventh letter may be s and the eighth may be * ,
but the marks

Sardis Expediton VI, 2. 7
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(26) which give that impression seem not quite regular or definite and are presumably scratched.

In karol . I the q is a mere shadow and should perhaps be 1 or \ ; the
° is fairly

distinct; after the 1 there may have been two narrow letters or a broad one such as

W\ the final 1 is probably correct, but its top only is visible.

atra[sta.s seems a reasonably sure restoration because after atra- are plainly seen

the tops of -sta- ; cf. 3.3.

L. 2: In k\aves the upper half of the 1 and the cross-bar of the A are clear on

the squeeze.

The third letter of laznetrzdis must be 1 or 1 ,
the former being the more probable

on account of the width of the space occupied by it ; the two diagonal strokes of the

t are plain on the squeeze. Can the divinity lanzetrus be Aafipavvdog}1

The first and third letters of alikamsok are uncertain ; the I is probable, but the

top of the A looks in some ways like that of 3 .

In [t\\vdalis the first two marks, here restored as separate letters, may be the

sides of a single letter A; the 4 is fairly certain, for the faint stroke suggesting l

seems to be accidental, atalid, not atalis as in I, 83.

L. 3: The supplement at the beginning is obvious, and the T of sadmek has part

of its top line preserved.

The 1 of /i«[sXibid] shows on the squeeze the upper half of its third stroke, and

just beyond this is seen the top bar of T, so that this restoration seems almost certain.

Hence akit 1. 2, and fakav 1. 4 are probable; cf. 62~~5, 73-5.

L. 4: The likelihood noted above that this has always been the last line of the

inscription is increased by the fact that its lettering is smaller and more crowded than

that of 11. 1-3, as though the text was squeezed into a space too narrow for it.

Of \]a[m]etrus the 1 has retained part of its hook, and the 1, whose upright shaft

is clear, is recognizable, as in 1. 2, from its width; the A has kept its cross-bar and

the tops of the other letters are plainly marked on the squeeze.

After those comes a word of four letters, such as £[s]a:[X or £[s]#[X ; its first letter

is * or 1 ,
the next is lost, the third was almost surely A ,

and the fourth seems to

have had a vertical shaft like that of 4 ,
but it might be 1 or T.

The fourth word was of six letters {sadmek?), the two first being AT and the

last T ; the top of this last is seen on the squeeze directly below the T of znruk, 1. 3.

Just before [&]rti?7iuk and again over its A there is seen a curved mark which appears

to be accidental ; the top of the A and both shaft and cross-bar of the T are preserved.

asbluvas should perhaps be avrluvav ; the top of each ~s may belong to a i.

The third letter may be a or 1.

The restoration c'//[sis varbtokid] has been suggested by Arkwright as the probable

ending to this line and to the whole text ; cf. 6.6, 7.6.

1 Cf. AzfipzvTiiyc (Index V) and G. Radet, La Lydic et le Monde grec, p. 134, note I.
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In deciphering and restoring this, the most difficult of all the Sardian

texts, the help of Arkwright has been invaluable. The occurrence of the words mruk

and sadmek (IO.9), both of which are found in tomb inscriptions, and of the imprecation

in 1. 4, tend to show that this was a tomb-stele.

27.

(PLATE XI).

Marble base found in February, 1913, on the south side of the temple about

25 m. from the southern row of column foundations and about 2 m. above the plat

form level ; broken at the top, in which a rectangular cavity has been cut ; the sides

and the bottom apparently original. H. 0.09, w. 0.375, th. 0.365. The letters, which

are much obscured by incrustations of lime, are from 1.4 to 0.4 cm. h. Next to the

right-hand edge a piece of the surface 4 cm. w. has been broken away.

Inventory number L. 23; unpublished.

T 1 1 T ° 1 3 1 t ////

T1M3l41t TlloclAl 1i////

lA4cIA8:i mil8 * A 4 T A A T Tt1A4T1T * A «1 1

*

* T c //

1
.... erbloTimk

2
. . . . il karokit hidiblint

3 .... oTv irfajv Tzikdalek tafajTdav bi7nirs sfardak

L. 1 : Traces of letters above this line show that a previous line originally existed,

but none of its letters can be made out.

The first and sixth letters of 'erbloTimk are not clear ; the t may have been 1

and the T may have been 1, their present appearance being perhaps due to

accidental marks.

L. 2: The letter preceding karokit is almost certainly 1. It is possible that the

third letter of endiblint was intended for 1, but the fact that it is unlike the sixth

letter (an undoubted 1) and that the 4 in Tzikdalek, 1. 3, has its diagonal bar near

the top of the shaft, makes 4 in this case probable.

L. 3: The letter on the edge of the fracture is almost surely °. The A in irav

and the second A in taaTdav have no visible cross-bars, but the identity of these letters

does not seem doubtful. -oTvirav is perhaps one word ; cf. 22.1, faTviris.

The T of taaTdan looks as if it had been put in after the first engraving of

the text.

1

2

3
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28.

(PLATE XII).

Marble bowl, a piece from the edge of which was found in May, 191 2, in the

earth covering the east portico of the temple about 1 m. above the level of the

platform. The bowl, presumably shallow — if we assume that, as seems likely, the

highly finished surface bearing the inscription was originally horizontal —

, appears to

have been large, for its curved edge is an arc of a large circle ; it may however

have been not round, but oval. Length of the inscribed surface 0.25, and w. 0.045.

Of this width the lettering takes up 2.5 cm., while above and below the letters is a

blank strip 1 cm. w. The breadth of the fragment, measured from the outer border

of the inscribed surface to the line of fracture roughly parallel with it, is 0.14.

Between the end of the inscription and the left-hand edge of the surface on which

it is carved there is a blank space 5 cm. long.

Inventory number L. 22 ; published I, 66, without photograph or transcription.

111 1*1 A 1 T I11*T£ • • • •

. . ftellis kaves inl

It is uncertain whether the first letter was 3 or 8 ,
and whether it was part of

the word to which -tellis belonged. Since however we know of no word ending in

3 ,
and of one word only ending in 8 {sof 18. 3), the letters -ftellis should probably

be transcribed as above, izil recurs in 48; cf. izzaf ll.10, 45.4.

As pointed out by Littmann (I, 66), the only text similar to this is the frag

mentary inscription from Ephesus, republished below as 48.

29.

Fragment from the left upper corner of a stele, found on

the east face of the Nekropolis hill in March, 19 14. H. 0.06,

w. 0.048, th. 0.05. Letters 1.2 cm. h.

Inventory number L. 35 ; unpublished.

L. 1: [mr]«flf; 1. 2: -re-.

30.

(PLATE XII).

Canoe-shaped vase of reddish terra-cotta, the pieces of which were found between

April 29 and May 10, 19 13, in a square chamber-tomb crushed in and filled with
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earth on the eastern slope of the Nekropolis hill. All the rest of the pottery deposited (30)

in this tomb appears to be of early date, not later than the 6th century B. C. This

vase, like the others, was broken into many pieces, all of which were ultimately

recovered; one small fragment, bearing part of the * in eznv, was found on May 10

after four days' sifting.

Length of the canoe 0.33, h. in middle 0.078, w. across top measured in the

middle 0.096. A spout forming a handle projects from the middle of the side on

which the text is written, and the upper line runs from a point distant 1.5 cm. from

the spout to the tip of the vase, whence the second line runs back towards the spout.

H. of letters 0.8 to 1.9 cm.

Inventory L. 24; published I, 56-57, with photographs, drawing and transcription.

1 UTl|ir : tr*
"

T 1 1 A S k ^ : gA3lr

2 TA4TI1
•

TATA

1 titifin : emv
•

tisardv : fabil

2 atak
'

kitvak

This is the only Lydian inscription written bozistrophedon, but in 31, 32 and 49,

as in the first line here, the writing runs from left to right. These four are doubtless

our oldest texts.

L. l: My drawing reproduced in I, 57, has two defects: it omits the point after

'emv, and it renders incorrectly the sixth letter of tisardv which seems to be \. ,
not 1 .

This letter was apparently squeezed into the gap between q and m, where there was

scarcely room enough for its diagonal bar,1 but this bar, 2 mm. long, is plainly

visible sloping downward towards the ^.

The second letter is probably |, but as its lower half has vanished, it must be

marked as doubtful.2

The letter | ,
which recurs in tisardv and in 31, is presumably an early form

of 1 (I, 10); for another form cf. 49.2.

There seems to have been only one point separating emv and tisardv ; it is clearly

to be seen in both photographs in I, 56. Possibly the second point may have been

destroyed by the break, which runs across the narrow space between the lower parts

of x and T.

The q in tisardv, like the 3 in fabil, is not turned as one would expect it to be ;

both letters are written as if the script ran from right to left. The V appears to be

1 I find this bar marked in the first sketch made at Sardis before the fragments were put together, and do not

understand how I came to overlook it when making the published drawing.
2 It might be |. , but a group of three consonants is not probable.
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an afterthought, which probably accounts for the fact that its diagonal bar so easily

escapes notice.

The first letter of fabil occurs in 37, where its meaning in unknown ; here as in

I, 57, it is assumed to be an early from of 8.

L. 2 : The right-hand stroke of the first A in atdk has been destroyed by chipping,

and the last four letters of kitvaX, though more or less injured by the flaking of the

surface, are none the less quite readable ; the T , A and T are clear in their main

lines, while the shaft of the 4 is plain, and both its diagonal bars are recognizable.

For ata- as a man's name cf. 5.1, 26.2, and for kitva- cf. ILidvg, KoTo|3y?g (Index V),

K-jy.xfog {Syll.z \fd); the doubt expressed in I, 57 as to whether these persons were

divine or human should probably be resolved in favour of the latter hypothesis.

31.

(PLATE XII).

Sherd from earthenware vase, which was evidently large, as the curve of this

fragment is slight; found in April, 19 14, in the earth filling a tomb on the south side

of the Nekropolis hill. H. 6.5 cm., w. 11.5 cm., th. 0.3 cm. Letters, 4 cm. h.,

scratched on the clay after the baking.

Inventory number L. 32 ; unpublished.

| A | A sasa

The form of "j here used is the same as in 30.

32.

(PLATE XII).

Small vase of terra-cotta, two closely fitting fragments of which were found in

May, 1 9 14, in the earth filling a tomb near the wall described under 1. H. 3.5 cm.,

w. 6.5 cm., th. 0.2 cm. Letters, 0.5 cm. h., scratched on the vase after the baking.

Inventory number L. 33; unpublished.

sPArrMT' kAPI-Ar

. ra lulls kardal

The stroke seen in front of the p probably belonged to a tf ,
a I or a * . The

last letter on the left-hand fragment may have been T, T or I; the mark seen next

to it on the edge of the break may have been a point or part of a letter.

It is noticeable that p in this text, unlike that in 30, is turned as it should be in

a line written from left to rip-fit.
o
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33.

\m n

Small jar found in April, 191 3, in a tomb on the northern

slope of the Nekropolis hill. H. 14.2 cm., diameter at top 3 cm.,

at thickest part of base 4 cm. Letters, 0.7 cm. h., scratched on

the side 3.3 cm. below the top.

Inventory number L. 3 1 ; unpublished.

mivad

34-39.

Six marble blocks of the temple foundations excavated in 1911-1912, on which

are carved large letters, presumably masons' marks. The sizes and shapes of these

blocks and of their letters are shown by the drawings, which are made on the scale of

1:20; the thickness of the blocks could not be measured because all were built into

the foundations. 39 was the corner-stone of a small rectangular building near the

north-west angle of the temple. The letters are deeply cut and from 0.16 to 0.34 high.

Inventory numbers L. 2, L. 21, L. 36, L. 37, L. 38, L. 39; unpublished.

34

e\

The second letter occurs only in ll.4, 49.1 and here.

35

36

~\?
T'771

. ru
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(37) The triangle perhaps represents a badly drawn A, joined to the S

37

The monogram seems to stand for ART(imus); the single letter, probably repre

senting 8
, appears only here and in 30. M. Haussoullier points out that in Caria,

about 450 B.C., this symbol was used as a figure denoting "10" {Syll* 46c).

38 M It 39 tiv



Section II. — INSCRIPTIONS NOT FOUND AT SARDIS.

40.

Pergamon. — (PLATE XIII').

Column-drum from the Temple of Athena at Pergamon, now in the Altes Museum

at Berlin; found in 1883. H. 1.11, upper diameter 0.535, lower diameter 0.575.

Letters 3 cm. h. The inscription, which is near the bottom of the drum, was originally
almost 4 m. above the ground. Revised by me from the stone in September, 1920.

Published in I, 39, with drawing2 based on the photograph of a squeeze repro

duced by Bohn, Altertzlmer von Pergaznon, II, p. 15 (= Frankel, Inschriften vo7i

Pergamon, I, 1), and with tentative transcription and translation.

1 1 * T A * 1 1 A T * T 4 1

TITAT ^A1AT<1A3 2

FAPTAPAI

A0HN AIHI

1 esv tasev asvil

2 bartaras Tatit

Ilapxapc/.g
'

A6Y]VCClY)l

The reading of the Lydian is more difficult than that of the Greek, because the

Lydian letters, being slender, have been more distorted by the many dents and knocks

from which the drum has suffered. The decipherment, greatly facilitated by the squeeze

kindly sent by Dr. M. Schede of the Berlin Museum, is in part due to Arkwright.

Lr. 1: A hole near the top of the ^ accounts for the hook shown in /. v. P. 1.

In tasev the 1 is a curved line similar in shape to some examples in 23 ; both

side-strokes of the t are plain ; so also are the three strokes of the *
. A scratch

has extended upwards the top of the } ,
and a hole disfigures the inner side of the *

.

The A of asvil is preceded by a roundish figure, partly shown in / v. P. 1,

somewhat like a reversed -e
; this must be regarded as an accidental incision because

there is no such Lydian letter. The two cross-bars of the T are clear on the squeeze,

though somewhat obscured by a more deeply cut sloping mark, doubtless a mere

scratch, shown in /. v. P. 1. The last three letters are well preserved.

1 Two squeezes are shown: a (W. H. B.), of the whole inscription, reversed; b (Schede)._ of the Lydian text, as

it appears on the stone.

2) This drawing, made with knowledge of the Lydian alphabet, is much more accurate than Frankel's.

Sardis Expedition VI, 2. 8
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L. 2 : bartaras is plain except for its ^ ,
which is prolonged by a dent into the

semblance of a large S ; this dent has produced a rounded loop connecting the i with the T.

The first letter of Tatit seems reasonably clear. Both its sloping lines are to my

eye well marked, but are, so to speak, overlaid by two deep strokes giving it the

appearance of a reversed V- The first T has suffered in the same way; over its

cross-bar, which is distinctly seen, two strokes, one vertical, the other sloping, have

somehow been added. Another mark of the same kind, also evidently accidental,

has injured the right-hand bar of the second T .

41.

Falaka in the Kaystros Valley.
— (PLATE XIV).

Marble slab, perhaps a stele, built into a wall at Falaka ; top and part of bottom

broken, but the sides apparently original ; bottom cut off in a straight horizontal line.

H. 0.33, w. 0.292; Lydian letters 1 to 2.2 cm. h. Text copied from a squeeze kindly

furnished by Professor Josef Keil.

Published by J. Keil and A. v. Premerstein, Denkschr. Wien. Akad., phil. -hist. KL,

57, 1914, 1, n. 132. Abb. 56, 57.

(line of Aramaic)

/////1 ats a 111 nr Tn°3 i

*M4 T1T*1TA+ TA 2

// ° S A 4 T A 1 A 11 A * T A S ° 2

T11 1ITS A T1 All T1° ST 4

//A^ A 4 ATI A3 IT AT * T 4 5

//
<

1 3 4 a n n * t 1 1 a n a a 6

//^TAI *A^A -\Ti\ll 7

1 borlX X III III tfrtafksass-
2 aX pakznkuk dav

3 orak kanlalak karg\. .

4 trol). vrauk artizztzilt.

5 esv taTn bazztakasa[.
6 ab7'7ialis ka7iak bi\.
7 .]retk asav pakem

This seems to have been a bilingual inscription like 1, for above the Lydian text

was a line of Aramaic, two letters of which are plain.

L. l: The restoration arta[ksa.ss\ak, which exactly fits the space, seems certain;

cf. akiksantrzik, 3.1 and 50. 2. As to the date cf. pp. 1 and 8.

L. 3 : The ° in orak is clear, but that in karo- is not, for the small semicircle

on the squeeze may be produced by the chipping. With kanlalak1 cf. 43.3 and 50.L

1 If we assume nda~y>nla (cf. antolan~^>a?ilola?i, 4a-2), we may translate orax kanlalah.: "in Kanda's month"; cf.

bakillx, l.1. Could we be certain that f = q (I, i, 17
—

19), oraK ^nvellx would probably mean "in Kybele's month", but

see Fraser's view. p. xil, note 2. On Kanda cf. p. 86, note I ; Olmstead, Anat. Stud. pr. to Ramsay, p. 292.
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L. 4 : In trolk the T shows plainly both its shaft and its horizontal bar.

The T of artimulk x is complete, and this line, like line 2, appears to have

preserved every letter legible.

L. 5 : The * in esv is faint but certain. taTn, instead of taTv, is noteworthy ;

cf. 43.3 and 50A Is taTv a variant of tasev, 40.1? Cf. p. xn, note 2.

The last letter in the line was probably 1 ,
the upper part of which seems to

show on the squeeze, but is not certain. Had it been so, we could have regarded

this as the monument of bantakasas, son of abrnas.

L. 6 : After bi- is seen a vertical stroke, but the letter cannot be identified.

L. 7 : The uncertain letters in this line could perhaps be recognized on the stone,

but on the squeeze one cannot be sure of them.

42.

Emre in Maeonia. — (PLATE XV).

Marble slab, presumably part of a stele, found in a wall at Emre ; now in the

Museum at Constantinople. Top and right side apparently original ; left side and

bottom broken away. H. 0.31, w. 0.24, th. 0.06. Letters 4 to 1 cm. h. Text

copied from a squeeze made by Professor J. Keil and a photograph taken in Constan

tinople by Professor A. J. Toynbee ; revised by me from the stone in July, 1922.

Published by J. Keil and A. v. Premerstein, Dezikschr. Wien. Akad., phil.-hist

KL, 54, 191 1, ii, pp. 90-91, n. 182 Abb. 52.

//// A 1 ° I
""

T 1 1 ° 3 1

////T4 */14 T1T1TA4' 2

//// 1 A 1 1 T S A \Q(\lllll 3

////1 T14A 4 AH hi 4

l'lx *AHt81 ^1113 *T13 5

//// 1 1 8 T I + A T 3 A 1 1 14 T 4 6

//// r A H t 4 A 4 A 4 ' ///////////// 7

1 borlk X I ora[k (month ; name of king)

2 pakznkzik dav es[v ....

3 . . ]ros artii7ial\. . . .

4 . \anak akzzik [. . .

5 bukk bilk sfezzav [. .

6 eskis labia pis fe[n . .

7 ]vad ak enak ...

1 The date-formula ends here. If brva- means "year'' (3.1, 23-4, 43-1), it is possible to take vra-uh = br(v)a-tih
—

assuming omission of the v by dissimilation — and to translate vrau*. artimulx: "in Artemis' year." Cf. p. 8, note I, and

for artimus, 25-5- trolh, like tralah, 50.2, or vartrahiX, 43.3, might be a word (e.g. /Vra/Lievow) qualifying orax, "month".
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L. 1 : The upper loop of the a and the small o are visible on the squeeze and

very faintly in the photograph ; all the other letters are clear. The month, following

orak, and the king's name are lost.

L. 2: The 1 of pak77ikuX is drawn like that of artnnuk, 4b.5.

L. 3 : Before -ros two letters are completely destroyed. The 1 in artimal-,

precisely resembling that in akmk below, is slightly better drawn than that in 1. 2.

L. 4 : The first letter has only its base preserved ; perhaps we should read

k\a7iak, as in 41.6. The M is recognizable, though its top is missing. The letter H is

regarded, no doubt correctly, by the first editors {op. cit. p. 91) as a variant of i ; see

also 11. 5, 7, and 50.s.

In akmk the T is incorrectly drawn like that at the end of sabkalk, 2.9.

L. 5 : In buXk the left wing of the T is an obtuse angle.

The lower half of the 8 in sfwiav is damaged, but not doubtful. At the end

of this line, as of 1. 4, the shaft of a letter is seen on the edge of the break.

L. 6 : We cannot be sure that eskislabta is not a single word. The T of labia

is clear.

The third letter of fe\n- is so restored because of the shortness of its upright shaft;

it appears to have a curved side stroke like that of the letter H in 11. 4, 5, 7.

L. 7 : The traces of letters before -vad seem to be the top curves of 4 or 1 or

A; the 4 of -vad has next to it a mark giving it the look of 4, but this is doubtless

accidental.

43.

Egri-kioi in Aeolis. —

(PLATE XV).

Limestone stele found on a mountain near Egri-kioi, a few miles north of the

river Hermos, now in the Museum at Constantinople; 0.44 h., 0.41 w., 0.09 th.

Each of the well-finished sides is preserved to a height of about 0.25. The top and

bottom are broken. Letters 3 to 4.5 cm. h. Text from a plaster-cast and squeezes

taken in Constantinople; revised by me in July, 1922.

Published by J. Keil and A. v. Premerstein, Denkschr. Wien. Akad., phil.-hist.

&~L, 53, 1908, ii, p. 99, n. 208, Abb. 101.

*H4 II *n4<13 1

TA1411A4 TA1° 2

*TAT *T4 TIIAITSAI 3

TI11°Tt3 141A1 4

4AS+tT 1I11TA8 5

<> A3 nt4ITAl 6
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1 brvdv 1 1 dav

2 orak kanlelak

3 vartraluk esv taTv

4 znanes betpvlis

5 faTunil Tlprad

6 . aXidhzl bar . .

The dark grey colour of the stone and the many scratches on the surface render

the reading difficult in a few places.

L. 1 : All the letters are plain, but the two upright numerals may originally
have had between them a third stroke, now erased. On brvdv cf. p. 8, note 1.

L. 2: kanlelaX is spelt as in 50.\ not kanlalaX as in 41 3

; the upper diagonal
bar of the k is not quite clear.

L. 3 : In a revision of this from an excellent squeeze with the help of Sayce

and Arkwright, we agreed as to vartralu or vartrask, while the final X was considered

doubtful.1 This last letter appears fairly plain on the squeeze, but is less deeply cut

than those preceding it. If accepted, as I believe it should be, it renders the space

before esv no narrower than the spaces in 11. 4 and 5. The projecting bar of the *

in taTv has been broken off, but the rest of the letter is clear.

L. 4 : The ° in betpvlis is a mere shadow, but the narrowness of the space

makes that letter almost certain.

L. 5 : The 8 of faTunil has preserved its lower loop entire. The final letter of

Teprad may have been a k, instead of d.

L. 6 : One letter is lost at the beginning, and the last letter is uncertain ; as to

the rest there is no doubt.

44.

Tschoban-Isa in the Hermos Valley. —

(PLATE XVI).

Marble slab in three pieces, found in a house at Tschoban-Isa, now in the

Museum at Constantinople. The right side is original, with raised border 0.075 wide;

the other sides broken, and the whole surface badly worn or burnt away. H. 0.58,

w. 0.77, th. 0.13. Letters 3 to 0.8 cm. h. Text from a plaster-cast and squeezes

taken in Constantinople; revised by me in July, 1922.

Published by J. Keil and A. v. Premerstein, De7ikschr. Wien. Akad., phil.-hist.

KL, 53, 1908, ii p. 99 n. 11 Abb. 100 ; 54, 191 1, ii p. 91 Abb. 53.

1 Haussoullier confirms this, and admits that vartralu?, is a possible reading (cf. p. 70).
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(44) ATTt I

4 ° 1 8 ST 4 A T 11 1 1 T A T * 1 1 4 A ^ItIIT 2

••4°T 1°T1H1TA 4A4A11SA 14A1 3

• •
° S I + 4 ° S 1 A 4 T+ 1 S A ■ ■ 4 1 1 S I 4

• •41°1 T ° IT A 8 4IT nillA 4A4IT 5

• • TI+ 10TT448 T44T •• T T4 6

• • A4IT 1°I TAIIIt 7

• • S8 A13 A1A8 8

• • 1°STA8 4°1 41 9

A 10

14-1 44 II

^°jmnA T4T1I41T8 TA1T4 12

4°<1TA8 411 1I1AT = I *A"-ia1T 1IT44 13

//^U8 ^1 T 1 A 8 T S • 8 T T ° 1 1 1 * 1IT44 14

//ITtT 4t1ITA8 T4t1TAa * 1 1 15

////tTA T413 1I4A14A1A8 TIT 16

/'// « T4IT A n M M 1ITT44 17

///MIA 11**114 18

1 i/i"<2

+

2 trismv adenv satis' zim Tak trfnod

3 lavl arsmavad asndntol sok . .

4 irel k . . arl pX dakroi piro . .

5 Tifad armird tid fatros volk . .

6 es s . . . . seds fedtros pis . .

7 eminas xol siva . .

8 fara - brafr . .

9 le nod fatrol . .

10 a -

11 ed lokx

1 2 etla) f[e.t]vinteX astzirkos

13 edsin sub[. t]av i[s\la?7zin nid fatrod

14 edtin kzi?7zlo[\]k b[.]rsfantus fasvo .

1 5 Inv batneds fatined tetr . .

16 pis fasaknakil bukt aXe .

17 edXtizi zzivisva Tivs f .

1 8 duzzzvzmi ars . .

The right-hand column is a poem, with rhyme-endings in -o-, of which 1. 18

appears to be the last line. The poem may, however, have continued in the second
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column, which begins on the -left side of the slab, and the last line of which seems

to have been 1. 9.

This slab must at some time have served as a hearth-stone, for many letters in

11. 13 and 14, though not appearing on a squeeze, are legible because burnt into the

surface. The words at the end of 11. 3-9 and those in 11. 13-18 can easily be verified

from the plaster cast as reproduced in PL XVI. The original is particularly difficult

to read, because it faces the light, so that the letters throw no shadow. In 11. 1-12

most of the words can be read only from faint traces, and as the copy of these

depends entirely on my readings, a minute description seems superfluous. As to

11. 13-14 however, where the burnt outlines are plain, these points may be noted:

L. 13: The second letter of i[s\ta77ti7i seems certain, for the ends of its two cross

bars are preserved next to the | .

L. 14: The missing letter of kzi7nlo[\]X cannot be positively identified; all that

remains is the lower part of its upright shaft. The third word begins with 8, of

which the tips of both top and bottom loops are clearly seen. Then comes space

for one letter, and then a letter which at first looks like °, but which I take to be

q because the upright stroke appears, burnt black, on the broken edge of the stone.

It may be hoped that so important a text will be revised by others, since only

repeated inspection by different observers can solve its many difficulties.

45.

Arably Hadjili. — (PLATE XVI).

Marble slab, broken at top, but with bottom and sides fairly well preserved,

built into a house at Arably Hadjili Mahallesi, a village north of the Hermos about

25 kil. from Sardis; h. 0.26, w. 0.37, th. more than 0.08. Text from a squeeze

made by Professor J. Keil.

Published by J. Keil and A. v. Premerstein, Denkschr. Wien. Akad., phil.-hist.

KL, 57, 1 9 14, i p. 14 n. 16 Abb. 6.

(traces of letters) 1

1 ° 1 T 1 1 8 1 ///// 2

*AIA8 T1°1A///// 3

1A1I •fctlAT T14A8 1A4/// 4

4l3ITTv1t8 TI+ TTAAT TT4 TI4A 5

1 ...

2 s fentrol

3 a]solX ffajxav

4 . a]val fakmX sanev inaI

5 akit esX taaTX pis fe7isXibid



f>4 Texts from Arably Hadjili, Hamidie and Tire.

) L. 3 : As in 2.5,10, the first A in faxav has no cross-bar. The word recurs in 50. B.

L. 4: Cf. 50. 5, which points to ra]val as the probable restoration.

46.

Hamidie. — (PLATE XVII).

Marble stele found at the village of Hamidie near Manissa, now in the Museum

at Constantinople; broken at top and bottom, sides well preserved; h. 0.66, w. 0.335,

th. 0.125. Text from a plaster-cast taken in Constantinople; revised by me in July, 1922.

Published by J. Keil and A. v. Premerstein, Denkschr. Wien. Akad., phil.-hist.

^•- 53> 1908, ii p. 99 n. 9 Abb. 99.

JMTT4 4AT . . . . J A 1 4A3IT 4-- 1

4I1ITAC18 *t4l3 -1+ 4I3ATA8 2

*A1TA 1II4A TT- 4I8TI8 1A413 3

A4AT 3M1ITT A 4

8 TA11AT 5

T • 413 6

• . A4 A 4TA4I- 7

ITI4 8

1 . . k sibad sak .... Xad detzzid

2 fasabid pi . bidev frati7iid

3 buvas Jisjid . st akxin asrav

4 artimzik sava

5 tanlaX b

6 buk . t . . . . *. . . .

7 . ivard aka ......

8 visi

As in the case of 44, many of the letters have been read by me from traces

on the stone which scarcely show in the cast, and until verified by other students

this copy must be regarded as provisional, except where the cast confirms it.

In 1. 3 the word fisfid, a variant of visvid (22.3,6) seems certain, whereas akxin

is not so, because the bottom cross-bar of the I is very faint.

47.

Tire. —

(PLATE XVII).

Marble slab broken at the top, found in the court of a church at Tire; h. 0.225,

w. 0.71, th. 0.66. H. of letters 0.032. Text copied from (1) the squeeze made by Professor

J. Keil for the publication mentioned below ; (2) a squeeze made by E. S. Jordanidis
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in 1900, when the left side of the stone was more complete, and sent to me by

Haussoullier. The condition of both squeezes renders photographic reproduction

useless. The greater part of the first line is so faint that no words can be made out

Published by J. Keil and A. v. Premerstein, Denkschr. Wien. Akad., phil.-hist

Kl. 57, 1914, i p. 92 n. 126 Abb. 52.

A A A+ 1

//A11ATITA8 4ATAI * // 1 1 T * T T II T 1 1 4A414A1 * A 1 8 A 1 3 2

1 pa a a ...

2 brafrav laduvad intistTv tin . v xaXad fasitaznra..

L. 2: the first and last words are plain, but the others are in part doubtful, and

the stone itself needs to be re-examined. The last word, which in 1900 was fasita77tra\jj n

was shortened by breakage till it appeared in Keil's copy as fasital.

48.

Ephesus. — (PLATE XVII)

(by A. H. SMITH)

Inscribed marble fragment in the British Museum. (Dept. of Greek and Roman

Antiquities, 1874, 7-10, 121.) Excavated by J. T. Wood, probably with the other

remains of the archaic Croesus temple. H. 11.6 cm., w. 32.5 cm. Published by

C. T. Newton, as an unknown script, Trans, of the Society of Biblical Archaeology

IV, 1876, p. 334. Identified as Lydian by Prof. Sayce, in Schliemann's Ilios (i88o)}

p. 698, and Trans, of the Society of Biblical Archaeology VII, 1882, p. 279, n. 2

Kretschmer, Denkschr. d. K. Akad. der Wissensch., phil.-hist. Kl. 1908, ii, p. 100'

The face of the fragment is an arc of a large circle, and in its present state

suggests a radius of about 104. 1 cm. (3 ft. 5 in.) This is somewhat larger than the

lower moulding of the restored base in the Ephesus Room, but the circle appears to

have been flattened (see below), and the true radius may be rather less.

The upper surface is slightly inclined, and on it are traces of a human left foot,

consisting of the great and second toes, and the curve round the ball of the great toe

towards the instep. The scale appears to be somewhat larger than life, being about

7 : 6, and if so the sculpture also is larger than that of the restored column, which

is about life size. The figure must have been standing to our right. That the frag

ment belongs to one of the archaic sculptured columns of the Artemision cannot be

doubted. The seeming discrepancies in its dimensions are not greater than might be

expected in such a building.

The surface in the neighbourhood of the second letter from the left, I , appears

to have been considerably rubbed down, as if to obliterate an older inscription. Two

vertical strokes which remain below the I appear once to have been continued above

Sardis Expedition VI, 2. 9
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the lower cross-bar. They must have been erased after the incision of the I ,
and

were left below the bar, where they were misunderstood by Kretschmer, 1. c. Another

stroke has been erased to the right of the third letter I ,
and there are traces of slight

erasures between the fourth and fifth letters. The erasures are however so irregularly

placed in relation to each other, that they can hardly be regarded as part of a formal

inscription, r retrograde is lightly scratched.

The Lydian lettering runs

1 t I 1 1 ////

and Prof. Littmann (I, 66) reads

is' inl.

On the supposition that the inscription was analogous to the Greek Croesus

inscriptions, he regards inl as equal to dvi%y.i, "dedicated", and is as the termination

of the style of Croesus. Cf. 28.

49.

Silsilis in Upper Egypt

(by A. H. SAYCE)

This inscription was discovered by me about a mile north of Gebel es-Silsila in

Upper Egypt in the winter of 1892-3, and published two years later in the Proceedings

of the Society of Biblical Archaeology (Jan. 1895, XVII, 1, pp. 41 sq.) It was on

the edge of a sandstone quarry and was somewhat difficult to copy, as for one who

stood on the edge of the excavated rock it looked the wrong way, a proof, it may

be noted, that it had been cut before any of the stone had been quarried. The letters

of the second line however are deeply incised and several inches in length, so that my

first copy of them needed no revision. Those of the first line were shorter, not more

than three inches long in fact, and less well engraved. The copy I gave of them in

the Proceedi7igs, accordingly, was a revised one which I made during a second visit

to the spot. Subsequently I paid a third visit, which enabled me to make a few slight

improvements in the copy (same Proceedings, XXVII, 1905, pp. 123 sq.) I was there

again in 1907, but could no longer find the place where I had seen the inscriptions, and

I concluded therefore that they must have been destroyed in the quarrying operations which

had taken place in the neighbourhood during the construction of the Esna barrage.

From the first I ascribed the inscription to a Lydian author, on account partly

of the names in it, partly of the forms of the characters which resemble the five found

on the fragment of a column from the Temple of Artemis at Ephesus (48), and partly

of the fact that Lydians as well as Karians had been employed as mercenaries by

the Pharaoh Psammetichus, and thus far only Karian graffiti had been found in Egypt.

My inference was accepted by Kretschmer, Einleitung in die Geschzchte der grze-

chischen Sprache p. 387.
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The inscription was one among many which had been incised on the surface of (49)

the rock, a portion of which, as I have said, had been quarried away. Most of them

were the records of Egyptian travellers in the cursive script of the Xl-XIIIth dynasties
and contained typical names like Anher, Mentu-hotep and Sebek-hotep. There was

also an Aramaic graffito, the larger part of which had been destroyed by the Ptolemaic

quarrymen, as well as some Greek and Coptic inscriptions of later date. One of the

Greek inscriptions with the name of "Ammonios son of Kallidromos" had been written

across the first line of the Lydian inscription, but in the inverse direction, showing

that it was of later date than both the Lydian inscription and the quarry. The quarry

belonged to the Ptolemaic period.

AmrprTriirr

As the perpendicular stroke at the end of the first line is separated by a slight

space from the preceding letters, I assumed that it was merely a "word-divider". We

now know that this was not the case, and that it represents the letter i.

I now read the two lines :

1 l-e-k p-u-g-i

2 A-l-u-s M-r-e-t-l i-z-u-l

The alphabet belongs to an older period than that of the Sardis texts ; a distinction

is still made between •$. — s and I = z; the sonant X is not employed ; 1 (/, sh) is

not found ; the words are not separated from one another ; and the letter to which I

give the value of g is used.

My reasons for assigning this value to the last-named character are the following.

(1) It resembles the g of the Lycian and Corinthian alphabets. (2) Unless it is g,

this sound would have no representative in the Lydian alphabet. And (3) more

especially because it occurs in one of the Sardian texts (11.*), along with other examples

of archaism (e. g. mruvaad), in the word atr-gol (H.4), which takes the place of the

usual aftr-koX (ll.1) and is written atro-kl in the same inscription (ll.8). astr-koX, or

aslro-kXf-HJ, is a compound of astro- and the verbal root ko-, and is twice found in

what I regard as a verbal form aftr-kotat and astr-kot (14. 2, 13.4). astro-kol is an

epithet, the signification of which I believe is furnished by a gloss in the Lexicon of

Hesychius. Here we are told that the Lydians (i. e. probably Hipponax) called a

Thracian mercenary aaxpaliav
l and that xpalkstg was the name given to the Thracian

mercenaries "who executed the murderous requirements of the "(Asiatic) kings".3 In

agreementwith this in a Pergamene inscription3 xpdkztg is used in the sense of
"

mercenaries".

Tpakzig corresponds with atro-kl as daxpakiav does with astro-kok, which probably means

1 See Index III, 5.
2 W. M. Ramsay: Historical Geography of Asia Minor, p. 112.

3 I. v. Pcrg. 13.23> 59.
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"slaughterers", since ko- seems to signify "to do", "make", in the Sardian texts, and

Hesychius indicates that astr- had the sense of "murder". The institution was an old

one in Asia Minor ; the cuneiform tablets of Boghaz Keui show that the Hittite Kings
had a body-guard of mercenaries termed Khabiriyas, from the Semitic Khabiri, which

is interpreted "Slaughterers".

The majority of the Greek graffiti in Egypt employ the formula "I, A. B., am

come here", and consequently we may assume that the Lydian graffito has much the

same meaning. The word le-k is not found at Sardis, but we find Lev (12.3,10), Fe-zzz-k

(13.8), and lezn-su-m (14.10).

In this case pugi would be "I am come", the first person singular being denoted

by either -i or -gi. izul may have been written isX (or izX) at Sardis where we find the

form in -t, is-t "this (is)", izul would thus be the Greek &>&, le-k pugi being npoG-m.

As for Mfajre-t-l, we have M-a-r-i ... at Sardis (15.5), while -/ is the patronymic

suffix as in Myrsi-los, "the son of Myrsos". The suffix -t seems to denote a family

name; cp. M-X-a-t-a-l-a-d uattached-to-the-son-of-the-family-of-Meles" (22.3), S-fa-r-d-e-t-l

"the Sardian" (22.2). Buckler, however, believes Mretlizzis to be a name, Mretlizul

signifying "(son) of Mretlizus"; cf. Danielsson, p. 18, Herbig, Sp. 319.

50.

Megalais Katefches
—

(PL. XVIII)

(by BERNARD HAUSSOULLIER)

Plaque de marbre blanchAtre acquise a Smyrne en 1896, dans les circonstances

suivantes. Etant en visite chez un negociant francais tout devoue a la France et a

l'archeologie, Aristote Fontrier (mort en 1907), j'avisai sur sa table deux estampages

d'une meme inscription qui n'etait ni grecque, ni romaine et avait ete decouverte en

Lydie. Sur le meilleur des deux estampages un fidele correspondant de Fontrier, le

Dr. Eustratios S. Jordanidis de Theira (Teira) avait inscrit la note que voici : xatwfov

xvj opo'jphj iv Mr/aXatg Kc/.xsy/zg h. xuog ctypoy i'qayfAv [jApij.a.pov . WfiAog : 0. 70 ; nXaxog :

0.46; r.v./pg: 0.23 xzO -/ylkv/.o-j. Le marbre a done ete decouvert dans la vallee du

Caystre, dans la region de la Messogide, au S. W. et a une faible distance de Theira.

Fontrier me fit aussitot present des deux estampages, et je le priai instamment

de m'acquerir la pierre. Grande fut ma surprise quand, revenant a Smyrne quelques
mois plus tard, je me trouvai en presence de trois morceaux ! La pierre, complete
au moment ou Jordanidis avait pris les estampages et les mesures, etait trop grande

pour etre transporter dans un sac de vallonee. L'envoyeur de Theira avait pris le

parti heroique et dangereux de l'etonner comme un macon fait d'une brique, et j'avais
trois pierres pour une !
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L'inscription a peu souffert de ce traitement brutal. Trois lettres seulement, sur

les cent vingt et un signes que compte le texte, ont entierement disparu : les deux

premieres de la 1. 2 et la cinquieme de la 1. 4. Retenons done avec reconnaissance

les noms d'A. Fontrier et de E. S. Jordanidis : e'est a leur zele que nous devons

l'inscription lydienne de Megalais Katefches, que je donnerai au

Musee du Louvre des que le present volume aura paru. Elle a

ete deja citee dans plusieurs articles sous le nom d'Inscription du

Louvre.

L'inscription qui compte sept lignes est complete : un grand

blanc en haut et en bas, une marge uniformement large de 0.095

a droite et de largeur variable a gauche puisque les lignes sont

de longueur inegale nous prouvent suffisamment qu'il n'y manque

rien. L'inegale longueur des lignes suffit egalement a nous apprendre que chaque ligne
finit avec un mot complet.

Dans chaque ligne les mots ou chiffres sont nettement separes les uns des autres

par un blanc. II n'y a qu'une exception a la 1. 1 ou le chiffre 1 1 semble ne former

qu'un mot avec les quatre lettres qui suivent, mais je proposerai plus loin une explication

de cette apparente irregularite.

Pour etablir le texte, j'ai dispose: i° des trois fragments de la pierre, dont le

caique ci-dessus montre les raccords et les vides ; 20 des deux estampages dont le meilleur

a ete reproduit a la PL XVIII.1

TA1411A4 TA1° ll~ T11°8 1

T11T1AT4ITA T A 1 A <i T Tf 2

MTAAT HT4 * /1 4 T 1 T "1 T A •

3

1ATnt8 T inns 8 141*111 4

T*14A 1A4AS *AIA8 TT 18 4 1 5

1841 T*14A 1113 *MAiA/7/ 6

Vac. 1 A T t <\ A T 7

L. 1 : Le premier mot s'est deja rencontre trois fois sous la forme T 1 H ° 3 (41

Falaka ; 42 Emre ; 2 Sardes ou la premiere lettre manque et a ete restituee). Dans

le n° 50 il ne me semble pas que le q ait ete acheve : la barre verticale est legerement

arrondie, mais ne rejoint pas la petite barre horizontale; la boucle n'est pas fermee.

J'admets en effet que le S est necessaire. Voy. la note de Littmann a la p. 55.

Viennent trois chiffres : 1 1
""

dont le dernier est trop peu separe du mot qui suit.

1
J'ai ete aid6 aussi par plusieurs collaborateurs dont le plus preVieux a ete Mr W. H. Buckler. II ne s'est pas

born6 a rendre plusieurs visites a l'inscription de Megalais Katefches; il en a recu des estampages qu'il a communiques a

MM. W. G. Arkwright, Stanley A. Cook, A. Cowley, A. H. Sayce, et ces demiers sont ainsi devenus mes coires-

pondants. Mr Sayce a meme longuement examine la pierre avec moi. Pareillernent, Mr Buckler me communiquait, en

d'admirables photographies, les inscriptions in^dites provenant de ses fouilles. Ce fut pendant de longs mois un echange

incessant de suggestions, d'objections, de rectifications d'ou il a jailli quelque lumiere. A tous ces allies et particulierement

a Mr Buckler j'exprime ma reconnaissance.
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II semble que le lapicide se soit corrige lui-meme eh ajoutant une seconde barre, c'est

a dire une seconde unite. De fait la seconde barre est plus profondement gravee que

la premiere.

Pour T A S ° , voy. les nos 2 ; 41 ; 42 ; 43.

Le nom T A 1 4 11 A i ,
dont la lecture a ete laborieuse, est certain ; on le fetrouve

aux nos 43 : oraX KanlelaX et 41 : KanlalaX.

L. 2 : Les deux premieres lettres, aujourd'hui detruites, sont les plus embarras-

santes de toute l'inscription D'abord on ne peut affirmer ni qu'elles forment un mot,

ni qu'elles se rattachent aux six lettres qui suivent : . . tralaX. Or le n° 43, dont Mr.

Buckler m'a envoye de Constantinople un estampage, porte : oraX KanlelaX vartralzfk

(ou varlraskk). Le rapprochement s'imposait done entre les nos 43 et 50, mais, comme

il arrive, il n'a pas favofise la lecture des deux lettres douteuses ou Ton s'est ingenie

a retrouver les lettres complaisamment fournies par le n° 43. II m'est impossible de

lire : artralak. Je verrais plutot : TT ou H T ,
mais l'incertitude subsiste.

Pour Akiksantruk, cf. le n° 3 de Sardes ou Ton note la variante: Akiksantruk.

Les Lydiens disaient Akiksantruk comme ils disaient Artizntik. Le nOm de femme

"Apxi[jdg s'est rencontre dans une inscription grecque de Miletopolis, Ath. Mitt, xxix

1904, p. 308. Cf. le Phrygien que Timotheos introduit dans ses Perses et qui invoque :

"Apxi^ig, i[xbg [J.f/ag Ozcg (v. 172). Pareillement, dans leS Fe7H77tes aux Thesmophories

l'archer scythe ecOrche le nom d'
'

Apxz\xi<jirj. en 'Aptap..ou&a (v. 1201).

L. 3: II ne reste rien- de la lettre qui precedait 1' A, maisT A n'etant pas a

l'alignement n'etait pas la premiere lettre de la ligne. II faut restituer un +. Le

mot pdimkuk est connu par les nos 41, 42.

Les trois mots qui suivent sont egalement connus et il me suffira de renvoyer

a lTndex I. II faut noter la forme particuliere de la lettre n dans les mots esn taaTn:

H et non 1 . On Pa rencontree trois fois dans une inscription provenant non de Sardes,

mais d'Emre (42.4-5>7). Ce n'est pas une lettre nouvelle, mais une forme simplified,

empruntee a l'ecriture cursive.

L. 4 : Le nom de Tiznles est deja connu a Sardes n° 3.3, ou il a forme l'adjectif
Tizzzlelid.

Du verbe %mTal on peut rapprocher %mTdv (19) et la terminaison daTal (IO4).
L. 5 : 18 4 1 se rencontre encore sous la meme forme a la 1. 6. Le nom est

deja connu a Sardes ou il se presente egalement deux fois dans le meme texte sous

la forme : 14 4 1 (n° 34,5).

Pour TT cf. iitk (225>10).
Le mot *AIA8 s'est rencontre, hors de Sardes, dans une inscription d'Arably-

Hadjili, 451 Le meme n° 45 fournit le rapprochement suivant:

50 Zaiav raval akmk \ 45 Baiav aval Bakzzzk

Pour akmk et Bakmk voir lTndex I.
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L. 6 : L' A qui ouvre la ligne n'est pas a l'alignement, mais cela tient, semble-t-il, (50)

a un trou de la pierre qui a force le lapicide a reculer la premiere lettre. L'alignement
redevient regulier a la 1. 7.

1113 est ponnu, mais sous la forme bilk (n° l.8 et n° 10.1) et bil (n° 24.16).

L. 7 : Le mot 1 A T 1 1 A T s'est rencontre sous la meme forme au n° 3, qui nous

a fourni tant de rapprochements; mais dans l'inscription du Louvre 1' £ n'est pas

aussi net.
_

Le texte se trouve done etabli ainsi qu'il suit :

1 Borlk X 1 1 orak KanlelaX

2 TX tralaX AXiksantrziX

3 p\a\7nXziX dav esn taaTn

4 Timles Brdunlis Bhzkal

5 LeBs tX Balav raval akmX

6 Asaav bill akmk LeBs

7 saretas Vac.

L'interpretation du texte est grandement facilitee par les inscriptions de meme

serie publiees plus haut. Pour quiconque a manie le recueil de Littmann ou etudiera

le recueil de Buckler, l'inscription du Louvre est une inscription funeraire du type

complet, renfermant : A une date ; B le nom de celui qui a fait graver la pierre ;

C l'appel au dieu ou aux divinites charges a la fois de chatier celui qui violerait le

monument et de proteger celui qui le respecterait. Le rapprochement s'impose aussitot

entre le n° 50 et le n° 3.

A (Lignes 1-3). — La date est plus complete que dans le n° 3. On y trouve

l'annee regnale d'ALEXANDRE et le nom du mois. Le n° 3 date de la cinquieme annee

d'ALEXANDRE, le n° 50 de la douzieme, e'est a dire, si nous faisons commencer l'ere

d'ALEXANDRE a l'etablissement de sa domination en Asie Mineure (334/3), de 330/29
et de 323/2. Nous avons vu que le lapicide avait hesite entre iie et la i2e annee,

mais peu importe qu'Alexandre fut mort au moment ou etait grave le n° 50 : car

nous avons la preuve qu'en Babylonie meme l'ere d'ALEXANDRE fut encore usitee apres

la mort du roi. (Voy. J. Oppert, dans les Cozzzptes rezzdus de LAcadezzzie des Inscriptiozzs

et Belles-Lettres, 1898, p. 418, note 1).

B (deux derniers mots de la 1. 3 et 1. 4).
— Cette pierre, Tizziles fils de Brdun La . .

Sur le nom de Timles, voy. Littmann, I, 55.

C (L. 5-7).
— Le n° 3, dont la traduction a ete donnee plus haut, est ici beaucoup

plus detaille et plus net que le n° 50. A l'inverse du n° 50, le n° 3 fait d'abord appel
a la protection d'un dieu ou du dieu, si Ton adopte l'explication de Mr. Sayce, en

faveur de celui, quel qu'il soit, qui respecte ce monument et ne Pendommage pas
l

;

1 Levs sar~etas. On peut donner a ce dernier mot le sens de servator. Cf. dans le discours du Phrygien cit6 plus haut

le verbe <J>tM«|e< : "Aprtfitq, e^o$ niyot$ 8e6$, nap1 "E(pe<rov (pvAxzsi.
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puis au chatiment divin contre celui qui Pendommagerait. L'ordre est interverti dans

le n° 50, mais P interpretation de detail nous echappe presque completement malgre

le rapprochement signale plus haut entre la 1. 5 du n° 50 et les 1. 3-4 du n° 45.

Sachons attendre la lumiere qui nous viendra peut-etre de la reprise tant souhaitee

des fouilles.

51.

Lydia
—

(PL. XVIII)

(by BERNARD HAUSSOULLIER.)

Pierre grave"e (calcedoine), rapportee de Sardes par P. Gaudin et entree au Musee

du Louvre en 1899 (Inv. C A 13 12). Elle a la forme d'une petite pyramide a pans

et est percee de part en part. Sur le plat est grave un objet ou le P. Scheil me

propose de reconnaitre un arc. L'extremite de droite forme une boucle qui servait

a la fois a assujettir la corde et a accrocher Parme. Quant aux trois lanieres de cuir (?)

qui pendent au milieu, elles aidaient les doigts de la main gauche a tenir solidement

Pare. Sur la photographie reproduite a la PI. XVIII, la pierre est grossie quatre fois.

L'inscription, gravee au-dessus et au dessous de Pare, se lit :

4 1 1 A 4 1 4 A 8 Bakivalid

4 1 1 1 A T Saznlid

Le premier de ces noms s'est rencontre deux fois a Sardes, d'abord dans une

dedicace bilingue lydo-grecque (n° 20) ou Bakivalid est traduit par Aiovvaukhg, fils de

Dionysikles, puis dans le n° 10, sous la forme : T 1 A 4 1 * A 3 {Bakivalk). La pierre

gravee du Louvre est done le sceau d'un Lydien nomme Bakivas.

Du second nom il faut rapprocher l'inscription funeraire n° 9.3'4, ou se lit:

T 11 1 //// 1 A 1 {Sam[. .]llis) qui est un patronymique renfermant le nom du grand-pere du

mort, bien plutot qu'un ethnique.

Cylindre en pate de verre provenant de la vallee du Caystre.
(Haut.: 0.026. Diam.: 0.021.")
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Index I: LYDIAN WORDS.1

(FOR CONVENIENCE OF CITATION IN INDEX II EACH WORD IS NUMBERED,

AND WORDS BELIEVED TO CONTAIN PROPER NAMES ARE UNDERSCORED).

I. 1-7 TATAA 30. 46.3 1II4A 63. 1 1.3 nnninA

2. 24-l9 •^AS A A 3i- I3-. ] A1S A1 A 64. 8.5 411 A1/18 ATS A

3- 4I-G th Ansa A 32. 10-17 111 A1A 65. 41-2 TA[TTA14]AT<i A

4- H-IO' 14-14 T1A4A 33- 3*2' *2.G, i6.4 } n H A 1 A 66. 2-, ITATTAHATI A

5- 14.5, 44-2 *1t4 A 34- I2.2 TIT A1A 67. 42.3 -1A1IT1A

6. I 1-5 *A44A 35- 26.2 *<M1A4I1A 68. J-7» 2Wm, 411 ITT A

7- 2-8 */1T4A 36. 26., 4J14S4MA 26.4 ?) 46.4
8. 3*3' 5*2' *0*8> 19' 20'

* ^ 37- 4«-i, h

'

TI11 1 A 69. 22.9j n.is 111 in a

22.,4> 42.7 38. 49-2 1 1 1 A 70. I-c «U. 2^, in ITT A

9- 46.7 -A4A 39- io.,0, 23.fi 11A 24-,2

10. I-3> 2.3, O.g, 13-9' -IAJIA 24-2, 4, 5, 18, 20 7i- 41-4 T111ITSA

22.,,, 23.21 40. 23-c 24-4 *M411 A 72. I 1-9' 20, T 1 1 1 T 1 A

11. 23-8,14, 24.20 TA4A 41. i3-2 411A 73- 23-, 4T11ITSA

12. I0.23> I2.3 *A4A 42. 23-i4 TN11A 74- 24-,4 1NT11IT1A

13- 5-2 1I4A 43- io.,8 iniA 75- 2-io ^IIITIA

14. *3' ™2> 73' °*0 , 9-5' I 1 ^ A 44. 2 2.
2

4 tIA 76. 4*5 4110T1 A

!7-l' 23-2, 8, 17 > 24.3, is, 45- 26., 4I1A41A 77- 44-3 1°T1M1TA

44-5 46. H-.2 *n4i a 78. 46.3 * AIT A

IS- 14-c 14A 47- 4«-2
* A*1 ° 11 A 80. 40., 1I*TA

16. 23-7 *A14 A 48. 6-3» 17-2 *A1°T1 A 81. 50-o *MA1A

17- 22.5,10 114A 49. 23-17 11 A 810. 4I-t
*
A) A

18. 22.8 4ATH A 50. 14-n lfl1 A1 A 82. 26.4 } A 4 1 1 a } A

19. 22., 3 1 A114 A 5i. 12.
2

TIIATA 83- 22.,4 1°4(1T"5 A

20. i8.2 1 HH [A 52. 3-2 Tt4cIA 84. J3-4 T°^TU

21. 2»o» 3'3» 24-21 T14A 53- I 1.
2

T4 1 A 85. 1 4-2 TAT°4tlT1A

42.4, 50.5 54- 2-9 1°4S A 86. n-i, 9, 22.2 T°4<mA

22. 10., 4, 22., 5 4AT14A 55- H-3 T°T4C1 A 87. 44- 12 1°4S1T1A

23. 23-9> 24-7 TIT14A 56. 24-13 T1I11A 88. '3-4 4M81A

24. 4<f\,b-<i TT14A 57- 23-13 fl11011A 89. 22.12 13
* n 8 "5 A

25- n.10 T14AAT4A 58. 23-n T11011A 90. !3-13 THtMA

26. 23-18 MA 59- 44-5 nnn 91. 13-9 Tit 1A

27> I-0> 2.4,11 imA 60. 6-1-2 t ih/ttha 92. 26.2 411 ATA

28. IO-12» *4-5 114A 61. 22.,0 4 Alii A 93- 5-i TI1 ATA

29. 1 2.5 TAI4A 62. 44-3 U1A111A 94. 30-2 TATA

1 The alphabetical order is that adopted on p. xn.
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95-

96.

97-

98.

99.

100.

IOI.

102.

IO3.

IO4.

105.

106.

IO7.

108.

IO9.

I 10.

III.

112.

113-

II4.

115.

116.

117.

Il8.

120.

121.

122.

I23.

I24.

I25.

126.

127.

128.

I29.

130.

131-

132.

133-

134-

135-

136.

I37-

138.

139-

140.

141.

142.

H3-

144.

145.

9-3

8-o

3-2

26.,

II.S

1 1.4

!3-5

23-0

13-5

4«-i

24-0

23mo

23-15

22.3,5,

50-2

3-1

io.,4

44- io

2-7

13-8

1 1.3

£4-,

7-2

23-15

23-19

51

20, 21

io.22

22.0

41-5

43-g

40.2

24-9

44-,5

14-3

4i-o

23-20'

24-o

24-,o

I2.s

23-13'

42-5

5o.0

I-s. 10

23-,,'

27.3

24-io

1.

TI14TA

4I1A1ASTA

4I1AT1ASTA

■■■TU1TA

H°STA

T1°1STA

*H*TA

) I S A 8 A

1TATA8A

(?) UiriA

4ATA

UTA

TATA

5 4A4ITA

TISTIATJITA

TUTirmiTA

4A*°TTA

-tTA

*t TA

*TA*A

1I*A

1AAa

*4I118 A4A'a

T18 A4A8

4°1 A*T4 A3

411A4I4 A3

T11A414 A3

T1 A4I4 Aa

TI11M A8

T11I4 A3

-A1A4 ATI A

-SA

IAS ATS A

*A1*T A

T4t1T A

1 AIT A

24-11. 46.

26.

1

24-1

•7

10. 23- 24.

*t 4

*4

1

411

TI1

41

11

T1

4T1

1SI1

4 AS

4TAS

,, T

146.

147.

148.

149.

150.

151.

152.

"53-

154-

155-

156.

157-

158.

159.

160.

1 60a.

161.

162.

163.

164.

165.

166.

167.

169.

170.

171.

172.

173-

174.

175-

176.

177.

178.

179.

180.

181.

182.

183.

184.

185.

186.

187.
188.

189.

190.

^•12

24.7

23-9

I3-G

24-5

23-22

*ATT-ia

4AATI3

4ATI3

TATI8

*T°Tia

T1S48I8

2.,, i6.2, 4i.„ T1S°3

42,

44-8

47-2

23-7

23-7

50.4

23-4

3-n 43-i

10., 2

46.3

-S8AS8

*AS8AS3

T1S8AS3

TITS8 AS3

TI1114Sa

irma

*M4sa

113

1 A413

74 (bis), 2.6(ter)7, 3 -3»
* ^ 8

4«-2(bis)» 5-4' 6-3 (bis)'

7-3,4, 8.8 (bis), 9-7 >
l r-12»

23-6, 19, 20, 24.]0, ll,

26.3 (bis)

■^•7

!-5

24.5,8

24-8,9

44-i g

24-4

23-1,

42.5

43-4

24-13

2-2

2-7

23-.o

1 0.0

11413

TI413

4 AT1413

TIT1413

T*13

4 AH18

T13

4T13

TM4°Tta

T3

II4°TAT3

T°T- AT8

i AT4T3

for -°3)-T3

1.3,5, 8.3,10 4°4SATT8

44-,4

13-7

44-4

I 1-8

13-3

22.7

io.4

23-1

14.,

22.2

IO.3

I2.0

12.,

11T1 A8TS3

1ITMA4

4 ° S 4 A 4

T II ° S T A 4

4TI1°STA4

^141°STA4

1ATA4

T1S441TA4

TI114

11114

TIT1114

4I4T°4TIT1114

T-IT114

191.

192.

193-

194.

'95-

196.

197.

198.

199.

200.

201.

202.

203.

204.

205.

206.

207.

207a.

208.

209.

210.

211.

212.

213.

214.

215.

216.

217.

218.

219.

220.

221.

222.

223.

224.

225.

226.

227.

228.

229.

230.

H-u T 1*1 14

44-,8 11*114

1 4-8 114H4

2-2, 3-,' n.0, i6.3, *M4

23-5' 41-2, 42.2, 43-p

50.3

22.7, 23.6>i6, 24.22 TT4

24-20

46.,

2-8

2

23-17

IO.

IO.
19»

22.

'13
_

44-13

44-,4

44-, 7

io.I3

3i' 7-1,2' 26.,

42-o

50.3

I.,, IO.,, 11.1,10,

1Tt4

4l1Tt4

4I4TT4

4A84

4°444

T44

1IT44

1IT44

1ITT44

14

4^4

1I4T4

1T-4

TT4

12.,

io.R

H- 22.

TITT4

1 2, 4, 5, 2.6,7, *■> 3-4,6, T T 4

4«-3' 6.2» 7-3' 8-2,7,8,10,

23-2' 26.3, 45.5

io.23 TITT 4

40,, 4i.5, 42.2,43.3, *T4

50.3

i.4, 2.5, 4„.2, *A*T4

6.3, 4 (bis), 8.8, 0, g.G,

II-i,' 23-12' 26.3

4«-i»*-i» 7-i » 26., 14

5-4 *A1:|

18., *Ainn4

2-u' 3-i. 5i' 6-i' 8.,, 1H

23-1

4114

T14

TA1T4

1°T4

-J18T4

1SAA4

^°T3S A4

12
4I4°T3SA4

TAT44S A4

T41ASTSA4

1 1 4 1 1 * T 1 A 4

T 1 1 1 1 * T 1 A 4

4 A8144

12.

1.

14-8,10

44-12

J3-,3

H-2

H-12

IO.24

^G> 7-o?

H-5

43-3

22.,

10.

10.,

13
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231. 12
2

1A8144 276. 10., G TA4°1TI 323- ^-i *Tt°8 A4

232. 23-2 4 A T 1 1 4 277. I2.0 1°411TI 324- 11., J1444SAIA4

233- 22.3,6

'

414114 278. !-l T1TI 325- M-,0 T4AT8IA4

2 34- 7-5 T-I1I4 279. I2.7 TMItlT-l 326. I0.8 1t14AIIA4

235- 6.5, 8.n, 10.
»>

T 11114 280. I •2,", 2.8, io.9,i4.3, T*1 327- 22.c •24IIIA4

H-,2' 23-3 (?) 22.5,10 328. 22.3,9,11 1SIIIA4

236. 1 1.
2f 22., *TI4 281. 44-13 1 1 1 A T LT-] 1 329- ^-.a -4AI3I4

237- 44-5 41°4 282. 13-7
* A11I1 ATTI 330- T4-,2 -A1 AI3I4

238. ^•la *1°4 283. 13-2 T-I11I1 ATTI 33i- 5-4 T41I4

239- IO.4 1AS°4 284. 14-7 *ATTI 332. I0.21 114

240. 10.3,3 TAS°4 285. 49-2 11 Tl 333- 30-2 TA4TI4

241. 13.9 T1T°4 286. 13-3 *41MT-A + T-I 334- io.,0 4°4

242. 1 3-9, 11 1°TAS4 287. I2.0, 13. , 1 All 335- io.,2 1°4

243- I I.3 T1TAS4 288. I3-13 *]AA11I 336. io.ip,u, I2.9 T°4

244. 41-4

I2.8

T1AS4

TT°S4

289.

290.

2-4

I0.15

4I11T431T1I 337-

338.

23-17

II.0

4 AT°4

245. 114 + 11 ^AT°4

246. 13-2 1AAT14 291. 24-22 TI1S8I 339- 1 4-9 1IT°4

247. 3-2 1AT14 292. "•ll 1°S8I 340. 22.0 TIT°4

248. 2-2» 3-2' 4-5-p 5.,, 1A1M4 34L 13-4,10 1IIT°4

6-,,7-i'8-,,9 •2' l6-l 293 22.9 444 A4 342. '•8 4T18°4

249. 1-2,4, 5, 2.6,8, 3.4, TA1H4 294. 24-21 T 4 4 [A 4 343- »3o nil°4

6-2' 7-3' 8.3,7,10, 295. 23-G' 24- ^ 26.2,28 14 4A)| 344- 13-10' :5- , (and 4 1 4 T ° 4

9-7' I2-5, J5 •9 296. 41-3 TA1A11A4 see 189)

250. J.J.-2 1AI1M4 297. 43-2. 50 , TA1411 A4 345- 1 1.4 14TATT814

251. II.,, T4 AI1M4 298. 23.15, 24.2I 1 S 0 T 1 A 4 ,346. 1-5' lo-n 414

252. H-9 4T°T A*4 299. H-12 J°ST1 A4 347- 5.2 T4STAIA4414

253- I2.3,io TTI*4 300. i3-,o TAT1A4 348. I-2» 8.2,9 TI4414

254- I-8' 3-5' 43-5' T1t+A8T4 301. 32 1A4S A4 349- I3-, 4M1414

5-5 302. 41-3 _°SA4 350- I2.0 (and see 4/1414

255- 22,,3 •M1I3T4 303- 10., 4°S A4 782)

3°4- 27-2 TI4°S A4 35i- 13-5 111414

256. I.7, 23.4,24., , TIT-lliai 305- I0.2 T 4 ° S A 4 352. 14-17 4°414

257. 2 ""

^•10
*A*inai 306. 2-9 1 A 1 ° S A 4 353- 1-7 T-IT11114

258. 22.5,10 TTII 307- 2-3 4I1°SA4 354- 2-io 4A*11114

259. I2.0 11 308. 2.8, 4a-3 T1°S A4 355- !-3 41111114

260. J3-i 1111 309- 14-19 ^°T8S A4 356- 9-2-3 TI1I1114

261. 23-19 11 310. 1 1.3 4 ° 1 T A 4 357- 44-14 T[1]°1114

262. n-io' 45-4 1A1I 3ii- 10-17
* t T A T 1 A 4 358. 4j-4 44 A814

263. 28, 48 111 312. io.5
-^ HT 1 A 5| 359- 41-c 42. i (?) 4 A 1 H 4

264. 23-20' 24-1, Til 313- 2-3 1I*AT A4 360. 5-4 TA1H4

264a . 47.2 *TT1IT1I 3H- 22.4 1t*4TA4 361. 1-8 TA4IT4

265. io.19 *4iinii 3iS- 8.5-6 4I1A4°TA4

266. 22M5 Tinn 316. 10.,, II .,, TI1A4°TA4 362. I 2.8 *T8 A A1

268. 22-,, *14SI 25-2 363- 42-c AT8A1

269. 27-3' 44-4 1tSI 317- I0.9 T1 A1°T A4 364- 1 1-8 1A1MT8 A1

270. i5-o *1f SI 318. I0.2 TA4°T A4 365- 47-2 4A414 A1

271. n.0 1ATAATI 319- 24-2,18 *T-°TA4 366. 44-3 14 A1

272. H-io 4°4TI 320. II.,, 18°TA4 367- 26.2 TI11ST tl A 1

273- 2-5 1°4(T0I 321. 17-3' 4I4°1SATT A4 368. 26.4 USTtl A1

274. II.2 1°4TI 23.4,10, 24-,3 368^ • 12., 0 4°4A1

275- IO.3 T°T814TI 322. I0.7 11TA4 3^9- 1-5 *ATISI + A1
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370-

371-

372.

373-

374-

375-

376.

377-

378.

379-

380.

381.

382.

383-

384-

385-

386.

387-

388.

339-

390.

39i-

392.

393-

394-

395-

396.

397-

393-

^399-
'400.

401.

402.

403-

404.

405.

406.

407-

408.

409.

410.

411.

412.

413-

414.

4i5-

7-,

1.
2, 9-4-5

-•3

2.7, 6.4, 7.4

8-o> 9-8

8.2

10.,,

3-^,5

50.5,6

12
10

12.

49-,

13-s

H-.o

12.3,10

IO.,,

1-3

4«-l' b'\

25-2. 43-4

J 5-5

4a-4

26
3

*3-4

31

23-5' 24-1

24-22, 23

23-5,18

24-,

24-20

24-, 7

I0.23

49-2

14-7

12.,

-ATIS + A1

4ATIS+A1

1 1 4 A T I S + A 1

*ATIS + A1

4TIS + A1

11tT A1

1441

1841

4t1M

1AA8111

4 t1

41t1

1111 t1

*t1

*M1A1

41141 A1

TI141A1

1 4 "1 A 1

S A1

4 A44IS A1

*riT1A1

4 AT A4I1

4A4I1

TI1ATASTI1

•ATTA4ISTI1

1ATTA4ISTI1

TATTA4ISTI1

1TATTA4ISTI1

S.I

1T4S1

14

1 A1TS1

1S1

i-,, 3-,' 10.1,22, 22.,, 41 SI

26.
,

4 AA41S1

TA A41S1

41S1

TI11S1

n.,

I I.
,2

2
2

H-,

I-4, 2

26.3

IO.G

IO7

24-1,

23-20

5-3

12.

5' 3-3, T1S1

TIT1S1

4T1S1

4MTt 1

4ISTt1

411 ATtl

4 A 1 ATAT1

* A41 t4T1

TIT t4T1

416. 22.

417- 22,

418. 22.^

419. 22.3,5,10

420. 5.3 (bis)

421.

422

423

424

425

426

427

428

429

430

431

432

433

434

435

436

437

433

439

440

44i

442

443

444

445

446

447

443

449

453-

454-

455-

456.

457-

10.17,21, 13-5'

24-2,17,19

20

T11IT1

1A11IT1

TAHITI

111IT1

A1°T1

*AT

1A11A1

3.3, u.12, 12.2,5, 15-1. -in

23-i5' 44-13

44.17 A41I4I1

24.10 T11I4I1

6.. * T 1 1 1 4 1 1

io.0„ *T1I4I1

5

7-c *

23-3

H-7' 23-i3(bis), 24.15,16 411

23.12, 24.15 4 1 114 II

i3-o

18.,

I2-,o

12.5

I2.7

H-G

I2.9

22.7

i3-,i

H-n

22.
14

IO.
14' H

IO.

0-2

IO., 2, 24.3,18

22.*

1-0'

7-3'

12.

2.5,11, 5- '

8-c 9-5

7' 13-3

1AHI1

TI1I1

111

11111

TASI1

4A1TAA + I1

T11TA-H1

4114+11

1III1

-•-AJ11

4°5l14M1

1H1

isni

4IT/11

41 + /11

A4i + ni

Ti + ni

23-8

2,, 4:-3' 42. ,:

43-,' 50.,

451. 14. 14

452. 50..

-•9

26.,

10

46.4

26
9' ^^-3

* \ O

TAS°

* AST°

1A4AS

4I1AT8AT

T1AT8AT

1t14AT

Tt14AT

-A1 AT

458

459

460

461

462

463

464

465

466

467

468

469

47°

47i

472

473

474

475

476

477

478

479

480

481

481,

482

483

484

485

486

487

488

489

490

49i

492

493

494

495

496

497

493

499

500

50i

502

503

504

505

506

24-2. 1AI1A44 AT

12.3 1°13S A*4 AT

14-3 T8S°44 AT

14-2 1SAAT4 AT

23-7 4ISAT4AT

23-,3' 24 15
Tit 4 AT

I I.3, 22.f, *4AT

51 4111 AT

I5-G 1 1 1 A T

io.20 T°T1 AT

14-8 T1 ASAT

H-1,7 T1°STTIS AT

13-3 1CSAT

23-12' 24 15
4A>I°SAT

12., T°S AT

3-4' 50.7 lATtSAT

44-2 1ITAT

10.3, 24.;, TI114T

23-15 4T14T

24-10
)||1S4T

24-3 TI1S4T

I°-8
1S4T

46., 4A3IT

16.4 -T4IT

44-7
-A4IT

IO.20 TIIT44IT

15-8 1I4IT

H-19 TAT AS4IT

22.9,11,12 TI1TAS4IT

2-io 11TAS4IT

5-2 4I11M1IT

6., TMimiT

12., T11H4IT

i3'.i
* AT1I4IT

3-3 4A4 A1IT

*-3 411 A411IT

I2.7, 23.2 TA1SIT

2-, 2 1S°SI1IT

H-7 1°T8S ATIT

14-8
- + IT

^•io Tilt IIT

23-1 1A1S0T

II.7 11TT A4ST

24-3,16 TI11ST

44-i3 *AT-31T

I0.5 4 AITtT

I0.u,i5 4AttTT

H-4 )°!| AI

9-3,4
' T 1 1 1 [• •] 1 A 1

45-4 *t1 AI
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507- 31 -A1A1 557- 50.4 1411IT 605 ii.,, 4I8S°4A8

508. H-io T°ST AI 558. 30., *4S A1IT 606. 23-7 4 1 4 A 8

509- i8.2 8°1 559- 30-, 1I1ITIT 607. io.,0 1 1 4 A 8

510. 5-3 4IT1A8S1 559'7. 50.2 TA1AST 608. !3-7 1II4A8

5n- II., 1°T11 560. 44-2 *1TIST 609 H-,3 TASI + 1A8

512. I 1-9' 27 4 A4S A81 561. 10.5,6 *4°ST 610. 14-9 *4ITAS1A8

5i3- 22., I1t4SA81 562. 41-4 T1°ST 6u. H-io 4AT1A8

514. 22.4 4ATt4S A81 563- 44-a 4°18ST 612. 24-2,1 i 4°A8

5i5- 22.8 *ATt4SA81 564. io.c */18ST 613- 44-s -ASA8

516. 22., 3 4ITt4SA81 565- I2.8 4°11T 614. 14-14 1°TS A8

5i7- 22.2 TTt4SA81 566. 12.4 T°1ST1T 615. 46-2 4I8ATA8

518. io.,9 II.
,,

4A4SA81 567- 15-3 1I8T 616. 15.4 *4IT4ITA8

5i9- 22.5,10 TS A81 568. 44-,5 -STtT 617. r3-5 *4ITA8

520. I 1.
5,

12
7

1°T A81 569- 50.5 TT 618. 47-2 -AS1 ATITA8

521. I2.8 1 AIST A81 619. 44-u -o^T A8

522. 42-5
* A1t81 57o. 1 1-5 1A14441 620. I0.7 1A8

523- 2.12 1IT14A41t81 57i- i3-o 11111 621. 44-io 1I4A14A1A8

524- 2-o *A41t 81 572. n-o 4°*11 622. I0.21 ATM A8

525. 24-ic TI1t81 573- io.18 4 A11 623. 13-8 *41t81A8

526. 4a-3 1AI1H1 574- 23-19,21 *1 624. 23-8,14t, 24.19 11t81A8

527- 14-4 *ATH*1 625. i4-o
* + 1A8

575- 14-18 4A3A8 626. 3-3 T A8

528. H-,0 -4 AAT
'

576. 1 1.4 1°4TA3 A8 627. 44-,5 4t1ITA8

529. IO.20 4 A 4 A A T 577- 30-, 113 A8 628. 44-13 4°STA8

530- I4-,G 1A4AAT 578. 24-9 TAT8S4413 A8 629. 44-9 1°ST A8

53L 27-3 *A4TAAT 579- 15m 114 A8 630. 44-s T°ST A8

532. 50.3 1TAAT 580. 24.4 11814 A8 631. 45-2- 50.5
* A I A 8

533- 45-5 TTAAT 581. 5-5 T1NA8 632. io-io *4IT ATA8

534- 23-3 1A14AT 582. 3-2 1°4A8 633- H-,7 1 1 T A T A 8

535- I0.,2 *t14AT 583- 10.,, *4I8°4 A8 634- H-n -°TATA8

536. H-8 4°T4AT 584- 12.5 T ° 8 1 4 4 A 8 635- 14., T°TTA8

537- 2-c IO.G *1AT 585. 22.2 TIStll A8 636 43-r, 1I11TA8

538 46.5. TA11 AT 586. 22.4 4A8 637- 22., TISI*T A8

539- 13-c J5 2
1A13S AT 587- 23-8 4°ST1A4A8 638. 44-c 1°ST448

540. 15-3 1ITA13S AT 588 24-8 44TS A4A8 639- 15-7 *4°STTI8

541. 13-9 4 AI3S AT 589 3-3 1 A 51 A 8 640. 46.3 4I8TI8

542. 5-, TI11AI4S AT 590. 2-1, *ATA4A8 641. 50-, T1S°8

543- H-,5 1ATSAT 591. 22.u 4I1/14TA>IA8 642 46-2 4I1ITAS8

544- 22-,5 4°1 AT 592. 6-5' 7-5 8.n,9.8 *A4A8 643 42-o -t8

545- 40., *t1AT 593- I0.7 TI4A8 644 io-g IN A11t8

546. I2.9 T°STAT 594- ii-io 114 A8 645 15-2 IIIAIt 8

547- 23-ig 1AA8AT 595 14-4 TAH A8 646 7-5 4l3TT1t8

548. II.4 TA A8 AT 596. 14-15 TI14A8 647 2.5,11, 3.4, 4l3ITT1t8

549- 2-12 *ATA+ AT 597- 10.9,12 TI14A8 4«-i b •3' 6-4, 0-7, 9-o»

550. 22.,3 TflllT + AT 598. lO-.o 4A114 A8 10-23' 17-2' i8-p J9-i.

552. 41-5 1TAT 600. I-G' 3-5' 4-3.5.3, T14A8 23-2' 45-5

553- 43-3 *TAT 45.4 648 I'l 4l8ITT1t8

554- 5-2 4IT1A14T 601. H-12 *ATAT14A8 649 12. 10,
*A1tT AT1t8

555- 5-,' 16., TI1A44IT 602. 24-12 TIT14 A8 22.4

25-3 (?)' 26.2 603. 23-3,10 llf IT14A8 650 - 45-2 1°ST1t8

556- 3-2 4I1411IT 604. 4^-4 TT14 A8 651 - 50.4 1AT1t8
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652. 19.,
*ntit8

653- 23.„)24.c *4l*1ATt8

654. 12.4 TAT1MTt8

655. 44-

656.

657-

658.

659.

660.

661.

662.

663.

664.

665.

666.

667.

668.

669.

670.

671.

672.

673-

674.

675-

676.

677.

678.

679.
680.

681.

682.

683.

684.

685.

686.

687.
688.

689.

I2.5

1 2.
2

IOM5

10-13

41.7

14-13

16,
3'

T4T1I4T t8

TI1TAA +

T1TAA+

*TT°4S A +

1AATA+

-14T A +

4 1TA +

4AT1TA+

T1T1TA+

41.2, 42.2, 50.3

I3-.2' 22.14

24-0

Il.r.

10.
18

13-12

7-2

1.
2

7-4

I-G,8, 5-5' 24'10

22.,

2.3 (bis), 10.5,14

2.0, 22.,0

I 1-3

I6.4

23-20' 24.8,11

13-3

13-7

I0-15

I-8» 5-5»

44 +

TH44 +

4AI444+

144 +

4A144 +

4A14 +

4A14 +

TA14 +

4T14 +

TI14 +

41 +

A4I +

4A4I +

-T4I +

41 +

4 A ASI +

TAASI +

4ASI +

TASI +12.4, 14

22.
,2, 24.14

44-4 -OC" +

3-3'4a-i,,5-3'6-2 IO-5,23, +1 +

II-S.11, 12.4, I5»3» l7-i>

23.9,1s, 26.2,3, 42-0,

44-R.16, 45-5

24.02

3-3

18.,
I0.c

TITI +

4TI +

44STI+

*44STI+

*4IS°TTI +

690.

691.

692.

693-

695.

696.

697-

698.

699.

700.

701.

703-

704.

70S-

706.

707.

708.

23-8,14

23-n

23-2

23-14

49-i

io.8, 14.10,11, 23.6,8 T +

11MT1AT+

nr\4T +

40 +

TAS0 +

T0 +

4T0 +

111 +

H-7

23-io

23-i

43-4' 23"3

23-ic

11H4T+

1 1 H 4 T +

^ T +

10.
10'

12.
7' 13-n

!3-,

H-ii' !5-s

23-5' 24-1,17

IO.,,

in

4Ain

taih

im

Ttun

T/1

708^. 47.3

709- 13-8

710. I2.G

711. 14.4

712. 13-,,

7*3-

714.

7i5-

716.

717.

718.

719.

720.

721.

722.

723-

724.

725.

726.

727.

728.

729.

730-

44-7

5-4

13-2

5-4

23-19'

12.7

JO.20

17-3

I0.18

13-8

42-7

I0.22

27-2

22.G

14-9

I0.7

3-3' 4a-5

12.,

24-20' 30-,

4ATAI

*A1 AT AI

^ A14I

*A41T4I

•Mltl

TAIIIt

*A1I1T

Tilt

Tit

*1t

It

4A1t

-14 Alt

} Alt

T Alt

-TAIt

TTAIt

T1M3N1t

TAT A41t

4T°T A*41 t

TAT3S ATlt

JiaiTT-IT

4°T8S ATlt

731-

732.

733-

734-

735-

736.

737-

733-

739-

740.

741.

742-

io.9>

H-18

44-,5

27-1

23-21

io.,8,

24-u

23-n

14-5

2-3

23-n

23

11

743- 24M0

744-

745-

746.

747-

748.

749-

750.

75i-

752.

753-

754>

755-

756.

757-

758.

759-

760.

761.

762.

763-

764.

765.

766.

767.

768.

769.

77o.

771.

771a.

i2.2

44-2

n-o

4°-2

i5-io

I 1-9

14-5

13-4

22.G

44-s

io.10

23-12

44-17

io-ii

IO.g

12.4

i4-o

5-4

23-9.

23-0

2-,

27-3

H-o

io.8

J3-i

22.8

I0.20

43-5

22-12

1°ST1t

411t

T°T4 Allt

*1t

T 1 1 1 ° 1 a S t

"l 1 A T t

27. * 1 A T t
•5' ZJ-19

'

1TS44Tt

1l41S44Tt

T1°Tt

1S1°Tt

4ATAS+Tt

(?) 4 1 4 n -^

1°T4 AT

4AT

TAT

TITAT

- S + A T

TA1S+AT

*r11S + AT

*4T4T

*A41TA4IT

4A4IT

4SA4IT

*A4IT

T4IT

-MIT

TI1A*4IT

TA1IT

4ATASIT

4A1ATIT

24.7 4 A 1 1 ° T I T

1T°TIT

T11441T

T 1 1 A 4 T 1 T

4 A 1 I 8 T

1 AltT

*4IT1tT

TTI tT

11 tT

4 A S + t T

T AS+tT

j\\->te: In the revision of this Index the following numbers, representing cancelled words, have been omitted: 79,

119, 168, 267, 450, 551, 599, 694, 702.
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WORDS OF WHICH THE BEGINNINGS ARE OR MAY BE MISSING.

772. 14-3 )ITS AA- 784- 44-,, I4°1- 796. H-12 1°ST1-

773- 42.7 4A- 785- 15-7 *T1- 797- 25-5 TI111IT

774- 14-2 4A- 786. 44 9
4°1- 798. io.2, 14-13 1°ST

775- 25.3,4 TI1°SA- 787. 25-2 TI1A4°- 799- 28 T 1 1 1 4 T 8 -

776. 43-o 11t4ITA- 788. ^■la
* 1 o_ 800. 15-8 11+14+-

777- 42.7 4A4- 789. 27-3
* ASI*T°- 801. !7-2 Tinn-

778. 45-4 1A4- 790. 2-,2 AS- 802. 2-i, nn-

778a. 46-7 4SA4I- 791. 32 TI111AS- 803. 44-7 1°I-

779- 27-2 11- 7gia. 41-7 4T4S- 804. 46., 4AT-

780. i5-c 25-1,6, 48 Tl- 792. 42-3 1°S- 805. I5-, 1TIT-

781. 15-2 TIT1°4- 793- 15-5 4 A 1- 8c6. i6.2 TI11T-

782. 15-4 3in414- 794- 45-3 T1°1- 807. i3-,o *t-

783- 12.5 •M1S A1- 795- 15-3 1IT1- 808. 2-,3 4I+13T-

Sardis Expedition VI, 2.



Index II: WORD-ENDINGS.

(THE NUMBERS REFER TO THE WORDS IN INDEX I.)

445' 675

424

420

790

622

3^3

773

147' 403, 679

199, 480, 575

108, 676

62, 365, 392, 491, 502,

5i8, 753, 777

10, III

413, 435, 669, 761, 762

573' 704

681, 771

18, 598, 766, 793

148, 232, 337, 742

167, 329' 39i' 541' ^

22, 105, 164, 61 1, 662,

7o8#, 760, 804

503

687

588

664

615, 646, 647, 729

198

189' 233, 344

225, 321, 743

64, 92, 96, 97, 121, 289,

307' 355.385,410,412,

453' 465' 487, 492, 556

59i

197, 423, 642

36, 411, 462

5io, 554

605, 640, 648

444, 674, 808

690

177,
171

565'

368*

440

A4I 310, 56"3. 786 4°1 661 311 T

A41 180, 299, 628 4°S 698 4in

A1° 120, 544 4°1 200, 352 4°4

AS- 536 4°T 303 4°S

ATI 730 4°T 35 4°1

AT8 572 \ 0 *
224 X°T

754, 778a 4SA 206 4T4

4A- 59 4SI 182, 374, 686 4TI

4AA 346, 606 41* 693 5] TCI

4A3 732 411 218 411

4 A4 402 41S 79ia »T4

4 A4 44 4 tl 161 413

378, 627 Jtl 41, 68, 76 411

4 A4 405 41S

4 A 1 612 4° A 350, 782 51/14

4 AI 334 4°4 349 4M1

4 AS 587 4°S 88 4/18

4 A 1 103, 144 »TA

4 AT 695 111 141, 476, 672 5IT1

4 AI 252, 727 4T°

4 AT 8' 774 4A 772 4TS

389' 512, 529 J A4 71, 170, 342, 409 5IT1

4 AT 47i »A4 701 )|T +

44S 670 4A1 380 5|t1

44T 359' 421, 668, 719 4 AI 429 Itl

44 +
,
!43 1 AS

418 i75' 37i } AT 116 1AA

414 129 * A 1 452, 778 1A4

414 5H 4 AT 262, 364, 767 1A1

414 230, 586 4 A8 458 1AI

, 411 61 4 AI 271 1AT

354 4 A* 184, 651 1AT

745 4AT 205 14

411 293 444 366 14A

411 45, 136, 315' 477 411 259' 779 11

4IS 428 411 !35' 577 113

4IT 443 4IT 579 114

418 437 411 621 V 114

41 + 5i6 4IT 466, 636, 645 111

40 + 678 41 + 540, 6^3, 795 1 1 T

4°4 138 411 567, 580 118

4°4 237 41° 800 11 +

J°1 38i 41T 80, 313 11*
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179
1IT 325 T4A 345 14T

99
14° 201 T44 736 11A

139
111 130 T4t 17' [83, :228, 324 114

263 111 347 T4S 187 ni

699 nn 756 T4I
33' fio 11s

776 11t 780 Tl-
419 111

582 1°4 145 TI3 700, 706 iin

54 1°4 3» 37> 57' 6o, 93' 95' 122, TI1
375 lit

277' 335' 576 1°4 124, 137, 157, 171, 229, 83, 87, 274, 504 1°4

292, 629, 650, 73i' 796, 1°S 279, 283, 291, 316, 356, 459 1°1

798 367,386, 393' 475' 47s, 638, 792
}°S

77> 6l4 1°T 488, 500, 505, 542, 555' 242, 309' 520 1°T

803 1°I 656, 758, 775' 787. 79i' 221, 495' 5H» 744 )°T

160 113 797,799,801,806 223, 461 ISA

399 1T4 90, 186, 485, 596, ;715 Til 479
1S4

69 111 525 Til 142, 328 1SI

285 11T 585, 637 TIS 494
1S°

322 1-1 T 156, 256, 353, 415 TIT ^3 1ST

269 its 181, 234, 235, 673 Til 74i
1S1

3H 1T* 446, 684

482

TI +

Til

442

217

isn

114

667 144 23, 165, 188, 190 TIT 38 111

332 114 781 TIT 70
111

260 111 692 T0 + 368 11S

15 14A 630 T°S 178, 499 11T

28, 193, 290, 607 in 708 TH 377
184

382 111 158 ^H4

192 1 1* 246, 379' 547' 659 1 A A 43
1M1

441 mi 530

82, \6oa

1 A4

1 A4

326,

66, .

455

397

Itl

1TA

261 11 589 1 A4 805 1TI

13' 74, 1 62,3;'2, 644, 739 114 306, 400, 539 1A1 7^3 1T°

281 111 31, 498, 570 1A1

432, 433 111 104, 248, 417, 422, 721 1A1 1 1 TA4

202 1IT 128, 239 IAS 595 TA1

20, 559 111 19, 287, 534, 7!0 1A1 722
TA1

27, 203, 204, 603 1IT 247' 338, 395' 473' 543 1AT 434
TAS

30,341, :551, 438, 571,608> III 231, 620 1A8 85, H9' 554, 728 TAT

523 1IT 13I' 250, 430, 521, 526 1AI 626 TA8

32 11s 106 1AT 300, 746 TAT

486 11T 214 14 14, 42, 163, 304, 348, 593 TI4

273 1°4 295
144 406, 43i Til

207a 1T4 557 M1 497 Til

738 ITS 387 141 685 TIT

196 ITt 37^ 144 209, 340, 747 TIT

320 18° 483 m 21 1, 408, 602 TIT

703 in 207
114 191 Tl*

718 It 102 ns 251 T4A

532, 552 1TA 339' 474

343

1IT

III

166

740

T4 1

T1°

398 SI H5

470

11*

10s

264,

266

581, 725 Til

Tin

705» 713 TA1 26 14 A 254 463 Tit
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84- 336 T°4 152, 155' 641 T1S 213, 257 *A*

508, 546 T°S 278, 657 T1T 688 *44

635 T°T 425 T11 H7' 134, 265, 583,610, *4I

584 T°8 241 T1T 616, 63 2,653 , 689, 768
208 TT4 7i T11 561, 639 * 4 °

280 TTI 735 Til 558 *4S

219 T14 21, 25, 600, 665 T14 464 *4A

151, 185 T1S 34, 5i T1S 327, 617, 757 *4I

550 TM1 9i' 716 Tit 255, 286, 623, 712 *41

724 TTA 86 T°4 448 *4 0

24, 604 TTI 566 T°1 75i *4T

245 TT° 472 T°S 783 *11

195 TT4 174 T°T 238, 788 * -| 0

707 Ttl 55»

733

275, 467 T°T

Y 0 y

537, 737

560

*1A

*1T

39 11A 5i9 TS A 717 *1t

49 11 A 210 TT4 5, 270, 734 *1t

697, 802 11/1 253 TTI 212 *T4

624, 770 11t 469 T1° 319 if 0

401 1S1 569 TT 114 *TA

298 1S° 258

769

TTI

TTI

785

574

*T1

*1

509 8°1 5i7

244

TTt

Tl A

268

75

*14

*11

^73' 594 114 169 T13 625 * + 1

784 14° 227 T11 81 *HA

5i3 lit 72

109, 1 10, 407

T11

T1S

40, 194

159

*/14

*M4

404, 548, 680 TAA 243 TIT 46 */14

276, 361 TA4 118 T18 384, 750 *m

318, 333 TA4 663 T1T 447 *M1

220, 296, 297' 538,671, TA1 460 T8S 312, 39° */1T

749 696 T + 89, 564 *M8

493 TA1 765 Tt1 7 *HT

249' 360, 759 TA1 456 Ttl 101 *n*

1, 240, 449, 609, 682, TAS 533 TTA 652 */1T

69h 7/'\a 807 *t-

65 TA[T 133 *t4

94' 226, 396, 578 TAT 288 *AA 383 *t1

29 TAI 414, 524, 53i' 7H' 752
* A4 506 *t1

107, 484, 726 TAT 755 *A4 535, 545 *t1

172 T8 6, 12, 59 2 *A4 113 *t T

294 T44 47, 48, 282, 709 *A1 809 *T-

33i T41 16 * AI 553 *TA

53 T4S 216, 418, 522, 649, 714 *A1 236 *TI

655 T4T 2, 7i*, 154, 45 1, 789 *AS 150 <t°

305 T4° 369, 373 *AT 2640. *TT

4, 123, 3 [7' 454» 468 T1A 8\a, 215 * AI 426, 427 *T1

56, 140 T1 I 146, 284, 5or, 515,590, *AT 362 *T8

58, 125, 436, 764 T11 .60 1
3H, 323, 658 *TT

416, 489 T11 631 * AI

100, 308, 357' 562 > 794 T1° 490, 527' 549 * AT 52 Ttl



Index III: LYDIAN GLOSSES.1

i. xyveav = lupanar. Athen. xii. u (citing Klearchos, the pupil of Aristotle) : Avloi . . . . rxg

rav xXXav yuvxTxxq text TxpQsvovg slq rbv tottgv tov lix ryv xpxfyv xyvscovx xXvjQsvtx <rvvx-

yovrsq ufipifyv.

Eustath. ad Homer. 1082 knows the reading xyxoov or xyav.

2. A^pxpvq (or 'Adpotfiuv) = Hermon. Steph. Byz. s. v. 'Atpotpure tov : rbv yxp "Eppcovx Av$o) "A^pxpuv
xxXovci ^puyicri. Hesych.: "A^p»(i&v 6 "Eppccv xxpx Av$o7q. xx)

'

'Adpxpvriov "Eppcovoq.
3. xxuXXov = pudenda. Hesych.: xxuXXov to xldoTov Avlo'i. Etym. M. : xxvXov ol Te to x)lolov

V7TQ Avloov.

4. xptyvrxivov = discus. Hesych. : xpQvrxivov
•

0 licxoq vwb Av^uv.

5. xvrpxXixv = Thracem. Hesych.: "Ao-rpxXixv tov Gpijlxx AvSoi. (see p. 67).
6. xrrxXoq = cessatio vel requies. Tzetzes, Chit. 5. 79:

ttxvq-iv 0 N£f Xiysi,

aq ToTq Au^oTq 0
'''

ArrxXoq 7rxv<riv opoicoq Xsyei.

7. xTTiq = scitulos. Arnob. 5, 6: attis . . . . Lydia scitulos sic vocat.

8. Bxhp^xi — gentis nomen. Hesych.: BxQvpivjdxr ykvoq fV) Avlolc.

9. (ZxQvppviyxXvi = milvus. Hesych.: fixQuppvyxXy IxrTvoq biro Aulav. (Musurus em.: fixduppy yxXtj).
10. (3xxxxpig = unguenti genus. Hesych. : (3xxxxpiq

•

pupov . . . xXXoi Is pvpov Avhov. (cf. Hipponax fr. 41).
II. (3x<rxviTvig Xttoq = petrae genus. Hesych.: (3x<rxvirv,q XiQoq- gutu Xsysrxi AuSixov XiQov ykvoq.
12. fixvxpx = tunica2. Pollux, 6, 59: Avlav %ituv Tiq (3x<rxpx ^iGvwixxbq 7tohv\pv\q.

13. (3x7X£ nixpoXsx = citius accedas. Hesych.: Bxaxs TixpoXex' tX^cix^s Qxvvov (cod. 7tXvi<tiov if-eQox&y
Av^ittI.

14. (3x<rTi%xxpoXsx = citius adsis. Hesych.: fixrri&xpoXsx' Qxcvov lp%ov, Avhivri.

15. (3psvSiov = unguenti genus. Pollux 6, 104: yuupov (ZphQiov ex Avlixq.

16. (opiyx = liberum hominem. Hesych.: Bplyeq- . . . . "lo^xq 5f uko Av$av [x7ro]<pxiverxi (3piyx Xeyeu&xi

tov eXev&epov.

17. Zevo-iq = Juppiter. Hesych.: py^ivevq
•

. . . . 7rxpx $e AvSoTq b Zeuq Zevviq.

18. i(3u (cod. tfipi). Hesych.: l(3vm rives to (3oxv gi $e to ttoXu. hri Ve Av^av.

19. i^fiouq (cod. iftfiouq) = bos. Hesych.: lupous- (3ovq. AvSoi.

20. iuti = hue. Hesych. : ;W/ • 5fupo. Audoi.

21. KxvSxvXv,q = Mercurius vel Hercules. Tzetzes, Chit. 482 (Cramer, Anecd. Oxon. iii, 351):
rb $e xxv$xvXy,q Avdixuq rbv 0-x.vXX07rvix.TV1V Xeyei, cco-Trep 'l7T7r5:vx^ leixwci ypatpuv Ixftfiu TrpotTU

(Hipponax fr. 1).

1 From the list compiled by Paul de Lagarde (afterwards Boetticher). Gesam. Abhandlungen, 1866, pp. 271-

274, with additions. Lydian glosses are also listed by P. E. Jablonski, Opuscula (Leyden, 1809) iii, pp. 79
—

93, and by
Th. Menke, Lydiaca (Berlin, 1843) pp. 55, 56. Lydian names and glosses are discussed by G. Curtius, Zschrft f. Wissen-

schaft der Sprache ii, 1847, pp. 220—222; W. Hupfeld, Exercit. Herodotearum Specimen III, 1851, pp. 5
—

28; Chk. Lassen,

Zschrft d. deutschen morgenland, Ges.x, 1856, pp.380—384; C. Pauli, Eine vorgriechische Inschrift von Lemnos, 1SS6, pp. 67-73.
2 On the meaning vulpes cf. Stephanus, Thes. s. v. Bxovxpx, and Radet, La Lydie, p. 161.
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u

'EpiJiv, xvjxy%x, 'My.Gvio-Tt KxvdxvXx,

cp:c::cv srxlpe, levp: pci 7xx~x:l>sv7Xi.'n

Hesych.: KxvlxvXxq- 'Ep'J.vt: % 'HcxxXijq.
'

22. xxvlxuXoq = condimentum. Athen. xii, 12: xxvlxvXov Si nvx eXeyov ol Avh), ov% evx xXXx rpslg-

ovrx: e&7xy,vro rrp:; rxq fiv-x9sixc, [Hesych. spells it xxvlvXo:.)

23. xxpvxv,
= edulii genus. Hesych.: xxpvxy Trspispyo: 'Cxyiq- jopxftx Avhov e% xl'piXToq xx) xXXuv

•fivo-pxTxv o-vyxeipevov Suidas : xxpvw
'

slevpix ex ttoXXxv 7vyxsipcs-;GV, Ppupx Avliov

xx) TTxpoipix- wre Avluv xxpvxxc, ^ts pxtriyccv -lo&ovq. Athen. xii, 12 : irpsoroi Avdo) xx)

T"/jv xxpvxyv e^evpov.

24. Kx7tx?.g: = Doricus. Steph. Byz.: Kx7tx/.cv xeZiov exX^h Ve on KxrruXouq rovq AapieTq

ol Avloi Cpx7iv.

25. xxuy,: = sacerdos. Hipponax fr. 2: xppiopoc xxv-/jq; cf. in Index I: 1 4 4 A ] ; A. J. A. xvii,

1913, p. 362.

26. xoxXlle iv = regem. Hesych. : xoxX'hls iv
• AvSo) rbv (3x7iXex.

27. Ko^xpoi = Sardianorum ordo. See zvpirirxvpci.

28. Kufafo (or Kvfaxyi) = Venus. Herod, v, 102: Imwphs hov Kv&fa?. Photius: x6(3yt(3oq' . . . Xxpccv

le 0 Axpfyxxvybq iv ty, Trpccrvi tvjv
'

'ACPpol'nyjv vtto Avdxv xx) Qpvycov Kvfiyfiviv XeyeaQxt. But

Hipponax fr. 120 (from Hesych.) uses Kvpyxy.

29. Xxjocvq = bipennis. Plutarch, Quaest. gr. 45 : Avlo) Xxfipvv rbv tsXsxvv ovopcx&utri.

30. XxiXxq = tyrannus. Hesych. : Xx'iXxq
'

0 rvpxvvoq vtto AvSuv.

31. pxyxbiq = cithara vel tibia. Athen. xiv, 36: v\ yxp pxyxhiq opyxvdv hri ipxXnxbv, . . . . Avdccv

re svpyptx.
— But there is dispute as to whether it is xbxdq or xidxpx; Pollux iv, 61,

attributes the invention to the Thracians.

32. (Jt.xvXi>TT</ipiov = nummus (?). Hesych.: yxvXi7Tv\piov 7rxp* 'Ittttuvxxti Avliov vdpiwpix (cod. Xepu7ptx),

Xe-KTGv n. (Hipp. fr. 126).

33. MeppvxSxi = gentis nomen (cf. Index V). Herod. I, 7: v) viysptovr/i 7rspi>jxQs slq to yevoq to Kpoicov,

xxXeoptevovq de Mepyvxlxq.

34. (jlovitx = nympha. Photios: vvptpxr... xl Mci/7xi $s inrb Avluv vvpitpxi. Steph. Byz. s. v. Tdp-

py,t3oq: Nvpitp&v . . . x: xx) Mov7xq Avcio) xxXovui. (probably from the historian Xanthos:

Fr. Hist. Gr. p. 36).

35. (jlvvvi (vel (JLveoq) = fagus. Strabo xii, 8. 3, c. 572: Exvdo: 0 Avdbq ypxQei xx) MsvsxpxTv,q 0

"EXXlTViq, STVpCOXoyOVVTSq xx) TO GVOfJLX to toov Mvgccv, oti tM'J o^vyv ouTaq dvof/.xtyv7i Avdoi.

Stephanus Byz. s. v. ~Mi>7ix: Av$g) tyiV d^vyjv y.v7ov Cpx.71. Eustath. ad Dionys. 322:

M'J7o) CVGfZX^GVTXl . . . VI X7T0 TOV CpVTOV TVjq fJLV7^S % TOV {JLV7GV (x[A<pOTepUq yxp XsySTXl) 07TSp

tvjv o^vvjv dyiXol xxtx tvjv yXcc77xv tccv Av^tiv, diq xx) 0 yeaypxQoq (Qy^iv.

36. [taXxf; = vini genus. Hesych.: ptuXx!;' elScq o'tvov... xtto tov pcoXov uq tivsc. Av&o) tov oJvov.

37. ftuvq =. terra. Hesych.: pcovq- vj yyj. At>5<(;)>5/.

38. vv%px = fumus. Hesych.: vv%{j.x' ovsfioq' Avlo) \po?-Jq.

39. Evxpiq = Sardes. Io. Laurentius Lydus, de mens, iii, 20 : oti Ve tov evixvTCv ooq Qsbv st![av,<txv,

dijXoy s% xvTy,q ty,c Avhxv px7iXi%G: 7rd?-.swc. "Lxphiv yxp xvt^v xx) Bvxptv b ZxvQoc xxXeT, ....

40. =.-jpi7irxvpoi
2
= Sardianorum ordo. Philostratus, Apollonii Tyan. Epist. : X&'. roTq xvToTq (i. e.

tcI; ev ^Lxpleviv). x\7%px xx) rx ovipiXTX rxv TxypcxTav vpoov KdHxpoi, s,vpi7iTXvpot. txvtx

tc7: tsxvci: TiQs7Qe tx vrpccrx, xx) evrv%elTe yeve7dxi tovtccv x^ici.

pc'. Teh xvroh. Ko'Uxpoi xx) z'jpi7iTXvpot. txc Ve QvyxTspxq vpcwv xx) rxq yvvxlxxq ffuq XV

7TpC7zyopsvoiTS; tcov yxp xvtx-j TX.yy.XTXV sfo) xx) xvtxi xx) Qpx7VTspxi.

1 Note by Sayce: This god— "Hermes or Herakles'' according to Hesychius, "the dog-strangler" according to Tzetzes —

was doubtless represented in art, like the Babylonian Gilgames, holding a strangled lion or similar animal in either hand.

Kanda (from a deity Kanda) was the name of a Cilician prince: Knudtzon, Assyrische Gebete an den Sonnengott, p. 168.
2 Sayce suggests that this word means "Sardis-citizens" (cf. ^rvpz in Index IV) and probably denoted the naturalized

townsfolk, equivalent to the plebs of Roman history, whereas the y.oSScepoi were probably the original townsmen or patricians.
He compares IS III A 4 (Index I, 328): KoSSxpxi;. Fur KoSxpcci; as a Carian name, cf. StJNDWALL, op. cit. p. 260.
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41. TxXfivq = rex. Tzetzes, Chil. 5. 4.5 5 : ro7q de AvdoTq xx) ,rlu7i ToTq iv 'Etyfaov roirotq 7rp)v TrxXpvq

(ox7iXevq b 7V[/,7rxq ixxXslro.

In Hipponax (Poetae Lyrici Graeci, 4th ed., 191 5, pp. 460 f.) the word is found five

times: fr. I: KvXXyvviq 7rxXpivv: fr. 15: pcv^pcxr ("ATvog ""AttxXv^x) 7rxXpivdoq; fr. 30 A:

Csuv "OXvpurixv nxXfiv ; fr. 30 B : xpyvpov TtxXpcv ; fr. 42 : 'P>J7oq, Alveixv nxXyuuq.

42. Trxpxpcvivyi = fatutn (?). Hesych. : Ylxpx[iv}vvj
•

Vj toov Qexv piolpx (cod. (typx). Avdot.

[t'jxtic] = lyra (cf. Photius: UyixTiq- Kxvdovpiov vitoi Avdiov opyxvov; Athen. iv, 82: Avdtjq . . .

Tr^xTtdoq) is usually included among the Lydian glosses; but the ivord is not described

as Lydian, and a connexion with Tr/iyvv{JA is possible (FRASER).

43. Pisas = portum. Serv. ad Aen. 10, 179: alii incolas eius oppidi Teutas fuisse et ipsum op-

pidum Teutam nominatum, quod postea Pisas Lydi lingua sua lunarem (? singularem)

portum significare dixerunt.

44. vxphiv = annum. Io. Laur. Lydus, de mens, iii, 20: veov os 7<kpdiv to veov eroq en xx) vvv

Xeys7&xi 7vvo[j<oXoye~iTxi
• eh) de ol' <pX7i Ty Avdxv xp%xix Qxvvj tov evixvTOv xxXs77&xi 7xpbiv.

45. Txpyxvov
= acetum. Hesych.: Txpyxvov o^oq (cod. o^oc) Avdol.

46. Tsyovv = latronem. Hesych. : Teyovv
' Avdo) tov Xyi7tviv.
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i. xpdviq = a scourge. Hipponax fr. 98 (Hesych.): xjod^q' pcx7Ti^ nxp 'IxirdovxxTi.

2. xXttoxq = acid wine [via du pays). Hipponax fr. 102 (Orion 30, 14): 'AXifixq' 0 vexpdg . . . .

e7Ti Trxpx 'Ittttxvxxti xx) eir) tov o^ovq.

Cf. AXi(3xXiq (Index V), the name of a Sardian tribe.

3. X7xepx (dim. x7xepi7xov) = a kind of shoe. Hipponax, frs. 18, 19; fr. 19: ovt X7xepy7i rovq irddxq

dx7eii(i7iy | expv^pxq, ....

4. (oxXiq = a medicinal plant. Plin. nat. hist, xxv, 14: Xanthus . . . tradit occisum. draconis

catulum revocatum ad vitam a parente herba quam balim nominat, eademque Tylonem

quern draco occiderat restitutum saluti.

5. fixtrxvixcpog (cod. (3x7xyixopoq): meaning uncertain; Hipponax fr. 107.

6. dovpiog = an association. L. B.-W. 668; Buresch, Aus Lyd., p. 58, n. 34.

7. ^xxvvQiq = a turnip (?). Bekker, Anecdota Graeca, p. 261, 17: ^xxvvQidsq xoXoxvvdxr xl yoyyv-

Xideq Txpx AvdoJc.

[Menke, Lydiaca, p. 55, includes this among the Lydian glosses.]
8. xGvi7xe : text and meaning uncertain; Hipponax fr. 64.

9. xvTX77iq (dim. xv7TX7717xgv) = a kind of shoe. Harpocrat. 117, 8: xvtX77iq .. . piepcvy,TXi Vxvtov

'l7T7rxvxi; Te xx) 'ExxTxToq.

Hipponax fr. 18: dbq %Xx~ivx.v 'Vkttxvxxti xx) xv7TX77i7xov . . . .

IO. pcoipcvXXstv = to eat. Hipponax fr. 80: ptyds (xoipcvXXeiv Ae(3ed!v.v h^xd' ix KxpcxvdaXov.

Hesych. : [jcoipivXXeiv "... £7dieiv.

11. vixvpTx: = a born slave. Hesych.: vixvprxg- dovXexdovXoq. Hipponax fr. 49:

xvty, yxp ifSTl 7vptQop'/i Te xx) xXvidxv

vixvpTx xx) Zxfixvvi tx xvfiepvyTy.
12. 7rx77rxXvi = millet.

Photius, Bibl. 401, 9: Ux77rxX'/j to tv%6v, ol de xey%pov.

Hipponax fr. 69 : 7TX77rx?.yl<pxyov ypopcQiv.

13. 7xvdv$ = a thin woman's garment. Io. Laur. Lydus de mag. iii, 64: ...Tovq xxXovpcevovg

7xvdvxxq
•

%tTxveq de y\7XV vtt" xvtxv (sc. Avdxv) evpyipcevoi . . . 7Xvdvxoq de %vXop Tijq (oOTXWjq
XXTejOXTTTOV X'JTOVq.

14. *rupx (or 6vpx, Txvpx, Teipx, Tpx) = a city. cf. Ramsay, Hist. Geogr. A. M., p. 114; Ath. Mitt, iii,

1878, p. 58.

cf. Tpipievc-Qvpx, Tyjpcevo-Svpx, Mx7-Txvpx, Qvx-Tsipx, Airx-Teipx, Uepix7X7X7-Tpx, T.ouro-rpx,
Xx7xv-dpx (Index V), and ~upi7i-Txupoi (Index III, 40).

15. tvpxtjo: = a ruler. Etym. Gudianum (Sturz) p. 537: Tvpxvvoq- xtto Tvyov, oq e7Tiv xttg Tvppxq
kgXsx: Avdixxyq, Tvpxvvi7XVT0q iv xvTy Trpxrov.

Steph. Byz., s. v. Tvppy,v!x: xtto Tvppvjvov Tvpxvvoq ixXyfy.

tvpxtjg; may have signified *the citizen", hence "the one ruler of the city", and
Tvppyvoi "the city-folk" as distinct from the native rustics. But cf. Cuny, R. Et. Anc.

xxiv, 1922, p. 39 f.



Index V: NAMES, apparently not Greek,1 occurring in Lydia.

(FROM CLASSICAL AUTHORS, COINS OR INSCRIPTIONS. 3)

(Place) AXi(3xXiq (tr.) AJA. 18, 1914. 52.

Afifiov xccpty, AM. 35, 1910, 426. AX\lvd>jVOq AM. 21, 1896, 376.
s Ayp'/j SB. (Ethn. 0 f *AXivdx).

Aypoeipx SB., 'AttxXsix. s AXi7xpvx Alt. v. Perg. 1, 117.

s Adxi Strab. 622. AXlTXIX Paus. 7, 5, 10.

AdlX777TGVX0V (MyjTyjp) KP. 1, 176. s [AXxexvoq 4]
Adovpoq (R.) PW. 2, 1795. AXXoeipx SB. ''ATTxXeix.

S AdpQTTX SB. s AXyovpx AM. 22, 1897, 360.

S AdpGVTX KP. 3, 46. s AXpcovpyivoq
'

KP. 3, 142.

S Adpvvj /. Magn. 116. s AXxvx /. Magn. 1 16.

s A^xCpvTX KP. 2, 18. AX07T'/j Plin. 5, 115.

A^itx (or -irix) unpubl.Maeonian inscr. Apixix /. Magn. 122 a.

s AQvpippx SB. ApcxvStoq /. Magn. 17.

s Advptfipixvoq JB. Ergh. 10, (54. Apiopy/i Plin. 5, 115.

Aiyxi BCH. 11, 1887. 395- Avivstx /. Hier. 659.

Aiyxievc HN. 552. Avivvi7ioq HN. 548.

Aiyxpx Ptol. 5, 2, 16. s Avxix Thuc. 3, 32.

Aiyipoe77x Herod. 1. 149. AvxiiTVtq Thuc. 3, 19.

AiyooTsoq (tr.) IBM. 3, 2, 70. s AvxXoq SB.

Ald07Tl0V SB. A^ievq AM. 33, 1908, 401.

Aipxi JOAI, 15, 1912, B. 62. s A%iOTTy,voq (or -eTTvivoq) KP. I, 25; 2, 185.

S Axxdxpiiq Skyl. 98. (Ethn. of
*

A^iottx or

s Axxpx[xx BCH. 14, 1890, 233- *A%ieTTx)
= A%xpxxx: Strab. 649. s Afa (R.) HN. 579.

s AxeXviq SB. AxXTSipvivoq KP. 3, 116.

S AxpX70q BCH. 11, 1887, 176. (Ethn. of
*

A7TXTeipx).

S AxpX7lUTViq HN. 647. A7TiX7ixvoq xcbpcy AM. 35, 1910, 426.

AXxiveiTV,q REA. 7, 1905, 410. ATTTvpxdeiTViq BCH. 19, 1895, 560.

(Ethn. of *AXxivx) . (Ethn. of
*

ATTVpxdx).

AXyi^x Hierokl. 660. s Apxpx BCH. 4, 1880, 337.

AXeoov (R.) HN. 579. Apyxdevq (tr.) IBM. 3, 2, 69.

AA^ (R.) Paus. 7, 5, 10. Apyevvov Strab. 645.

AXixvyj (@sx) LBW. 699a. Apyjvoq CIG. 3488.

(Ethn. of *AXix). Apixvdoq Class. R. 19, 1905, 370.

1 Names listed by Sundwall, Klio, Beiheft XI (191 3), have s prefixed.
2
"Lydia" here includes places somewhat beyond its strict limits as laid down by Keil in Anatolian Studies pr. to

Ramsay (1923) pp. 241 (note), 242; names have been gathered in Ionia and Aeolis, as far north as Pergamon, as far south

as the Maeander and as far east as Dionysopolis.
3 R. stands for River ; tr. for tribal.

4 Now corrected to n]«Axg«vo?, KP. 3, p. 78.

Sardis Expedition VI, 2.
12
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s Ap:y.x Strab. 650. s Avx/.cc (m.) SB.

s Apcyev: Strab. 650. AttgXXxv (god) HN. 551, 650, 661.

A:n: Strab. 633. AttoXXxvicc (m.) and

A7ix SB. similar derivatives KP. 2, Index 1.

A7ix: (tr.) Herod. 4, 45. s A-'7:x.q (m.) CBP. n. 30.

A7icq '/.sty.xv Strab. 650. s Att$ix (f.) Kretschmer, p. 339.

A7xxv ic: (A. portus) Plin. 5, 121. s AwCpixvoq (m.) BMC. Lyd. p. 136.

s A7X'/,voq (M>?v) HN. 657. s AvQixg (f.) LBW. 692.

A7-::dy,v:g Strab. 619. s AvCpicv (f.) CIG. 3295.

(Ethn. of *A5■tto/;^) s ATTtpvq (m.) LBW. 662.

s ASTfAfpVf

A7re?.y,q

SB.

PW. 2, 1780.

s Apdvq (m.)

ApiX7Tiq (f)

PW. 1, 617.

IG. ii, 2892

A7repix Xanthus, fr. 22 s Apyxvxvdyq (m.) AJA. 16, 1912, 30.

A77Vl£iq (R.) Strab. 634, PW. 2, 1780. ApTey.xq (m.) BMC. Lyd. p. 153.

A7-pxic: (R.) HN. 584. ApreyAq (goddess; f) AJA. 18, 1914, 35 f.

s A7TVpX Paus. 4, 35, 10 Apreyeiq (f.) KP. 2, 145.

s Arxpvevq Herod. 8, 106. s ApTipcxq (m.) Xen. Anab. 7, 8, 25.

s ArxpviTy,q

Attxitv,:

(Ethn. of *A-rr^/^j).

/. Perg. 245 c.

/. Perg. 245 c.

Apriyyiq (m.)

ApTiyiq (goddess)

ApTGiy.xq (m.)

Milet 3, 135.

Timoth. Pers. 172.

BMC. Lyd. p. in.

s ATTXXvdx SB. s Apvy-viq (f.) Herod. 1, 74.

s ATTOvddx AJA. 16, 1912, 41. A7(ooXoq (m.) Hipponax fr. 105.

Arvc; >.i$o: Aristid. 1, 499 Dind. A7ixq (m.) Herod. 4, 45.

ArvozxpeiTYq CBP. n. 34. A7ixv (m.) KP. 1, 96.

(Ethn. of*AryiXxptcv )- A7xx).cq (m.) SB. ~"A7xxXxv.

Avyx^x = A/.yu~lx. A^o-^:/ (m.) Parthen. 33.

AvdeiT'/.q (Zevq) AM. 23, 1898, 366. ArxpxvxTeiq (godd ess) Mous. 1886, p. 77.

AVTGXXVX HN. 552.

s

Attxxcvvx: (m.)

ATTxXy,q (m.)

Kontoleon, An. Ep. 93

Nik. Dam. fr. 6$.

(Personal) s Attx'/.g: (m.) Strab. 624.

At3px (f.) Phot. Bibl. 150 b. Arrivxq (m.) KP. 1, 158.

Ayydi7Ttq (godc ess) KP. 3, 18. ATTiq (god) ? Mous. 1876-78, p. 25.

s Ay:, (f.) Dion. 1, 27.
Attic (m.) Milet 3, 135,

s Aypxv (m.) Herod. 1, 7.
s Arvxvxg (m.) Kretschmer, p. 351.

s Adpxpivq (m.) SB. Index III, 2. s Atvs (m.) Herod. 1, 34; 94.

s AdpxyLVT'/iq (m.) SB. s AQty (f.) CIG. 3390.

Adpx.7T0q (m.) AJA. 16, 1912 29. (Place).
Aiyevv (m.) CBP. n. 31. Bx,3eiy /. Magn. 122 d.

s Aox/.; (m.) AM. 14, 1893, 95- BxjSpxq SB.

s AxfA^-r (m.) SB. s Bxyeiq HN. 648.
s Axixycq (m.) JHS. 37, 1917, 93- s Bxyy,voq KP. 2, 231.

s Ajocx (f.) BCH. 18, 1894 327- Bxixq /. Magn. 122 e.

s AAy^TT-^r (ill.)
A/.v: (m.)

Herod. 1, 71.

I. Perg. 274.

Bxp;3xX/.xq

BxpeTTX

/. Magn. 122 e.

Hierokl. 660.

s A^/je, or Ayyix if) Kretschmer, p. 339- s Bxpic /. Magn. I22d.

s Ayy.ixyc: (m.) AM. 12, 1887, 254. s BXTlVYiTGq /. Priene 37.
s A.a.awr (f.) KP. 3, 97. Bey(3ivxioq (or -vviq) (tr.) IBM. 3, 2, 70.

s A,v.,a/^ (f.) AJA. 18, 1914 24. Bevvx SB.

A^/-- (m.) AJA. 3, 1887, 350. Bevvxicq SB. Bevvx.

Av^/r/r (or -f/r/.•) KP. 1, 32. s B?>xvvdevq or BXxovvdevq KP. 3, 59. HN. 649-

(goddess) (Ethn. of*BA«wi doq).
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s Bo&voq (Oedq)

(Ethn. of *Bo&).
Boidvi; (tr.)

BoiaviTixoq

BoXl770q

BopsiTYjvyi (vApTey.iq)

(Ethn. of *BopeiTx)

BpexXXxvidvjq (tr.)

Bpy,7evq (Aiovv7oq)

BpiovXx

BpiOvXsiT'/jq

Bpv^ix (Qex)

Arch. Ztg. 38, 1880, 37.

CIG. 3064.
HN. 552.

SB.

BMC. Lyd. 321.

Bpv7xid>]q (tr.)

Bxvenyiq

(Ethn. of *Buvot).
Buvitoo

BX7TXIXV

Bapevq (tr.)

Bxyxq (m.)

Bxyxxq (m.)

BxQvyvidxi (m. pi.)

BxXxxpoq (m.)

s Bxrxxoq (m.)
s BeXerpxq (m.)

BsXXxv (m.)

ByXoq (m.)

BiXXxq (m.)
Bi7&xv (m.)

B/tos (m.)
BiTGJ (f.)
Bc# (f.)

Boxq (m.)

Bozo? (m.)
s BoXexq (m.)

Bov(3xq (m.)

BoyAo^tfjKdS (f.)

B/J0Tf#<? (m.)

Bco^s (m.)

Bupoq (m.)

r#/3#A#

r^;<7wv (R.)

Yxi7uviq Xiyvvi

TxXxi7idyiq (tr.)

YxXXycix (MviTyip)

TxXXyi7iov opoq

Txyfipeiov

TsXeuv (tr.)

CIG. 3064.
CIG. 3160.
Strab. 650.

BMC. Lyd. 58.

Anat. Studies pr.to Ram

say, p. 261.

CIG. 3064.
IGRP. iv, 1675. KP. 3,

[P- 97-
/. Magn. 122 e.

/. Magn. 122 e.

IBM. 3, 2, 69.

(Personal.)

/. Priene 313.

KP. 2, 10.

Index III, 8.

/. Perg. 201.

BMC. Ionia, 131.

AJA. 16, 1912, 31.

/. Perg. 487.
Herod. 1, 7.

/. Priene 371.

/. Priene 140.

/. /Vr^-. 247.

/. .P.jTg'. 223.

AM. 35, 1910, 437.

/. Hier. 40.

CIG. 3064.

JOAI. 14, 46.

AM. 32, 1907, 319.

JOAI. 14. B. 136.

Paus. 3, 22, 4.

/. Perg. 208.

Horn. //. 5, 44.

(Place.)

Not. Ep. 537.

Herod. 9, 97.

Athen. 7, 31 1 e.

CIG. 3064.

KP. 3. 154-

Strab. 642.

SB.

JOAI. 16, 191 3, 248.

TepyiQtov

Tepyy

Tepy.YiVog

Tsppxudxi

S Topdoq

S Topdyvoq

TpiyevoQvpevq

TpiyevoQvpiTYjq

(Ethn. of *Tpiy.evoOvpx)

TpvXXivj

Tpvveix

Tpvvsvq

Tvyxix Xiyvy

Strab. 610.

HN. 651.

Kl. Miinzen. 171.

Strab. 644. JOAI. 15,

1912, B. 61.

HN. 651.

HN. 651.

Kl. Miinzen 232.

Ptol. 5, 2, 15.

/. Magn. 116.

Herod. 1, 149.

SB , Kxpyvyi.

Strab. 626.

TxXxt7oq (m.)

TxXe7T'/iq (m.)

Topyiav (m.)

Topyoq (m.)

Tpiyxv (m.)

s Yvyvtq (m.)

(Personal.)

CIG. 3064.
/. Perg. 566.

CBP. n. 30.

IGRP. iv, 1655.

IBM. 602, g.

Herod. I, 8.

(Place.

s AxdxXevq

(Ethn. o(*AxdxXx)

Axddeioq (tr.)

AxiTiq

S AxXdiq

S Ax?2evq

AxXdlXVOq

S Axpedd'/jvoq (Zevq)

(Ethn. of *Axpeddx)

Axpeiov xxy/j

s Ax7xvXiov, in Aiolis

Aev7iov

Aiyivdvpoq (Zevq)

(Ethn. of *Aiyivdx)
Aldx77Xl

AideiCpvTX

Aideityvrytvoq

AivdvyviVVi (M.y,T>ip)

Acidvyi

Aopyvoq

Aopiov

s Aopov xuy/j

Awe 1

Ptol. 5, 2, 21.

CIG. 3064.

Etym. M. 252.

Suid.

CBP. p. 177.

HN. 650.

KP. 3' 77-

PW. 4, 2212.

SB.

I. Laur. Lyd., de mens.

4, 71'

Aus Lyd. 125, n. 63.

/. Magn. 122. g.

KP. 3, 87.
KP. 3, no.

Strab. 647.
AM. 13, 1888, 15.

Aus Lyd. 77, n. 38.
Plin. 5, 117.

KP. 2, 204.

/. Magn. 122 d.

Axddoq (m.)

(Personal.)

CIG. 3064.
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IGRP- iv, 1586.
/. Perg. 208.

Nik. Dam. fr. 48 Dind.

Nonn. 25, 453.

BMC. Lyd. 257—258.
Herod. 1, 8.

BCH. 8, 1884, 382.

KP. 1, 166.

Mous. 1884/85, 57.

Mous. 1876/78, 162.

Mous. 1884/85, 57.

(Place.)

/. Magn. 122 d.

SB.

HN. 555.

SB.

Plin. 5, 117; PW. 8, 200.

Strab. 644.

Plin. 5, 117.

HN. 651.

Axdexq (m.)

Axis is (f.)

Axyxvvx (f.)

Axyx7-/tv (giant)

Ax:i:; (m.)
s Ax7xv/.:q (m.)

Aidxq (m.)

Acddsvc (f.)

Apx,3xv (m.)

Apx'/.x: (m.)

Apxvxoq (m.)

Exxdix

E'/.xix

EXxiT'/,q

s E'/.yG:

EXoq

Epxi (see Aipxi)

Epy.e7Tx

EpyGxxTVVjXeiTY,:

(Ethn. of *'Epyoxx7T>]Xeix)

Epy.cc (R.) HN. 594.

EvxZx Hierokl. 660.

s Evdxvoq (R.) Etym. M.

E$e70q Herod. I, 142.

ECpe7evq (tr.) IBM. 3, 2, p. 69.

ECps7ioq HN. 577.

(Personal.)

E/kvs-: (m.) IBM. 672.

Et/.xycxc m.) Mous. 1876/78, 93.

Etxcq (m.) BMC. Lyd. 24.

Exxdioq (m.) CIG. 3064.
Exxty. (goddess) KP. 2, 267.

ExxTxvvy.zq (m.) KP. 3, 129.

EXxty,Xi- (f) R- Arch. 1885, 2, 112.

EXXx-/,q (m.) KP. 1, 113.

s Evx (f.) KP. 3, 39.

E^tiiA^S^-: (m.) BMC. Lyd. 225.

Eo-5-^v (m. title) IBM. 3, 2, p. 85.

E$e7oq (m.) AJA. 16, 1912, 33; 18,

I9H. 35-

(Place.)

ZsXsity,; LBW. 1534.

(Ethn. of *ZsXsix)

Zyvpvx, etc., see 'Lpcvpvx.

(Personal.)
s Z\xt3y,Xo: (m.), see Zx,3y,/.cg.

(Place.)

@y,(3xiTiq (R.) Plin. 5, 108.

QtcvvTevq CBP. n. 30
—

31.

(r)icvjry,vGq I. Hier. 113, 178.

(Ethn. of *Qiovvtx)

Qvxipyjvoq REA. 4, 1902, 264.

(Ethn. of *®vxipx)

QvxTeipx CIG. 3982.

©vxTeipyvoq HN. 658.

s Qvfixpvxi Diod. 14, 80.

S @V£770q SB.

QveTTyvoq I. Perg. 355.

s @vy,(3pxpx Xen. Cyr. 6, 12, 11.

s @vy(3pix xxyLVi Strab. 636.

(Personal.)

®y,Xvy,t&py,q (m.) Aus Lyd. 57, n. 32.

SiovXoq (m.) AM. 17, 1892, 198.

s Sovxq (m.) /. Magn. 352.

evxipioq (m.) AM. 3, 1878, 57.

s Qve77oq (m.) Nik. Dam. fr. 48.

(dvveiTyq (or -viTv-q) I. Bur. 20, KP. I, 159.

(Ethn. of *@vvx)

(Place.)

IxoviT^q SB. "I(3x7oi.

(Ethn. of *lxfovix)

Ixpdxvoq (R.) SB.

l(3y,voq SB. "1(3x70}.

s I^f/vpyn^cs Mous. 1886, 87.

(Ethn. of '^f/cpur^)
s IAou jew/CAjf AJA. 16, 19 1 2, 42.

s IXov opoq AJA. 16, 19 1 2, 42.

Ivdeixediov AM. 32, 1907, 446; 35,

1910, 424.

IvdnredixT^q BMC. Lyd. CXVI.

s Ivdei 7TpxT0veixevq HN. 657.
s lovdx Diod. 14, 99.

s loq SB.

s lovddvjvoq Aus Lyd. 108.

(Ethn. of Hovddx)

iTTTTOVpiOq ( R.) HN. 649.
Itxvy, Nonn. 13, 426.

H71GVIX

(Place.)

SB.

Ix^yiq (m.)
s Ixpdxvoq (m.)
S lx77GS (m.)
s Ivdvi (f.)

lo)^ (f.)

(Personal.)

/. Magn. 12,7.

Herod. 1, 7.

/. Hier. 298.
BCH. 10, 1886, 521,

KP. i, 72.

loXXxq (or EioXXxq) (m.) AJA. 17, 1913, 34.

\0XXx7l0q (m.) j5il/£\ Zy^. XLVI.
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\0pTVi (f.) Aus Lyd. 85, n. 42. Ki^xv CIG. 3064.
lopTixoq (m.) LBW. 1672. S KtX(3oq (R.) HN. 649.
I7T7TC0 ({.) Callim. #</ ^r/., 239.

S KlX(3lXV0q HN. 649.
Ixtx (or Eitttx) (goddess) BSA. 21, 19 16, 170.

S KiXXx Herod. I, 149.

l7xop(3xpix (f) KP. 3, 30. Kiy,\yoq

Kivxpcovpx

Lykoph. 135 1.

KP. 3, 87.
(PLice.) s Kivxpox AJA. 16, 1912, 43.

KxyveTTevq CBP. n. 62. Ki7xvXoddy,voq(AtoXXuv) Syll.3 996.
(Ethn. of*]{#yy£TT# (or \i17xXovdvjvoq) AM. 14, 1889, 96.

s Kxdviyj xooy,v\ /. Magn. 1 1 3. (Ethn. of *Ki7xvXoddx]
Kxixoq (R.) HN. 647. S Kl770q (R.) HN. 659.
Kxipyvoq AM. 20, 1895, 240. KXxfyptevxi Herod. 1, 142.

(Ethn. of *K#/j9#) KXx^oyevioq HN. 569.
KxXxvdoq Pauli p. 72. S KXxvvovddevq BMC Lyd. 68.

KxXxuv (R.) Paus. 7, 3, 5. (Ethn. of *KXxvvovddx)
KxXscov (R.) HN. 594. KXxpoq Paus. 7, 3, 1.

s KxXXxTyfioq Herod. 7, 31. KXxptoq /. Priene 57.

s Kxy.xvdaXoq Hipponax, fr. 80. s KXx7exq (R.) HN. 577. F. Eph. 1, 69.

KxpixpeiTYiq (Myv) HN. 654. KXX7TXV0Vq BCH. 4, 1880, 336.

(Ethn. of
"

*Kxy,xpx) KXeiyxxvjVoq AM. 24, 1899, 94.

S Kxpcyvoq KP. 1, 96. (Ethn. of *KXeiy.xxx)

(Ethn. of 'Kxpcx) KXidxv /. Magn. 1 1 7.

s Kxvxi Strab. 446. S Ko(3yjdvXvi KP. 2, 223.

s Kxvy Herod. 7, 42. s Koyxpciq (R.) HN. 655.

s Kxpvix /. Magn. 1 1 6. s Koddivov TreTpx Paus. 3, 22, 4.

Kxpyvvi Alt. v. Perg. 1, 122. Ko^xvxtx BCH. 4, 1880, 336.

Kxpyvxioq (tr.) IBM. 3, 2, 70. KoQidviq (tr.) CIG, 3064.

s Kxptov /. Priene 37, KoXex BCH. 4, 1880, 337.

KxpxX70q (R.) Xen. An. 7, 8, 18. s KgXov) Strab. 627.

s Kxppcxvopiov Ps. Plut. de fluv. 7, 5. s KoXovjVOq KP. 3, 75.

s Kxpvvj SB. s KoXovpx SB. s.v. A'ifiovpx ; Hekat.

s Kxpvix Nik. Dam. fr. 29. tr- 33L

\ixp7V\voq (Kxpeyvoq1?) /. Hier. 107. S K0A7TJ? Plin. 4, 29, 31.

Kx7[x]py.eivvi (MqTtjp) /. Bur. 57. KoXiryjWj dexxvix REA. 4, 1902, 259.

(Ethn. of
*

"'Kx7xpy,x) s KoXoCpxv Herod. 1, 142.

\ix7TXxioq (tr. ) JOAI. 1913, 248. KoXoCpxvioq HN. 570.

s Kxg'tuXoc (or -coXXoq) KP. 2, 1 1 5. Index III, 24. s Koy.(3dtXi7rix AJA. 16, 191 2, 44.

S KX7V7TViq Strab. 644. Kovxxpov /. Magn. 1 1 6.

KxvxXvjvoq LBW. 1676. Kopxxiov opoq Strab. 643.

(Ethn. of
'

HixvxXx) s Kopyi77oq (or -v)7oq) Strab. 634.

K#yjc#<T£U£ ('A^-oAAcov) SGDI. 5692. Kopy,77ixoq Forsch. Eph. 1, 27, 425.

Kxv7Tpoq (R.) HN/577. s Kopvvivvi (6ex) KP. 3> 54-

K#U3T|l»#!/0$ BMC. Lydia 60. (Ethn. of *Kopv^)

Kev%peioq (R.) HN. 577. K^yi/as Mela 1, 17, 3.

Kf/rawjeOjoSwi/ BCH. 4, 1880, 337. Kopyva/os Plin. 5, 117.

s Kepx77xi Nonn. 13, 431. Kypoy 7rediov Strab. 626, 629; BCH

s KepxxQoq Lykoph. 424. (or Ko/ioy or Koypoy) 24, 1900, 380
s Kepv^evq Aus Lyd. 87. K/3^T/l/(X/ Ps. Plut. Prov. 57.

(Ethn. of
*

*Kepu&) (or KpyTivxiov %xpiov) Parth. 5.

KvjTeioq (R.) HN. 536. Kpi7X SB.

K/2#/v/£ SB. "EXxix. Kpvoq (R.) Plin. 5, 119.
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S Kvx/.cq

s Kv,3e?.eix xxy/i

AM. 35, 1910, 444.

SB.

Strab. 645.

s Kv^^jiy. I. Magn. 116.

s Kvdpxpx Herod. 7, 30.

K-jy.:3s?./.eiTY,q CIG. 3176.

(Ethn. o(Kv,3sXx, the

Phrygian mountain ?)

Kvpiy Herod. 7, 194.

KvrjLXlGq HN, 554.

S K'JVY, SB.

Kxvcq Hesych.
s Kxpvxcq Strab. 644.

Kxpeipcq (god)
S Kxdoxq (m.)

s Kxdvq (m.)

Kxixoq (or Kxeixoc)
s \\xy.[3X'/iq (m.)

(or KxypXiTxq)

Kxy,7rv%'/\ (f.)
S KxvdxvXy,q (m.)

Kxvvx(3xq (m.)

Kxrrxvxq (m.)

K.*jri/#$'(m.)

Kxpioq (hero)

Kxpixv (m.)

Kxpxxpexq (m.)

Kxpmip (m.)

KxTpog (m.)

Kx7TXixq (m.)
Kxv7iXoq (m.)

\\XV7TpiGq (m.)

Kevv/ivixv (m.)
Ke:x7 iq (m.)

s Kfpx^r0* (m.)
Iv£:xyj (m.)

Kf;7^_: (m.)

KixXj3oq (m.)

K^y$ (m.)
• Kiv^v (m.)
K/jcav (m.)
K/A^r (m.)

K/AA^y^ (f.)

Kiyppcq (m.)
K/vxaxAs.: (m.)

K/w^^cr (m.)
KAjsScr (m.)

s K>iox?.i:i (m. pi.)

K^Apy?:.; (m.)

(Personal.)

AJA. 17, 1913, 364.

AJA. 16, 1912, 33.

Nik. Dam. fr. 49.

(m) AJA. 16, 1912, 55.

Xanth. fr. 1 2.

AM. 24, 1899, 360.
Herod. 1, 7. Ind. Ill, 21

Mous. 1886, 40.

CIG. 3279.

BMC. Lyd. lx.

SB. Toppv-fioq.

KP. 1, 9$.
7. //z>7'. 76.
BMC. Ionia 53.

7. Hier. 292.

BCH. 14, 1890, 237.

7. Perg. 489.
BMC. Ionia 59.

CBP. n. 31.

AJA. 18, 1914, 47.

Ps. Plut. d. fluv. 9, 1.

CBP. n. 30.

Nik. Dam. fr. 48.

CBP. n. 60.

CIG. 3064.
CIG. 3064.

Hipponax, fr. 3.

BMC. Lyd. 144.

I. Priene 270.

Berl. Abhn. 1872, 63.
CIG. 3064.

IGRP. iv, 1582.
Aus Lyd. p. 78.
KP. 3' 65.
KP. 3' 83.

KoCgc (m.)

s Kovdixvcq (m.)
s Korrpiq (m.)

Kc:x?.?.y,q (m.)

Kopdixvj (f.)

Kopdoq (m.)
s Kopeiq (m.)

Kcpytrxoc (m.)
S Kcpy,7oq (m.)
s Kopoq (m.)

Kojsjsjf (f.)

KcpySa:/ (m.)

s KopvXxq (m.)

Kopyj (m.)
Koto (3^ q (m.)

KoTTxq (m.)
KoTyr (m.)

Kpx(3xvq (m.)

Kjoe/cc (m.)

s Kpoi7oq (m.)

Kpv7ixv (m.)

Kv(3y,j3y, (goddess)

KvvdxXx,q (m.)

KvpToq (m.)

Kv7vo(piX . . (m.)
Kwjcgc (m.)

KuXxTyq (m.)
KuvAwr/^v (m.)

CIG. 3064.
Afl/C Zy^ 120.

CIG. 3064.
/. /V;-. 485.
KP. 3. 134-

IGRP. iv, 1657.

AJA. 16, 1912, 35.

I. Hier. 227.

Paus. 7, 2, 7.

CIG. 3674.
CIG. 3150.

CBP. n. 31.

I. Priene 201.

HN. 577-

71/^/j. 1876, p. 62.

Mous. 1884/85, 57.

Herod. 4, 45.

BMC. Ionia 246.

Forsch. Eph. 3, 113.

Herod. 1, 6.

CBP. n. 30.

Herod. 5, 102. Ind. Ill, 2<

BMC. Ionia 246.

CBP. n. 30.

BMC Ionia 25.

BMC. Lyd. xcix.

CIG. 3140.

CIG. 3064.

(Place.)

S Axfixvxq (or -vvjq) (Mvjv) KP. 2, 103.

A#/3.xz/5j73$ (tr.)
s Axdyj (island)

Axiy,x7yopetx (R.)
s Axip(3vivoq (or -yyjvoq)

Axy.vxveiTy,q

(Ethn. of *Axy,vxvx)
s Axpx7toq (Zevq)

Axp(3y,voq

(Ethn. of *Axp(3x)

Axpsi7Vtvoq

(Ethn. oi*Axpsi7x)
s Axpt7x

AxTxpsix

s AejSedoq

s Ae(3edioq

AeTTp'/j XXTVj

Av-TXioq (R.)
s Ai(3xd-/j

s Ac/r^i/sc

(Ethn. of *Aopx)

IBM. 3, 2, p. 69.
SB.

I. Priene 42.

CBP. p. 88.

KP. 2, 8.

LBW. 3, 1, p. 203.

I. Magn. 101.

^«j Lyd. 188.

SB.

Athen. 1, 31 d.

Herod. I, 142.

IBM. 3, 2, p. 69.
Strab. 633.
PB.

Plin. 5, 117.

BCH. 8, 1884, 381.
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Avydxpov Pauli, p. 72. Mxticv Plin. 5, 115, 116.

Avyuviov I. Magn. 122 e. s MxTWivy, (Sex) REA. 8, 1906, 181.

s Avdix Dion. H. 1, 27. (Ethn. of *Mxtvx)
s Avdioq HN. 659. MeXy,q (R.) HN. 594.

Avxx^pog SB. s MeXtx SB*.

AvxeTTX AM. 35, 1910, 426. s MeXisvq I. Priene 37, 47.

Avxxidyq (tr.) CIG. 3064. Mepyvxq (tr.) unpubl. Sardian text.
'

s Avxoq (R.) HN. 648, 658. s MepvovCpvTX KP, 2, 51.

Avx078evq Nik. Dam. fr. 18. s Me77xyiq (or Me7xyiq) SB.

Me7xyiTViq Strab. 657.

(Personal.) S MyX'/tq (R.) PB.

s AxfipxvTidviq (m.) BCH. 11, 1887, 84. 1 S MY,Xovxxy.y,TYiq Aus Lyd. p. 133.

AxysTxq (m.) BMC Lyd. 198. Mtdx7rediGv AM. 35, 1910, 441.

Axixvoq (m.) Nysa a. M. p. 89. MidxTredsiTYiq I. Perg. 319.

Axycoq (m.) Diod. 4, 31. s Miyxc Strab. 645.

Axxwxq (m.) CBP. n. 31. Miyvidoq SB.

Axpei7Xioq (m.) AM. 3, 1878, 57. Ml7VV/,voq (Zsvq) Aus Lyd. p. 28.

s AxTxpeix (amazon) Athen. 1, 31 d. (Ethn. of *Mi7vvx)

AeiT'/,q (m.) KP. 1, 167. MXxvvdevq, see BA . . .

AfTT/J^? (m.) KP. 2, 43. M.oxa2dy,vvj KP. 2, 122.

Ae%nxq (m.) AJA. 17, 1913, 360. Moxxpx B. Beitr. 10, 1886, 183.

Aj^tw (goddess) CBP. n. 31. Movvxpx BCH. 4, 1880, 337.

s A<£os (m.) Nik. Dam. fr. 48. s Mopyovdx AM. 14, 1889, 93.

Ay§o? (m.) Dion. H. 1, 28. BMC. S M077VVSVq CBP. n. 33.

Lyd. LV. (Ethn. of *Mo77vvx)

s Mop7TOV vdcop AJA. 16, 1912, 45.

(PIace.) S M07TVtVYl KP. 1, 10.

M#yvoA# AM. 22, 1897, 360. S M07TYiV0q HN. 653.

M^/^poc (R.) CIG. 2910. S MOTXXiq I. Hier. 344.

Ma/ai/^/^/ (tr.) CIG. 3064. S MoTsXXvivoq CBP. n. 59—61.

MxiXoviq (tr.) I. Hier. 70. (Ethn. of*McT£AA#)

M#/cw# (or Myovix) Strab. 576. S MoTvXeiTv-q (Myv) Aus Lyd. 79.

Mxixv (or M#a;v) Strab. 572. (Ethn. of *MotvXx)

MxXixdnq (tr.) CIG. 3064. Movvv%ix ("ApTiptiq) Strab. 639.

Ma^a^x/as Hesych. s MvxxXvi SB.

Ma^ay^i/os (Zfy?) KP. 1, 21. s MvxxXyt77oq SB.

(Ethn. of *MxyovZ,x ) s Mvpeivx (or -pivx) Herod. 1, 149. HN. 556.

MxpcccXvjq I. Hier. 81. s Mvpsivxioq AM. 33, 1908, 394.

s M#|W#? (R.) HN. 577. s Mvp7iXeix I. Magn. 116.

Mx7dvvi (or M#£y:?) AM. 35, 1910, 422-3. Mv7toq (R.) Strab. 616.

M#<7t$y^vos I. Perg. 249. Mv7oq Polyb. 5, 77, 7. cf. Her

Mx7dviq (tr.) AJA. 18, 19, 1449. mes^, 1897, 536, n. 1.

s M#<JT#yp# Strab. 650. Mv70TvyxXoq Not. Ep. V, 167.

s Mx7TXvpeiTyq HN. 653. Mv7GTiy.xXiTytq Plin. 5, in.

S MX7T0V71X Plin. 5, 31.

Mx7$xxay.evq Not. Ep. p. 536. (Personal.)

M.X7<pxXxTY,voq (Zevq) LBW. 667. s Mx (goddess) KP. 1, 122.

(Ethn. of sM«4«A«ro) s Mxyxq CBP. n. 64.

• Funerary inscription mentioning Mouk:og 'Opgo-row MeppvcxSoi;; the last word is a tribal designation, like Mcurdvi'Sot;,

'AA/(3«A/3o?> Aiovvo-ixSoq; A.f.A. xviii, 1914, pp. 49-56.
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Mx: r/,q

~S\xixvdpix (f.)
~Slxixv (m.)
Mx/.i:: (m.)

'SlxXiq (f.)
s Mxyxv (m.)

Mxvdxvxq (m.)

Mxvdpytq (m.)

~Mxvdp:q (god)

M^v5r\vv^4 (m.)

Mxvdpo/.vTcq (m.)
other derivatives

Mxvexq (m.)
s Mj^-; (m.)

S ~Mxvixq (f.)
Mjjv/o; '(m.)

Mxpoq (m.)
s ~Slx7vy,g (hero)

or Mx7xvy,q

s MjtT^y (m.)

MxTxp (f.)

Mx%XTxq (m.)

M^py^ (m. title)
s AlfAjxc (m.)

Me/.iTivy, (f.)

Mfvvfa:? (m.)

Mfvc/T^c (m.)

s Mepyvxdxt (m. pi.)

~\l£76?.y,g (m.)
"Sle77v?.Xoc (m.)

s M^A^c (m.)

M^v (god)
s ~Sly,vxq (m.)

M^ys^rc- (m.)
s "Midxq (m.)

M/Sav (m.)

M^*,- (m.)

Ml6py,q (m.)

M/^/Sxrv;.: (m.)

~Mixxy,Txg (m.)
s M/A^t^ (m.)
s TsliX^Toq (m.)

Mi?.ovpoq (m.)
s M;,a^r (m.)

M/>3/sT- (m.)

Mivvxq (m.)
S M/vv/r (m.)
s ~Shvvixv (m.)
M/»:r (m.)

M/5-4 (goddess)
s Mja:;-£t-<h (m.)

Nik. Dam. fr. 62.

AM. 8, 1883, 336.

Ps. Plut. de vit. Horn. 1,3.

CIG. 3064.

SB. s. v. \\xs?.Yiq.

BCH. 11, 1887, 311.

AM. 24, 1899, 92.

Plut. prov. 57.

JOAI. 14, 191 i,Beibl.i36.
BCH. 37, 192.

Parth. 57.

: cf. AJA. 18, 1 914, 60.

AJA. 16, 1912, 36.
Herod. 1, 94.

KP. 2, 141.

KP. 1, 4, 96.
BMC. Lyd. lxxxvi.

HN. 657.

BMC Lyd. CXI.

CBP. n. 31.

KP. 2, 145.

Aus Lyd. pp. 177, 178.
I. Priene 231.

Nik. Dam. fr. 61.

AJA. 17, 1913, 354.

I. Priene 313.

I. Priene 61.

Herod. 1, 14. Ind. Ill, n.

Strab. 626. II. 2, 864.

KP. 3, 19.

Herod. 1, 84.

PB.

KP. 2, 156.

AJA. 18, 1914, 47.

Kretschmer, p. 204.

KP. 2, 141.

Lyd. St. 85.
BCH. 11, 1887, 94.

BCH. 11, 1887, 204.

CBP. n. 31.

I. Perg. 523.

Nik. Dam. fr. 61.

KP. 1, 18.

PB.

BMC. Lyd. 253.

I. Perg. 485.
I. Magn. 131.

I. Magn. 105.

BMC. Ionia 59.

AM. 35, 1910, 444.

I. Priene 50.

s McxoXXy,q (m.)

MoXohq (m.)

^,lcXvj3xq (m.)
s Movycq (m.)

Mo^oc (m.)

Mcptyj (f.)
s ~MovXxq (m.)

Mvxypoq (m.)

'Mvxdxypog (m.)
s 'SlvxTTY-g (m.)
Mvix (f.)

MvXXoq (m.)

s Mvpy,q (m.)

s Mvp7iXoq (m)
s ~Mvp7oq (m.)
s MvTxq (m.)

May£T#<7/0£ (m.)
s MxyeTY,q (m.)

s Nxypiox

s N-z/.?

N^X^Af/^

s Nxxpx7oq (or -<r#)
S NxxpX7£lTY<q

s Nfi/tyi/tyvj? (M^tj^/j)

(Ethn. of *Nf^m)
S Nt7vpsuq

or ~Ni7vpsiTYiq

(Ethn. of *N/<ryp#)
Ngt/ov

Nv7xsvq

s Nxvov?.evc (Zevq)

(Ethn. of *~NxvovXx)

(Personal.

I. Magn. 215.

BMC Lyd. 230.

7. Hier. 278.

CBP. n. 3.1.

Nik. Dam. fr. 18.

BMC. Lyd. CX1I.

Aus Lyd. 46.
Plin. 34, 91.

7. 77z>r. 269.

Kretschmer, p. 387.
F.H.G. 4, 360.
7. 77z>r. 347.

CBP. n. 31.

Herod. 1, 7.

Herod. 1, 7.

i?J7£T. Ionia 59.

AM. 12, 1887, 251.

KP. i, 191.

Place.)

CIG. 3488.

AJA. 16, 1912, 46.

Aus Lyd. 122, 203.

IBM. 1 001.

7. Perg. 2, p. 504.

CIG. 3522.

KP. 1, 178.

KP. 2, 200.

Herod. 1, 149.

Strab. 649.
Strab. 650.

CBP. n. 56.

Nxfyq (m.)
S Nxiq (f.)
Nxixv (m.)

s Nxvxq (m.)
s ~Nxviq (f.)
s Nxvvxq (m.)
s Nxvvtov (f.)
S Nxwiq ((.)

Nxvvixoq (m.

Nyj7'/joq (m.)
s Nm? (f.)

N/i/es (m.)

N/C/&7 (f.)
s Noi/i/cs (m.)

NV71X (f.)

IGRP. iv, 1367.
BCH. 11, 1887, 469.
CIG. 3064.
KP. 2, 141.

Parth. Erot. 22.

p. 38 above.

AM. 14, 1889, 97.
7. Magn. 260.

7. Magn. 125.

KP. 1, 128.

AJA. 18, 1914, 35.

Herod. 1, 7.

Paus. 8, 2, 5.

KP. 1, 79.

Phot. Bibl. 150 b.
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S Oxvoq

Oyy,y,voq

(Ethn. of *Oy(M)
Oivx-p (tr.)

Opixdvjvoq

(Ethn. of *Oyxdx)
Op(3y,Xx

s Opdopcov
s OppioiTYivoq

(Ethn. of *Opy.oiTx)

OpTvyix

Ovpx (gen. -puv)

(Place.)

Nonn. 13, 432.

Mous. 1878, 80, p. 162.

IBM. 3, 2, p. 69.
Anz. Wien. Ak. 30, 1893,

p. 95.

BCH. 4, 1880, 337.

ibid.

BCH. 9, 1885, 395.

Odpoyoq (m.)
s Oi^xvyq (m.)

OxpxTioq (m.)

Oy,$xXv; (f.)

07r/!/#£ (m.)

Opo(3iTviq (m.)

OpoiTy,q (m.)
s 0/:5s (m.)

OTp'/ipvj (amazon)
s OvXixdyq (m.)
s Oy/30£ (m.)

OvpnxXoq (m.)

Strab. 639.
7. Magn. 116.

Personal.)

Mous. 1876—78, p. 93.
LBW. 663.

Zj/af. 5/., 52.

Dion. H. 1, 28.

AJA. 18, 1914, 361.
BMC. Ionia 246.

Herod. 3, 122.

Aus Lyd. p. 54.

Hygin. fab. 223.

CIG. 3064.
BCH. 12, 1888, p. 207.

7. Hier. 200.

s YlxxTvy,q

s UxxTuXoq (R.)

TlxxTxXsvq

s [U]xXxexvoq
(Ethn. of *IlxXxex)

s n npxxXXx

UxpTTXpUV

Y\xp7xdx

Ylsyyx7£iTviq

(Ethn. of *Ueyyx7x)

Ueioq (tr.)
Tleiccv (or 11/wv)

n£A07T£/<*

T\sX07r/i (xuyzyi)

UsX07riq (tr.)

s Uepyxycov

s Tlspyxpvivot;

S UsptX7X7X7TpX

s Tl£p7repy

s Ylep7repvivvi

UsTxpyvoq

(Ethn. of *UsTxpx)

TleTpxeiTVjq (Mvjv)

(Place.)

Strab. 636, 647.
Herod. 5, 101.

i(7. Miinz. p. 169.
KP. 3, 108.

BCH. 4, 1880.

SB.

/Clflf. 334-

KP. 3, 172.

IBM. 3, 2, p. 71.

HN. 577; Paus. 7, 5, 10.

SB. SvxTeipx.

SB.

AM. 32, 1907, 469.

7. Magn. 181.

HN. 536.

AJA. 16, 1912, 48.

Ptol. 5, 2.

Strab. 615.

JHS. 7, 1887, 501.

KP. 2, 183.

S Uldx70q (R.)

n/i/^£j:voc

(Ethn. of *Yltvyex)
S Tllvdx7Gq

Yliovixi

UlTXVVI

UlTXVXlOq

YllTVXYiVOC

(Ethn. of *UiTvxtx)
IlXX7TyiVY, (Mvjtvjp)

UoXXid'/jq (tr.)

Upxptvioq

(Ethn. of *Ylpx(ivot)
s Tlpivjvvi

Ylpivjvevq

s Ilpixv

s Ylpoyx7eix

YlpoxXvj

Upvidvjc (tr.) ?

S IlTfAfdt

YlTeXeov

s YlvyeXx

YlxyTvviq (m.)
"

s YlxxTvyq (m.)
s n^7ra;/j/wj/ (m.)

HxKxpoq (m.)
s IL*7r;*:<? (m.)
s Ylx7ry,q (m.)
s n%7rtxq (m.)
s ITdOTyAos (m.)
s YixpdxXxq (m.)

Uxpyiq (m.)

s Ylxprxpxq (m.)

Ilx7vyjq (m.)

IT^crT^/Jo? (m.)

I1#!7CT,%A#S (m.)

T\x7TiXXcq (m.)

IT#T<2$?'#$ (m.)
ll£cW,ZC (m.)

IlfAcvp (hero)

nep7r£py,q (m.)

rifTfAfCT/S (f.)

Uix7oq (m.)

Yiiyirpxv (m.)

II/Ty/us (m.)

TlXxTxt; (m.)

UXoxTpuv (m.)

Hoix'/iq (m.)

HN. 652.
KP. 2, p. 161.

Plin. 5, 126.

AM. 32, 1907, 444.

Herod. 1, 149.

AM. 33, 1908, 394.

KP. 2, 19.

Paus. 5, 13, 7.

CIG. 3064.
Plin. 14, 4.

Strab. 6^6.

HN. 591.

PB.

SB.

SB.

CIG. 3064.
SB.

SB.

Strab. 639.

(Personal.)

Milet 3, 135.

Herod. 1, 153.

7. Perg. 569.
Forsch. Eph. II p. 154.

CIG. 2943.

Milet 3, 135.

LBW. 678.
CIG. 3286.

AJA. 18, 1914, 52.

CIG. 3064.

p. 57 above.

Hephaestion, Enchir.

(Consbruch) pp. 5, 199.
AM. 32, 1907, 243.

Forsch. Eph. 2, p. 107.

7. 77/>r. 222.

AJA. 18, 1914, 325.

BCH. 9, 1885, 78.
HN. 594.

CIG. 3189, 3195.

BCH. 1, 1877, 286.

Strab. 621.

KP. 1, 93.

CBP. n. 31.

LBW. 708.
7. Hier. 63.
CIG. 3064.

Sardis Expedition VI, 2. 13
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U:7/,c (m.)

U:77i: (m.)

ncrx; (m.)

n:y;-; (m.)

Ily^-: (m.)

UvQ-^q (m.)

TlvQioc (m.)

KP. 3, 160.

Athen. 7, 296 d.

Milet 3, 135.

CIG. 3064.

AJA. 16, 1912, 38.

Plut. mor. 263 f.

Herod. 7, 27.

(Place.)

SB.'LxidqVY,

S HLXlTTYiVOq

(Ethn. of *~LxtTTXi

^.xXx (gen. -Xxv)

^xXYfJOq

S ^[Aj/l/cfyi/C?

(Ethn. oi^xXivdx)

'LxXCY;

S ZxXovdevq

S ILxXovdwA (M^tjj/j)

(Ethn. of :::Z^Asy^)

s Y.xy.opvx (or Z.xy.cpivix) SB

s ZxvdxiveiTyq

(Ethn. of :;Z^v^/vji;)

S 2.xvdtoq XoQoq

s Hxvideix

s Sa/j^f/s (or Ztf/^/c)
s Xxpdixvoq

XxpdteT . . .

~Lx7GTpevq

(Ethn. of *'Lx70Tpx)

S ^.XTXXX

^.xvevd'/jvcc

(Ethn. of *Xxvevdx)
S "LeXivdviVoq

(Ethn. of*SfA/v^)

ZsXtvcvq (R.)
?£,eXivov7ix Xiyvvj

"Leyipxpctq

lY~XV£lOq
'

(AlGW7Gq)
ILixvx

?Lid:v7x

Zievc (tr.)

s ZiXxvdcg

s 1.i?.xvdevq

s S/A/vS^jj (Mifrs?r>)

(Ethn. oPS/A/vS*)

HN. 655.

Not. Ep. v, 156.

£07. Lyd. 227.

Aus Lyd. pp. 121, 215.

Paus. 7, 24.

CBP. n. 64.

CBP. n. 65.

Hesych.
AM. 24, 1899, 153.

Thucyd. 3, 19.

7. Priene 37, 159.

Strab. 625. Ind. Ill, 39.

HN. 657.
AM. 35, 1910, 448.

Aus Lyd. p. 98.

KP. 2, p. 92.

AM. 23. 1898, 366.

KP. 1, 20.

Xen. An. 5, 3, 8.

Strab. 642.

SB. QvxTeipx.

LBW. 106.

BCH. 4, 1880, 336.
SB.

IBM. 3, 2, p. 69.
KP. 1, p. 121.

HN. 657.
KP. 3. 45-

SB.

HN. 652.

?li7rv?,y,VY, CMyT'/ip)

s ^.i7vpt3x

S ^,l7Vp(3lTYjq

Zxyfaidyic (tr.)

1.XCX077G£iq

HxC?.C770V7lGq

ILxvkxiov

HxvQix

'L.UXpdoq (R.)

Hyjvpvx.

~Lyvpvxioq

1<y,vpvxsiTViq

s 1,GXyi77cg

X7rxd(yiV0q?)

s H7TxXxf;oq (Zevq)

Y.TXTX.XX

ILTpoyxXx

~Lx7Xvdpx

!Lx(3x^ioq (Zevq)

Txfixfltxoq (god)

Xx(3xi8iq (f.)

~Lx(3x,vviq (m.)

Hx(3y,Xoq (m.)

Tx(3vq (m.)

^Lxyxpioq (ill.)

s ?L,xdx?.xg (m.)
S H.xdv^TTVjq (m.)

HxXxyxv (m.)

Lxy,(3xQioq (m.)
s E#:/cW/$ (m.)
s ILxvdxq (god)

~Lxvdy,q (m.)

HxpfixXxeiq (m.)

Ilxpdiov (f.)

E#/j/#v2}?$ (m.)
s Zf^/? (f.)
s HeixiXoq (m.)

ZfTTfy^s (m.)

Z;jiA^c (m.)

^.tyyevq (m.)

Ztdvipiq (m.)

ILivvxpoq (m.)

XivTvq (m.)
s ?Li7vp(3y, (amazon

^.xxyxv (m.)

JHS. 37, 1917, 113.

SB.

Strab. 633.

CIG. 3064.

Herod. 9, 97.

7. Priene 361.
Paus. 7, 3, 8.

SB.

HN. 590.

HN. 595-

HN. 593.

CIG. 3408.
Strab. 640.

Aus Lyd. 5.

Anz. Wicn. Ak. 1893,

P- 93-

Nonn. 13, 435.

SB.

KP. 1, 133.

(Personal.)

Mous. 1876—78, p. in.

KP. 2, p. 1 17.

AM. 25, 1900, 125.

Hipponax fr. 49, Index

IV, 11.

LBW. 667.
CBP. n. 30.

AJA. 16, 1912, 39.

KP. 1, 96.
Herod. 1, 16.

BMC Lyd. 232.

KP. 3, 119.

Herod. 1, 71.

Roscher Lex. 4, 319.

BCH. 33, 1909, 117.

CBP. n. 64.

AJA. 18, 1914, 32.

7. Perg. 206.

AJA. 18, 1914, 35.

BCH. 7, 1883, 277,

CIG. 3266.
7. Priene 313.

HN. 649.
CIG. 3064.

BMC. Lyd. 240.

CIG. 3064.

) SB.

7. Perg. 245 A.

1
Possibly not a place-epithet; Picard, Ephese et Claros, p. 4065.
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ZxxTiq (m.)

TxoXXcg (m.)

Zxopdxq (m.)

ZxvTxXxq (m.)

Hy.vpvvj (f.)

Zvxpoq (m.)

ZTsppivjq (m.)

ZTcyajvf/xjf (f.)
HvTexq (m.)

^LxxvXoq (m.)

KP. 3, 159-

BSA. 21, 1916, 177.

AM. 21, 1896, 96.
AM. 12, 1887, 252.

7£i?7. 634.

Syll.3 996.
Nik. Dam. fr. 48.
AM. 24, 1899, 360.
KP. 3, 10.

Mous. 1884—85, n. wa£

(Place.)

HN. 657.
s Tx(3xXsvq

(Ethn. o(*Tx(3xXx)
s Tx(3xpviq (dat. -vei) I. Magn. 251.

s Tx(3eipv\voq KP. 2, 52.

(Ethn. of*Tx(3eipx)
s Tx^vlvvtoxTx7^vn(MviTvip) AM. 6, 1881, 273.

(Ethn. of *T*£«)

s Txy,X7tq (dat. -o-£/)
s Txvdov xxpiyj

TxvTxXiq

s Txpyvy,voq or Txpiyvyvoq

(Zevq) KP. I, 37: 3, 78

(Ethn. of *Txpyvx)
s Txpvy

Hierokl. 670.
BCH. 5, 1881, 326.

AJA. 16, 1912, 48.

Plin. 5, 1 17.

Txpvtq (R.)
s Txppx

Txp7evq (AttoXXoov)

Txp7ioq CA7roXXuv)

Txp7vivvi (Qsx)

(Ethn. of *Txp<rx)
s Tx7>jvvj (MvjTyp)

TxTXVOq

s TxTSixxy.y,TY,g

s Tepytxioq (Zsvq)
s Tsppcepyj

TsvQxdsvq (tr.)

Tsv&pxvix

Tevflpxq

Teag

Twos (tr.)

TyXcoveix

TyjpievoQvpevq

Schol. Iliad. 5, 44,

Strab. 413.

Plin. 5, 1 10.

SB.

Arch. Ztg. 1885, p. 38.
Mous. 1878

—80, p. 162.

Mous. 1878—80, p. 162.

BMC. Lyd. 688.

AM. 35, 1910, 423.

Aus Lyd. p. 5.

Aus Lyd. p. 73.

Ptol. 5, 2, 16.

CIG. 3415-

Alt. v. Perg. 1, p. 115.

Ps. Plut, fluv. 21,4.
Strab. 644.

IBM. 3, 2, p. 70.

7. Priene p. 184.
HN. 687.

(Ethn. of*Tti(Aevodvpx)

Tyjpivoq Herod. I, 149.

Tviy.vsiTyiq HN. 557.

s Ttxpiov (Mj?v)

Tixpy-voq

(Ethn. of *Tixpx)

Tiyvox

Ti7VXioq

(Ethn. of *Ti7vx)
s Trtxxx^vjvoq

(Ethn. of*T/T«x«C«)

TiTeKpVTYiVOq

(Ethn. of *TiTet(pvTx)

TiTvxioq (R.)
S TyuXoq (or TvpixXoq)

Ty^xXeiTYtq

s To(3xXyovpx (or T(3xX-

yovpx)

s ToyxpyvGq

(Ethn. of *Toy.xpx)
s Toppy,(3ix (or *Toppvi(3iq)
s Toppyj(3oq

TpxXXx

TpxXXeiq
l

TpxXXixvoq

TpxXXtxxv

Tpxpx

s TpoxeTTX

TpxyiXtx (or -A/01/)

TpxyiXidyjq (tr.)

TpxyiXioq xxpx

s TvxvxXXeiTyiq

(Ethn. of *TuxvooXXx)
s TvpcxXiq

Tvpsiv

Tvppx

99

KP. 2, p. 104.

AM. 35, 1910, 422.

AM. 35, 1910, 427.

HN. 557.

HN. 659.

KP. 3, 113.

HN. 552.

HN. 657. KP. 1, 14b.

HN. 659.

AJA. 16, 1912, 13.

HN. 659.

Nik. Dam. fr. 17.

SB.

ICAM. 347 bis

Strab. 649.
HN.

BCH. 4, 1880, 337.

BCH. 4, 1880, 337.

KP. 1, 16b.

SB. TpcoyiXoq.

CIG. 3064.

Strab. 636.
Aus Lyd. 37.

CIG. 3451.

Hesych.

Etym. Gud., 537 (Index

IV, 15). KP. 3, p. 83.

TxeTxq (m.)

TxtTiq (f.)

TxXxpiq (m.)

TxvTxXoq (m.)

Txopexq (m.)

Txoq (m.)

TxTrvpoq (m.)

Txpx(3ovq (m.)
s Txtx (f.)
s T#t#? (m.)

s Txtsvx (f.)
s T^T^i? (f.)

s Txtiov (f.)

(Personal.)

BMC. Lyd. 118.

7. /Vrg-. 205.

Mous. 1886, p. 40.

Paus. 5, 13, 7.

£J7C Ionia 126.

AM. 12, 256.

7. Priene 148.

KP. 3, 113.

BCH. 8, 1884, 381,

Kretschmer, 348.

KP. 1, 141.

LBW. 640.

LBW. 709.

1 Are the Tpxtei$ of /. v. Pergamon, 13.2y> 69, named from their place of origin or from their occupation? See

above, p. 67.
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Tsttxio: (m.)

s TevCpxg (m.)
s TevTxyoq (m.)

Ty,ixdY,g (m.)
s TvXe^cg (m.)

Tvj/.xv (hero)

Tviftsvidyq (m.)
s T/.y-xg (m.)
s Tcppy,i3ix (f.)
S Toppy,i3sq (m.)
s Tcvdx (f.)

Tpxyu.cg (m.)
s Tviog (m.)

TvXXog (m.)

s Tv'/.og (hero)
s TyAwv (hero)
s Tvpxvvtg (or -xvig) (f.)
s Tvpxvvog (m.)
s Tvpiyvog (god)

Typ^v^/cc

Tvppy^Gg (m.)
s Typtrjfj/cc (m.)
s TvTeidyg (m.)

JOAI. 14, 191 1, Beibl.

137-

PB.

Stob. Flor. 3, 7.

£J7C 7^«/^ 27.

Dion. H. 1, 28.

Priene p. 184.

Aus Lyd. 164.

7. 77/>r. 130.

SB. Tc/w/fcr.

Nik. Dam. fr. 17.

Nik. Dam. fr. 48.

CIG. 3064

AJA. 16, 1912, 40.

Dion. 1, 27.

HN. 657.
Nik. Dam. fr. 49.

KP. 2, 237.

LBW. 667, Index IV, 15.

HN. 658.
KP. 2, 115.

Herod. 1, 94.

Ylut. praec.ger. reip. 32.
Aus Lyd. p. 7.

s T3jj

s Tdpy/.x

TeXsvg

s T?.Xog (R.)
s TXXovxXx

T77X17TX

Tirxiirvjvog

s TpyxXsvg

s Tpxxviog

(Place.)

Strab. 626.

Strab. 650.

CBP. 1, p. 177.

Herod. 1, 80.

CBP. p. 195.

HN. 652.
ibid.

CBP. n. 29.

Strab. 629.

s Tpxxvcc BMC. Lyd. LXIV.

(Ethn. of *Tpxxvic)
s T7j3yl

QiXxidyg (tr.)

QiXeig (M'/jTYip)

<Ppixxvtg

QpixxviTiq

Qpvyiog (R.)

QvyeXx

QvysXsvg

QvptTvig (R.)

<$>axxix

Qxxxievg

SB.

(Place.)

CIG. 3064.

KP. 1, 34.

Herod. 1, 149.

SB. <i>p!xiov.

Strab. 626.

7. Priene 37.

HN. 590.

Mous. 1876—78, p. 71 ;

Plin. 5, 115.

Herod. 1, 142.

HN. 587.

(Place.)

HGAM. p. 117.

B. Beitr. 10, 1886, 183.
KP. 3, 172.

XXixpx

XXvxpoi

s Xovdpixvog

(Ethn. of *Xovdpix)

XvTpcv (or -piov) Strab. 645.

(Personal.)

XxSdxXxg (m.) 7. Priene 313.

s Xxvdpxv (m.) KP. 3, 19.

Xovdpog (gen. -pov) (m.) unpubl. Sardian text.

Wxtpxpog

flXX7Y*X

s Cling (goddess)

CBP. n. 31.

(Place.)

7. Magn. 1 1 6.

(Personal.)

Macrob. Sat. 5, 22, 5 ;

JHS. 17, 1917, 102.
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